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1.1 In 2012 Adams Integra undertook a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 

viability study on behalf of South Gloucestershire Council (SGC), 

culminating in a report dated October 2012. This report went out to public 

consultation in November 2012, alongside a Preliminary Draft Charging 

Schedule (PDCS), a draft CIL guide and a draft Regulation 123 list. The 

following CIL rates (per square metre) were proposed for residential 

development: 

 

 Communities of the North and East Fringe of Bristol,  

with affordable housing      £45 

 

 Sites in this area that fall below the affordable housing  

threshold        £90 

 

 The rest of South Gloucestershire, with affordable housing £70 

 

 Sites that fall below the affordable housing threshold         £115 

 

Proposed non-residential rates were: 

 

 Retail        £120 

 

 Hotels        £70 

 

 Student Accommodation     £60 

 

1.2 The 2012 study considered the viability of CIL in the context of both the 

strategic New Neighbourhood (NN) sites, as identified by the Council in its 

emerging Core Strategy, and policy compliant sites that might also come 

forward for development. 

 

1.3 In the spring of 2013 Adams Integra was re-engaged in response to the 

PDCS consultation. Further meetings were undertaken with key 

stakeholders, including Savills and representatives of the Cribbs Patchway 

New Neighbourhoods and the Council also commissioned further work on 

affordable housing assumptions, to take account of the availability of the 

affordable rent tenure. This was known as the Stuart Larkin Report, March 

2013, (see Appendix 13) 

 

1.4 The Stuart Larkin Report reviewed the affordable housing assumptions 

contained in Adams Integra’s report of October 2012 and recommended 

updated revenue figures, that might be payable by registered providers in 

the prevailing affordable housing market. We have used these figures in 

the current report. 
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1.5 In April 2013 the Council postponed its CIL programme to await further 

regulatory amendments from Government, complete the adoption of its 

Core Strategy (December 13) and further progress negotiations with key 

development partners on strategic sites.  

 

1.6 In January 2014 Adams Integra were engaged to advise on any 

appropriate update to the CIL levels, in light of representations made on 

the PDCS, also taking into account movements in the sales market, 

planning approvals since January 2013 and any update information on the 

New Neighbourhood infrastructure packages. 

 

1.7 In respect of the New Neighbourhood sites, we have separated out the 

different sites making up the Cribbs Patchway New Neighbourhood, as set 

out in Policy CS26 of the Core Strategy, into the following individual 

development areas: 

 

 Patchway Trading Estate 

 Filton Airfield 

 Skanska land 

 Fishpool Hill 

 

1.8 In addition, we have considered the sites known as East of Harry Stoke, as 

set out in policy CS27 of the Core Strategy, and land East of Coldharbour 

Lane, allocated at policy H1(10) of the South Gloucestershire Local Plan. 

 

1.9 Work to both the policy compliant sites and the New Neighbourhood sites 

has been refreshed, as a result of both the public consultation exercise 

and more up-to-date information on such matters as sales values, build 

costs and assumed infrastructure costs. 

 

1.10 We have also considered update positions in respect of 4 and 9 unit sites 

that would fall below the threshold that would attract on-site affordable 

housing, as set out in policy CS18 of the Core Strategy. 

 

1.11 With regard to non-residential uses, these have also been reviewed and 

this report recommends revised CIL levels.  

 

1.12 Previous guidance as to the implementation of CIL has now been 

consolidated into the Community Infrastructure Levy (Amendment) 

Regulations 2014. We summarise below the new provisions, as advised by 

the Planning Advisory Service: 

 

 Limitation on pooling of s 106 obligations delayed until April 2015. 

 

 New mandatory exemptions for self-build housing, and for 

residential annexes and extensions. 
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 A change to allow charging authorities to set differential rates by 

the size of development (i.e. floorspace, units). 

 

 The option for charging authorities to accept payments in kind 

through the provision of infrastructure either on-site or off-site for 

the whole or part of the levy payable on a development. 

 

 A new ‘vacancy test' - buildings must have been in use for six 

continuous months out of the last three years for the levy to apply 

only to the net addition of floorspace (previously a building to be in 

continuous lawful use for at least six of the previous 12 months). 

 

 A requirement on the charging authority to strike an appropriate 

balance between the desirability of funding infrastructure from the 

levy and the potential effects of the levy on the economic viability 

of development across the area. Previously the authority only had 

to ‘aim to strike the appropriate balance'. 

 

 Provisions for phasing of levy payments to all types of planning 

permission, to deal fairly with more complex developments. 

 

(Source: Planning Advisory Service www.pas.gov.uk) 
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2.1 It should be noted that, in respect of affordable housing the tables 

contained within the following appendices test the policy compliant level of 

35%, in accordance with Core Strategy Policy CS18, along with other 

scenarios and affordable housing percentages, by way of a sensitivity 

analysis. These alternative scenarios do not in any way infer that the 

Council accepts affordable housing at such levels. 

 

2.2 We are attaching appendices to this report, as follows: 

 

Appendix 1 

Shows housing mixes for both the policy compliant sites and the New 

Neighbourhood sites.  

 

Appendix 2 

Shows a Value Points table. The open market values result from new 

research on the ground, conducted for this new update report. The 

affordable housing revenues come from information provided in the Stuart 

Larkin report. 

 

Appendix 3  

This shows the outcomes for the policy compliant sites at 80% social rent 

and 20% intermediate affordable housing, with an affordable housing 

proportion of 35%. 

 

Appendix 4 

This shows the outcomes for the policy compliant sites at 78% social rent, 

6% affordable rent and 16% shared ownership affordable housing, with an 

affordable housing proportion of 35%, as detailed in the Stuart Larkin 

report.. 

 

Appendix 5 

This is the table of outcomes for small sites that are below the policy 

threshold for affordable housing. 

 

Appendix 6 

Shows the sensitivity of the policy compliant sites to a rise in build costs. 

 

Appendix 7 

Table of New Neighbourhood land valuations at 30% and 35% affordable 

housing, based on affordable housing tenures of both 80/10/10 and 

78/6/16 (social rent/affordable rent/shared ownership). For the purpose of 

sensitivity testing, we also show each outcome with build costs increased 

by 5% and increased fee allowances.  
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Appendix 7A 

Table of the main appraisal outputs for the NN sites, based on 35% 

affordable housing with 80/10/10 affordable tenures. 

 

Appendix 8 

Appraisals for the non-residential uses. 

 

Appendix 9 

Table showing achieved Section 106 contributions for South 

Gloucestershire. 

 

Appendix 10 

Table showing achieved levels of affordable housing 2009/10 to 2013/14. 

 

Appendix 11 

This shows the comments received from the 2012 consultation exercise, 

along with updated responses. 

 

Appendix 12 

A map showing the prime locations that are referred to for the 

recommended CIL rates in section 10. 

 

Appendix 13 

Stuart Larkin Report (March 2013). 
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3.1 The methodology for this addendum report is similar to the previous 2012 

report. We have, however, reviewed the sales values in the light of 

prevailing market conditions. We would comment more fully upon the 

individual inputs, as follows: 

 

3.2 Sales Values 

 

3.2.1 We represent sales values across the plan area as a series of value points, 

such that a particular value point can be applied to a particular 

geographical location. In the value points table at Appendix 2, it will be 

seen that we have allocated locations to value points 2, 3 and 4. Value 

point 1 then represents a fall in sales values of 10% below value point 2, 

while value point 5 represents a rise in sales values over value point 4. In 

this way, we can see how viability is affected by market movements, that 

might result in a location moving to a higher, or lower, value point. 

 

3.2.2 The new Value Points table at Appendix 2 updates the open market sales 

values and also inputs the affordable housing revenues from the Stuart 

Larkin report. In addition, the Value Points table also shows the sales 

values and affordable housing revenues that have been adopted for the 

New Neighbourhood sites. It will be seen that the sites forming the Cribbs 

Patchway New Neighbourhood are within Value Point 2, while the land East 

of Harry Stoke and the land East of Coldharbour Lane are within Value 

Point 3. 

 

3.2.3 We carried out new sales research for this latest study, both on the ground 

and through online sources. Whilst this work was done in the context of an 

improving sales market, our findings suggested that price rises could not 

be assumed across the board, for all housetypes on all developments.  

 

3.3 Sales Periods 

 

3.3.1 For the policy compliant sites, we have assumed build and sales periods 

that are dictated by the market units, with a first sale being completed 

after 9 months and a sales rate of 3 per month thereafter. This sales rate 

reflects discussions with representatives of the development industry, 

following the initial consultation period. For sites of 300 units, we have 

assumed two sales outlets at the same sales rate. Examples of the sales 

periods, excluding the on-site affordable housing, would be as follows: 

 

14 units  9 to sell. First sale 9 months. Sales period 3 months. 

35 units 23 to sell. First sale 9 months. Sales period 7 months. 

75 units 49 to sell. First sale 9 months. Sales period 17 months. 

300 units  195 to sell. First sale 9 months. Sales period 32 months. 
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3.3.2 As the sales market improves, we would expect to see higher sales rates, 

which would benefit viability by reducing both sales periods and finance 

costs. 

 

3.4 New Neighbourhood Sites 

 

3.4.1 With regard to the New Neighbourhood sites, we would assume that these 

would sell from a number of sales outlets. Our appraisals have assumed 

that a first sale would be at around month 15, to allow for initial 

infrastructure, with sales progressing to month 60. Whilst some 

developments might have a total project period that is longer than this, we 

have assumed that land payments would be phased, such that a similar 

pattern of sales performance would also be seen at these later stages.  

 

3.5 Build Costs 

 

3.5.1 All appraisals assume code level 4 build costs, as encouraged by Core 

Strategy Policy CS1, at the following levels: 

 

Houses £1,198 per sqm 

Flats  £1,335 per sqm 

 

3.5.2 In addition, the policy compliant site valuations make an allowance for site 

preparation, on the assumption that sites will need a level of work before 

construction can begin. The same base build costs have been used for the 

New Neighbourhood sites, although we have added more specific 

additional costs where these are known. On the brownfield sites these 

might include such items as demolition and site clean-up. 

 

3.5.3 Our analysis of the BCIS cost index figures for January 2014 indicated that 

these levels are appropriate at today’s date. We believe it to be the case, 

however, that build costs could rise with the increase in housebuilding 

activity and we have, therefore, included some sensitivity analysis, 

showing the impact of a 5% rise in costs for both policy compliant and 

New Neighbourhood sites. The sensitivity outcomes for the policy 

compliant sites are shown at Appendix 6, while those for the New 

Neighbourhood sites are shown as part of the table at Appendix 7. 

 

3.6 Fees 

 

3.6.1 In response to the consultation, we have addressed fee levels for the 

current report. With regard to the policy compliant sites, we apply a fee 

cost of 10% to cover consultants, planning application fees and site 

surveys. For the New Neighbourhood sites, we have applied more site-

specific fee costs, starting with actual sums, as opposed to percentages. 

This follows discussions coming out of the consultation process. For the 
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New Neighbourhoods, however, the sensitivity testing also assumes a rise 

in the fee levels to 5% of costs, reflecting the larger scale of these sites. 

 

3.7 Other Valuation Inputs 

 

3.7.1 For the sake of clarification, we would confirm that valuations for the 

policy compliant sites include the following additional inputs: 

 

Consultants’ Fees   10% 

Finance Costs    7% 

Contingencies    5% 

Sales and marketing costs  3% 

Profit on market units  20% 

Profit on affordable units  6% 

Land survey costs £500 to £2,000 per unit, depending on 

numbers. 

Section 106 costs £3,500 per unit 

Site Preparation Costs £1,000 to £4,000 per unit, depending 

on numbers. 

 

3.8  S106 Costs 

 

3.8.1 With regard to the S106 costs we attach, at Appendix 9, tables that show 

actual sums received for the years 2012/13 and 2013/14. Once a 

Community Infrastructure Levy is in place, the Council would envisage 

that it will still use S106 agreements in respect of Public Open Space. The 

above allowance of £3,500 per unit is intended to predominantly cover this 

cost.  

 

3.9 Affordable housing 

 

3.9.1 Following consultation with the Council’s officers, the revenue figures for 

affordable housing have been taken from the affordable housing report 

prepared by Stuart Larkin in March 2013 (Schedule 2 Price payable, Unit 

Sizes and Values). The land value outcomes that include on-site affordable 

housing have been considered separately from those scenarios that fall 

below the policy requirement for affordable housing, resulting in different 

CIL recommendations in each case. At Appendix 10 we show the levels of 

affordable housing that have actually been achieved in South 

Gloucestershire for the years 2009/10 to 2013/14. From this it will be seen 

that achieved levels are close to the policy requirements of 33.3% (to 

2012/13) to 35% (from 2012/13). 
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3.10 Valuation Inputs for the New Neighbourhood Sites 

 

3.10.1 The sales values attributable to the New Neighbourhood sites are as shown 

on the Value Points table at Appendix 2. The base build costs are also as 

described for the policy compliant sites although, due to their size, we 

have also allowed additional infrastructure costs for the New 

Neighbourhood sites. These infrastructure costs would relate to the 

provision of roads and services that connect the individual development 

sites. We have allowed the sum of £650,000 per hectare for these costs, 

applied to approximately 20% of the developable area. Other costs have 

been allowed in respect of such items as landscaping and public open 

space, on an individual basis. In addition, we have allowed infrastructure 

costs against the New Neighbourhood sites, where such costs can be 

reasonably assessed. It is the case, however, that the table at Appendix 7 

is intended to illustrate the extent to which the land values of the New 

Neighbourhood sites exceed their threshold value; this will dictate the 

sums available for other infrastructure items that remain to be identified. 

 

3.10.2 In this connection, we should point out that the valuations for the LECHL 

site include an allowance of £80 per sqm as Community Infrastructure 

Levy, whereas no such allowance has been made for the other New 

Neighbourhood sites.  
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4.1 Following consultation with local commercial agents, we have split the 

employment threshold into two. The lower level, of £1,000,000 per 

hectare, reflects lower value industrial land in more rural locations. The 

higher level has been taken at £1,375,000 per hectare. This would assume 

higher value industrial locations, as well as office and retail uses. The 

thresholds adopted for this current report are, therefore: 

 

Agricultural existing use   £350,000 per hectare 

 

Commercial/employment existing use £1,000,000 per hectare 

        £1,375,000 per hectare 

 

Residential existing use   £2,200,000 per hectare. 

 

4.2 At Appendices 3 to 5 we illustrate the way in which we have used the 

above thresholds to assess viability. These appendices show a number of 

different development scenarios for each value point and at differing levels 

of Community Infrastructure Levy. The outcomes of each of these 

scenarios are shown by three figures. The first represents the land value 

arising from that development scenario. The second represents the land 

value as a percentage of the total sales revenue, being a common 

parameter within the development industry. The third figure represents 

the land value as a sum per hectare. We use this figure to assess viability 

against the viability thresholds, which are also expressed as sums per 

hectare. 

 

4.3 For the viability assessment, we are using the average land values per 

hectare, produced by the development scenarios, but we only use the 

figures that show a positive land value. This is due to the fact that sites 

with a zero land value cannot be assumed to come forward for 

development. We then relate these averages to the different threshold 

values and assess viability by the traffic-light system, whereby green 

implies good viability, orange suggests marginal viability and red suggests 

poor viability. 

 

4.4 In this way, we can see how the outcomes at each value point are 

measuring against the four different existing use values. This is discussed 

further in the Findings section. 
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5.1 At Appendix 5, we show a table of land value results for sites that fall 

below the threshold for on-site affordable housing. In the absence of the 

affordable housing cost, such sites can sell all their units in the open 

market, thus generating a higher sales revenue. The different 

development scenarios are tested at a range of CIL levels, including the 

recommended levels of £100 (VP2 and 3) to £130 per sqm (VP4). It will be 

seen from the table that the outcomes at value point 2 show good viability 

against agricultural thresholds, while the outcomes at value points 3-4 

also show good viability against employment uses. 
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6.1 Whilst the South of England is generally experiencing a period of sales 

growth, we have based our revised sales figures on our latest research, 

which does not always show similar increases for all housetypes in the new 

homes market. This is possibly due to the competition that exists when a 

number of developers are selling new homes in a local area. It does 

appear, however, that the value of smaller units has risen faster than the 

value of larger units, helped possibly by the Help to Buy scheme allowing 

first time buyers back into the market. 

 

6.2 The viability outcomes for the policy compliant sites are illustrated at 

Appendices 3 to 5, where we are considering viability against a range of 

viability thresholds, ranging from Greenfield sites to existing residential 

uses. At this point, it is worth noting recent work carried out by the 

Council, to assess the proportion of new developments that take place on 

land in different existing uses. This work demonstrated that, between 

2008 and 2013, the proportion of new homes built on existing residential 

sites was some 2.3%, while 18% were built on other brownfield sites. This 

should be borne in mind when assessing the weight that should be 

attached to a lack of viability against existing residential uses. 

 

6.3 In Appendices 3 to 5, we are considering the viability of the different 

development scenarios, while also applying different levels of CIL. We 

apply the previously recommended levels, being £45 per sqm 

(Communities of the North and East Fringe of Bristol) and £70 (Rest of 

South Gloucestershire), but we are also testing CIL at £55 per sqm and 

£80 per sqm respectively. When looking at the average land values per 

hectare, it will be seen that the different CIL rates have little bearing on 

the overall viability within the individual value points. 

 

6.4 At Value Point 2 we see good viability against Greenfield uses, but a lack 

of viability against employment uses. At Value Point 3, however, we see 

good viability against the lower value residential uses. It is also worth 

noting that a number of scenarios in Value Point 3 produce land values per 

hectare that are close to the higher employment threshold. 

 

6.5 Similar findings would apply to the scenarios at Appendix 4, with the 

different affordable housing mixes. On this basis, we believe that the 

evidence points towards a viable CIL rate, assuming on-site affordable 

housing, of £55 per sqm. 

 

6.6 With regard to scenarios that would not require affordable housing 

contributions, these are shown at Appendix 5. In this instance, we are 

testing the previous CIL rates of £90 and £115 per sqm alongside 

proposed new rates of £100 and £130 per sqm. On the basis of the 
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outcomes at Value Points 2 to 4, we believe that the higher rates can be 

justified. 

 

6.7 With regard to build costs, we believe that increases in construction 

activity will lead to rises in build costs, as the demand for labour and 

materials rises. We have, therefore, considered the implications of a 5% 

rise in build costs on both the policy compliant sites and the New 

Neighbourhoods. 

 

6.8 At Appendix 6, we have considered an increase in the build costs for policy 

compliant sites of 5%, in scenarios with 35% affordable housing. It should 

be borne in mind that an increase in build costs will also impact on those 

appraisal inputs that are calculated from the build costs, such as fees and 

finance costs. This will result in a cumulative impact that is greater than 

the build cost increase alone. On the other hand, the finance costs on a 

lower land value will be reduced. 

 

6.9 We see, in Appendix 6, that the higher build costs do impact on the 

viability of Value Point 2 scenarios, even against existing Greenfield uses. 

We have not, however, anticipated any growth in sales values alongside 

the cost increase. We believe it to be realistic that cost and sales increases 

would go hand in hand, thereby reducing any viability impact. 

 

6.10 Likewise with the New Neighbourhood sites, Appendix 7 shows the impact 

of increased build costs and fees, although the sales values have not been 

increased. 

 

6.11 The New Neighbourhood sites show surpluses against the existing use 

values, with the exception of Patchway Trading Estate, where there is a 

deficit in all scenarios. This can be explained by a number of factors. First, 

there is a high existing use value, when compared to the Greenfield values 

of the other strategic sites. Second, Patchway is in the lower sales value 

bracket. Third, there would be high abnormal development costs, relating 

to such items as demolition and remediation. 

 

6.12 Where applicable, the surpluses give the Council an indication of the “pot” 

that is available for infrastructure. In the case of strategic sites at Cribbs 

Patchway New Neighbourhood (CPNN) and East of Harry Stoke, large on-

site infrastructure packages will be required. At the Core Strategy EiP, it 

was accepted that some gap funding would be required towards 

infrastructure. Furthermore, it should be noted that planning permission 

has already been granted at the North Yate New Neighbourhood and that 

the principal parts of the Cribbs Patchway New Neighbourhood are at 

various stages of the planning process. The Fishpool Hill element should 

have received planning permission by the time that a CIL charge is 

implemented. 
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6.13 The Mall retail area also forms part of the CPNN. At this stage, the policy 

position is unclear as to the quantum of new retail space that is likely to 

be acceptable or therefore the impact and extent of any required 

mitigation. It is therefore, proposed to exclude The Mall from the CPNN 

£Nil charging zone.  

 

6.14 The scale of strategic sites has been set at 600 dwellings, because it is 

considered that significant on-site infrastructure starts to be required at 

500 to 600 units. This would include, for example, a primary school and 

nursery facilities. 

 

6.15 With regard to the Land East of Coldharbour Lane (LECHL), this benefits 

from being a Greenfield site, in a higher value location, with a low 

infrastructure requirement. As a result, there is good viability, to the 

extent that we have allowed a CIL cost of £80 per sqm in the figures seen 

at Appendix 7 and additional allowances for S106 items. We have not 

allowed any CIL cost against the other strategic sites. 

 

6.16 The Council and Adams Integra thus considered a bespoke charge for the 

respective strategic sites. However, it is recommended that a CIL charge is 

not sought on the strategic sites due to the challenging viability position at 

CPNN & EoHS, in order for consistency, as other strategic sites have 

already progressed through the planning system or are likely to by the 

time a CIL is implemented, and to minimise the added level of complexity 

and uncertainty that a CIL charge would introduce into these complex 

negotiations at a late stage, which could potentially threaten the council’s 

ambitious housing delivery targets. £Nil charges are therefore proposed 

for strategic sites (inc CPNN & EoHS). 
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7.1 We have carried out a review of the study carried out in 2012 to support 

CIL charging for non-residential development. We have reviewed and 

researched all of the aspects of the data used to reach a new set of 

findings to reflect the improving market conditions.  

 

7.2 We set out below the main findings and assumptions used to reach our 

new set of recommendations.  

  

7.3 Threshold Values 

 

7.3.1 There remains very little evidence of land transactions over the period 

since 2007. Defining suitable threshold values against what new 

development can be bench marked is the most challenging element of non 

residential viability testing. 

 

7.3.2 The method of using a ‘mini’ residual appraisal on the replacement of a 

redundant building with a new development produces the most useful 

comparison. This methodology has stood up to public examination and had 

been proven to be robust.  

 

7.3.3 Our threshold values in the appraisals set out in the appendices reflect the 

position as at today’s date. We consider that this may change in the 

coming years when more evidence supports higher values. However, at 

this stage there is insufficient appropriate evidence for these to be 

increased at this stage of the property cycle.  

  

7.4 Retail Warehousing 

 

7.4.1 We have seen the BCIS construction costs for Retail Warehousing in the 

1,000m2 -7,000 m2 category rise from £550 per m2 up to £629 per m2 in 

the period from June 2012 to February 2014.  

 

7.4.2 We have not found any compelling evidence to show that rental values 

have changed over this period although we would expect demand from 

occupiers will improve and incentives given to tenants to take leases will 

reduce as the economy improves and consumer spending increases.  

 

7.4.3 There are reports of improving investment yields in this category [Savills- 

Spotlight- UK Retail Warehouse Market- November 2013]. Prime Open A1 

Retail Warehouse investments are being transacted at yields as low as 

5.0% fuelled by growing competition particularly from overseas investors 

seeing UK commercial property as a safe haven and expecting future 

rental growth from strengthening occupier demand.  
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7.4.4 We have adopted a yield of 6.0% to reflect the stronger market conditions 

for prime and secondary locations across the district, and open and 

restricted Class A1 and open Class A1 planning consents.  

 

7.5 Supermarkets 

 

7.5.1 Average  BCIS Construction costs for supermarkets now stand at £1,178 

per m2.  

 

7.5.2 We are not seeing the continuation of the development of large format 

food stores at the same rate as since 2007. This is due to the large 

supermarket operators re-focusing on on-line sales and convenience store 

retailing. Hence we have not seen the same level of competition and hence 

rents have not shown any significant increases above inflation. We have 

used a rental rate of £200 per m2.  

 

7.5.3 The investment yields remain steady and we have adopted a 5.0% yield 

for the district as a whole. The outcomes show a substantial surplus to be 

able to afford a CIL charge.   

 

7.6 Shopping Centres 

 

7.6.1 We have looked at shopping centres such as Cribbs Causeway and Yate. 

We have considered extensions to the existing developments.   

 

7.6.2 The BCIS construction cost for shopping centres now stands at £1,047 per 

m2. Our appraisals are based on a single unit within a shopping centre but 

the construction costs are based on a 20% larger floor area to reflect the 

communal circulation and servicing areas. We have allowed 10% of the 

construction costs for external areas, 15% for professional fees and a 10% 

contingency in line with the feedback received from the previous 

consultation.  

 

7.6.3 The rental levels are based on an average of the quoting rents being 

sought on currently vacant units with a 1 year rent free incentive, reduced 

from 2 years previously.  

 

7.6.4 Shopping centre investment yields have reduced for prime locations. We 

have looked at the sensitivity to the yield changes for secondary locations 

and taken a figure of 6.0% for Prime and 7.0% for secondary locations.  

We consider that both show a comfortable surplus to allow for a CIL 

charge.  The surplus for Prime locations such as Cribbs Causeway is much 

larger and therefore we consider that Prime locations in the district can 

support a higher charge.  
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7.6.5 We have considered Wiltshire Council’s differential rates of £70 for covered 

shopping in certain towns and £175 per m2 for superstores and retail 

warehousing. We have taken into consideration Bristol City Council’s rates 

at £120 per m2 for all retail. We consider there to be a differential 

between the area to the south of the M4 motorway and the rest of the 

district. We consider the differential in rent and yields to justify a higher 

CIL charge for prime locations.  

 

7.7 Comparison Retailing and other Class A1-A5 categories 

 

7.7.1 Comparison retailing within Class A1 of the Use Classes Order 2010 covers 

high street prime, secondary and tertiary retail development as well as 

that already covered by the Convenience and Shopping centre categories. 

New development is likely to be replacement buildings in high streets, 

extensions to existing buildings, new neighbourhood shops and the like. 

The range of likely rents and yields is varied. We have taken what we 

consider to be average values and allowed suitable buffers to ensure 

development is not discouraged by a potential CIL charge, in accordance 

with the DCLG Guidance.  

 

7.7.2 New developments in the Class A2 (financial and professional services), A3 

(restaurants and cafes), A4 (drinking establishments) and A5 (hot food 

takeaways) will cover usually relatively small new builds. Many will be 

under the 100 m2 threshold required to attract a CIL charge such as an 

estate agents office, drive through type kiosk or hot food take away. 

These, as well as the larger forms of development, offer very similar 

development costs, rental and capital values as those of comparison 

retailing. Therefore we have not sought to distinguish between the Class A 

categories and recommend a single rate with a geographical adjustment 

for the Prime Locations where higher values are found. 

 

7.7.3 BCIS construction costs  now stand at £954 per m2 for shops generally.  

 

7.7.4 We have adopted an average rental rate of £323 per m2. However, we 

believe that incentives are now diminishing and retailers committing to 

new leases are more in competition, particularly for prime positions. Hence 

we have reduced the incentive allowance from 2 years to 1 year.  

 

7.7.5 Investment yields for secondary and tertiary retail investments have not 

changed significantly. Prime retail investment yields have seen reductions 

since May 2013 in main centres but we do not see any areas within the 

district where this applies other than in shopping centres which are 

covered separately. Hence we have used a yield of 6.5%.  
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7.7.6 The outcomes show a sufficient surplus to be able to accommodate the 

recommended CIL charge of £120 per m2 across the district with a higher 

rate of £160 per m2 for the prime locations.  

 

7.8 Convenience Stores 

 

7.8.1 BCIS average construction costs for convenience stores now stand at £954 

per m2.  

 

7.8.2 We are seeing the main supermarket brands looking to increase their 

convenience store/ ‘local’ formats significantly. This is resulting in 

competition but no significant signs of increased rents being paid. The 

business model is reliant on keeping their property costs low and to use 

supply chain efficiencies to retain margins. Slightly higher rents will be 

affordable in high street locations where turnover will be higher than in a 

less densely populated neighbourhood.  

 

7.8.3 We have adopted a rental figure of £161.50 per m2.  

 

7.8.4 Interest in convenience store investments appears to becoming more 

popular with the increase in numbers available for purchase as the market 

improves. Consequently yields have come down as competition has 

increased. The ‘cap and collar’ rent reviews required by most operators 

control rental growth and provides a fairly undynamic yet reliable 

investment vehicle. We have revised the yield used to 6.0%.   

 

7.8.5 The significant increase in the construction costs per m2 will have a 

relatively small impact because of the small form of development. The 

appraisals produce a smaller surplus but again, because of the small form 

of development, we consider it is still sufficient to accommodate a CIL 

charge.   

 

7.9 Offices 

 

7.9.1 BCIS construction costs for air-conditioned offices now stand at £1,357 per 

m2.     

 

7.9.2 We have not found any compelling evidence of office rents increasing. 

Headline rents have remained static over the period. We expect incentives 

to reduce before an increase in rental growth is seen. We also expect to 

see the supply of available space will reduce as occupier demand increases 

with a recovering economy.  

 

7.9.3 For the purposes of this study we focus on new build and most likely in 

prime locations close to good infrastructure mainly south of the M4 
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motorway, where we have examined a range of rents from £210 per m2 

up to £230 per m2. 

 

7.9.4 However, there is a secondary market in towns like Yate and Thornbury 

where the values are quite different. Therefore we have introduced a 

secondary office category as we believe there is a two tier market where 

lower rent levels of around £200 per m2 and yields of 7.5% are considered 

more appropriate.    

 

7.9.5 Lease terms remain relatively short as tenants continue to lack the long 

term confidence and this trend has now produced a structural change in 

the letting market. Hence tenants seek to ensure flexibility to avoid being 

bound by long lease terms if their business changes. This affects the 

demand for offices as an investment vehicle due to the risk of voids when 

tenant’s leases expire. Also the costs of re-letting and obsolescence of the 

building detract compared to other investment property such as retail. 

 

7.9.6 Having said that due to the improving sentiments we have reduced the 

yields and incentives used for prime offices to 6.5% and 1 year rent free, 

or equivalent incentive, compared to 6.75% and 2 years rent free 

previously. 

 

7.9.7 The outcomes show that prime offices could now support a modest CIL 

contribution whereas the secondary locations cannot. We have considered 

the CIL charges of neighbouring local authorities for this category and 

particularly Bristol City who are making a £nil charge. We consider the ‘out 

of town’/business park market to be strong and that the Bristol City 

Council charging schedule was set in weaker market conditions. We 

recommend that a relatively low charge of £30 per m2 is not going to 

affect office development coming forward and will make a useful 

contribution to the infrastructure funding gap.  

 

7.10 Hotels 

 

7.10.1 BCIS construction costs for hotels now stand at £1,479 per m2.  

 

7.10.2 We have not been able to determine any significant change in the capital 

values over the recent period. Most transactional activity has been banks 

disposing of assets acquired as security. Whilst we are starting to see 

signs of an economic recovery we can find no compelling evidence that the 

hotel sector is thriving and with increased construction costs and flat 

values, the surplus to fund a CIL charge diminishes.   

 

7.10.3 However, we expect that expansive hotel chain operators will favour 

locations along the motorway corridors and around the motorway 
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junctions.  Other areas in the northern part of the district will be less 

attractive for new development and hence values will be lower.  

 

7.10.4 For these reasons we consider that a CIL charge can be made for hotels in 

the more favoured locations only, being south of the M4  and that these be 

at a rate of £90 per m2.  

 

7.11 Industrial/Warehouses 

 

7.11.1 BCIS construction costs for this category now stand at £601 per m2.   

 

7.11.2 Agents’ commentary on the local market indicates that the supply of 

available industrial and warehouse property is reducing and that there is 

growing demand. This suggests that there is upward pressure on rents and 

capital values. Hence these factors will improve the conditions for new 

development to start.  

 

7.11.3 However, we are not able to find transactional evidence to support a rental 

rate above £75 per m2 for prime new large scale industrial/warehouse 

units. Even with a reduced investment yield from 7.5% to 7.25% and a 

reduced rent free/incentive to 1 year, does not show a surplus to be able 

to afford a CIL charge.  

 

7.11.4 Therefore we continue to recommend a nil CIL charge for B1c, B2 and B8 

forms of development.  

 

7.12 Student Halls of residence 

 

7.12.1 BCIS build costs for purpose build student halls of residences now stand at 

£1,377 per m2.  

 

7.12.2 University of Bristol student accommodation room rates for 2013/14 

academic year are stated as being approximately £107-£130 per week for 

a room with a basin, self catered, for a 43 week period. The University of 

West England 2013/14 room rates start at approximately £92 per week up 

to £162 per week on the same basis.  

 

7.12.3 We can see that the room rates are increasing and have adjusted our 

modelling accordingly using an average rate of £120 per week.  

 

7.12.4 We have increased the operating costs by 5% per room to £1,995. We 

have adjusted the fit out costs proportionate to the increase in the 

construction costs to £5,500 per room.   
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7.12.5 Regional purpose built student housing investments yields are expected to 

remain stable and may reduce as rental incomes increase in future years. 

We consider that continuing to use a yield of 7.0% is appropriate. 

 

7.12.6 We only expect to see purpose built student accommodation close to the 

main institutions of higher education which are all in the area we have 

identified as the Prime Location. We do not expect the same room rates to 

be achievable elsewhere in the district and have therefore only tested a 

CIL charge on developments in the prime locations.   

 

7.12.7 The outcomes show a sufficient margin despite allowing for the increases 

in development costs, to allow for the same CIL contribution of £60 per 

m2. 

 

7.13 Car Showrooms and Petrol Filling Stations 

 

7.13.1 We have been asked to specifically look at car showrooms/dealerships and 

petrol filling stations [PFS] due to the increased number of new 

developments and inquiries in these categories.  

 

7.13.2 We have advised that PFS’s generally have a relatively small gross internal 

floor area on which CIL could be charged and that any payment kiosk is 

likely to fall under the 100 m2 threshold for a CIL charge. Where a larger 

convenience store is associated with a PFS development then the retail CIL 

charges can be applied. Similarly where a PFS is part of a large food store 

development the retail charges will also be applicable. For these reasons 

we have not recommended a separate charge for a PFS.  

 

7.13.3 Car dealerships fall under the Sui Generis category, that is a use not 

falling within other Use Classes. We have found there is a shift towards 

new development largely brought about by European Union regulatory 

changes to the “Block Exemption Regulation” which means that car 

manufacturers are imposing new contracts to their dealers from June 

2013. This legislative change is encouraging market consolidation. The 

consequence is that dealers have to improve their premises in order to 

retain their contracts with the manufacturers. Also there is a continuing 

trend toward multi franchising and new dealership development providing 

the opportunity to set up what is referred to as “Category Killer” 

destinations. An example is the new Ford dealership at Cribbs Causeway.  

 

7.13.4 We have carried out a residual appraisal based on a typical new dealership 

site of approximately 0.4 Ha with a building of 1400 m2 of which half is a 

showroom and the balance a mix of valet bays, service bays and offices. 

We have used a construction cost of £780 m2 with an additional 10% for 

the external areas allowing for 6o car display spaces. This is considered 

suitable for a mid range manufacturer allowing for showroom glazing but 
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with the tenant paying for any specific fit-out features required by the 

manufacturer.  

 

7.13.5 We have used a rental value of £160 m2 for the showroom space, £80 m2 

for the ancillary space and £500 per annum for the external display 

spaces.  

 

7.13.6 We have capitalised the rent using a yield of 6.6% based on recent 

investments marketed on the internet. Our threshold value has been 

based on a prominent industrial site with a 20% premium that one would 

expect to be required by the landowner to bring the site forward for sale 

being about £390,000.  

 

7.13.7 With these conservative figures we find that there is a sufficient surplus to 

allow for a CIL charge of £90 per m2. We do not consider that this level 

affects the viability of a new car dealership development and will 

contribute to the infrastructure funding that the use will benefit from.  As a 

car dealership is a destination for purchasers and is not reliant on passing 

traffic we do not consider it necessary to restrict the charge to any 

particular geographical locations within the district. A new dealership in 

say Yate, Thornbury or the Prime Locations will generally attract similar 

values.   

 

7.14   Agriculture, horticulture and Forestry based uses 

 

7.14.1 The National Farmers Union [NFU] and the Country Land and Business 

Association [CLA] both made representations on behalf of their members. 

Their concerns were to protect rural businesses and to ensure clarity in the 

charging schedule. Particularly this was in respect of Agricultural, Forestry 

and other tied housing and where diversification led redundant rural 

buildings to be brought back into other business uses including Farm 

Shops.  

 

7.14.2 New development both for open market housing, business and retail uses 

have been dealt with by the study whether in rural or urban areas. 

Housing with a planning restriction allowing the property to only be 

occupied by someone employed in agriculture is most likely to be 

constructed by the business employing the occupier often as a benefit in 

kind, to assist where low wages are paid and affordable housing is not 

otherwise available and often to assist the employee in being close to the 

place of work such as with a dairy herdsman or shepherd. 

 

7.14.3 The planning condition has the effect of limiting the pool of people who 

may lawfully occupy the property so reducing the number of people who 

are likely to buy such a property and the price such a property might fetch 

in the open market. From the estate agents contacted it is considered that 
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an agricultural tie reduces the value of a property by around 30% as the 

number of potential purchasers are fewer and the property can take longer 

to sell than a similar property without a tie. Also as the number of 

potential purchasers for an agriculturally tied dwelling is much lower than 

an unencumbered property, lenders can also be unwilling to lend on such 

properties or will charge a higher interest rate. 

 

7.14.4 Therefore we agree with the NFU’s request for clarity in the charging 

schedule and recommend the inclusion of an additional entry which can 

then be reviewed at appropriate intervals: 

 

Use  Proposed SGC CIL Rate 

Agricultural Tied Houses £nil 

 

7.14.5 Agricultural barns converted to unrestricted dwellings (if not in lawful use 

under the CIL regulations) will be covered by the same CIL charges as 

other residential development particularly because they may be 

subsequently sold into the open market where much higher values can be 

achieved than those with an agricultural tie.    

 

7.14.6 Farm shops created by a change of use of redundant buildings that retail 

farm produce should be similarly predominantly be unaffected. New build 

retail units including garden centres would be covered by the standard A1 

retail charge. All other agricultural buildings would be covered by the 

‘other uses’ charge. 

 

7.15 Other uses 

 

7.15.1 We have considered the potential for a CIL charge on other uses. In order 

for a new development to come forward it should generally show a robust 

viability outcome. Charging a diminutive rate of £10 per square metre on 

‘other uses’ would represent a relatively small percentage of build costs 

and it is, therefore, considered unlikely to render such schemes unviable. 

This charge would assist in striking an appropriate balance between the 

desirability of funding the infrastructure from CIL, without unduly affecting 

the economic viability of development across the area, in accordance with 

Guidance [DCLG CIL Guidance Feb 2014 2:2]. 
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8.1 Having considered all of the appropriate and available evidence, we have 

concluded that with the prospects of a recovering commercial property 

market across most sectors, the economics of new development have 

generally improved. This is particularly true in prime locations that benefit 

from good infrastructure and where there are denser population numbers.  

 

8.2 We have identified the prime locations as being those within the area 

bounded by the district boundary to the south, the M4 motorway to the 

north, the M5 to the west and the A4174 to the east.  

 

8.3 Our recommendation is that all types of retail development in the prime 

locations can contribute a 1/3

rd

 higher CIL charge than the rest of the 

district. For all retail categories this being £160 per m2 as opposed to 

£120 per m2 for the rest of the district.  

 

8.4 For Hotels we see that £90 per m2 is now affordable, however, only in the 

prime locations.  

 

8.5 For Student accommodation we consider that values support a CIL charge 

of £60 per m2 but only in the prime locations now. 

 

8.6 Office development now shows a surplus for prime locations and we are 

recommending a £30 per m2 charge for prime locations only and a £nil 

charge for the rest of the district.  

 

8.7 Industrial and warehouse values are improving but we consider there is 

still insufficient surplus to support a CIL charge without affecting new 

development from coming forward.  

 

8.8 We have added a new category for Car Dealerships of £90 m2 across the 

district to reflect the trend for new development in this category.  

 

8.9 We have tested the CIL charge for the various scenarios as a percentage 

of the Gross Development Value. Generally it is becoming accepted that a 

charge amounting to in excess of 4-5% of the GDV would be considered 

excessive. None of these proposals exceed this level.   

 

8.10 Our recommendations are summarised in the table at section 10 below. A 

map identifying the area of Prime Locations is included at Appendix 12. 
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9.1 In this report, we have sought to: 

 

 Update the previous 2012 report, particularly in respect of sales 

values, build costs and new parameters for the New Neighbourhood 

sites. 

 

 Consider the scope for changes to the previously recommended 

residential CIL rates. 

 

9.2 We have concluded that the improved sales market, in combination with 

Government CIL changes, has allowed us to review the previous CIL 

recommendation, to show increases for 2014. In considering our 

recommended CIL rates, it is worth bearing in mind the rates that are 

being considered, or have been adopted, for nearby authorities. The 

positions of Bristol City, Wiltshire, Stroud and Swindon are as follows: 

 

 

Bristol City 

(commenced 

charging Jan 

2013) 

Wiltshire  

(Draft Charging 

Schedule – Feb 

14) 

Stroud DC 

(Preliminary 

Draft Charging 

Schedule – March 

14) 

Swindon 

(Examination 

2013) 

Residential 

Inner zone £70 

Outer zone £50 

Residential 

Mkt Towns £55 

Rural £85 

Strategic Sites 

£30-£40 

Residential 

Stroud Valley Area 

£0 

Strategic Sites £0 

Other £80 

New Communities 

£0 

Other £55 

Office, Industrial 

& Warehousing £0 

Retail High 

Streets £70 

Supermkts/Retail 

£150 

Retail 

Town Centre £0 

Other £100 

Hotel £70 Retail 

Warehousing 

Supermkts etc 

£175 

All other £10 All other £0 

Retail £120 Student Accom 

£70 

Student Accom 

£100 

Other £0 

Resi other £0 

Other £50 
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10.1 We would recommend that the Council could consider revised CIL rates as 

set out below: 

 

Use Class 

Proposed SGC CIL 

Rate for whole 

district other that the 

Prime Locations 

Proposed SGC CIL 

Rate for Prime 

Locations only 

Office  £nil £30 

Industrial/ 

Warehouse 

£nil £nil 

Hotel £nil £90 

Retail class A1-A5 £120 £160 

Car Dealership £90 £90 

Student Accommodation £nil £60 

Agricultural tied houses £nil £nil 

Residential and non 

residential institutions, 

including C2, C3 sheltered 

and C3 Extra-Care. 

£nil 

 

£nil 

Any other development £10 £10 

Residential 

development 

 

Communities of the North 

and East fringe Bristol 

with affordable housing. 

 

Communities of the North 

and East fringe Bristol 

with no affordable 

housing 

 

Rest of South 

Gloucestershire with 

affordable housing 

 

Rest of South 

Gloucestershire with no 

affordable housing 

 

 

 

 

 

£55 

 

 

 

£100 

 

 

 

 

£80 

 

 

 

£130 

 

 

 

 

£55 

 

 

 

£100 

 

 

 

 

£80 

 

 

 

£130 

 

End of Report 

April 2014  
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Appendix 1

South Gloucestershire

Affordable is 80% social rent 0% affordable rent and 20% shared ownership.

Table of housing mixes. 30% affordable

All units

Assume : per ha per acre

Low 30 12.15

Medium 50 20.24

High 75 30.36

1 b flat 1 b flat 1 b flat 1 b flat 2 b flat 2 b flat 2 b flat 2 b flat 2 b hse 2 b hse 2 b hse 2 b hse 3 b hse 3 b hse 3 b hse 3 b hse 4 b hse 4 b hse 4 b hse 4 b hse 5 b hse

No units Density Land area land area Social Rent Afford Rent

Shared 

Ownership Market Area sqm Social Rent Afford Rent

Shared 

Ownership Market Area sqm Social Rent Afford Rent

Shared 

Ownership Market Area sqm Social Rent Afford Rent

Shared 

Ownership Market Area sqm Social Rent Afford Rent

Shared 

Ownership Market Area sqm Market Area sqm Total No. Total Area Area/ha

dph ha ac sq m

9 30 0.30 0.74 46 60 71 1 85 1 1 4 115 2 160 9 1095 3650

50 0.18 0.44 46 60 1 1 1 4 71 2 85 115 160 9 667 3706

75 0.12 0.30 1 1 1 2 46 4 60 71 85 115 160 9 470 3917

14 30 0.47 1.15 46 60 71 1 1 85 1 1 6 115 4 160 14 1730 3707

50 0.28 0.69 46 60 1 2 1 6 71 4 85 115 160 14 1050 3750

75 0.19 0.46 1 2 1 3 46 7 60 71 85 115 160 14 742 3975

35 30 1.17 2.88 46 60 71 2 3 3 85 1 2 16 115 8 160 35 4145 3553

50 0.70 1.73 46 6 60 1 2 3 11 71 2 3 7 85 115 160 35 2587 3696

75 0.47 1.15 2 3 3 11 46 1 2 13 60 71 85 115 160 35 1834 3930

75 30 2.50 6.18 46 60 2 71 5 5 2 6 85 4 4 27 115 20 160 75 8897 3559

50 1.50 3.71 46 12 60 2 2 1 25 71 7 7 3 16 85 115 160 75 5655 3770

75 1.00 2.47 3 4 2 29 46 6 5 2 24 60 71 85 115 160 75 3968 3968
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Appendix 1

Affordable is 80% social rent 0% affordable rent and 20% shared ownership.

Table of housing mixes  35% affordable

All units

Assume : per ha per acre

Low 30 12.15

Medium 50 20.24

High 75 30.36

1 b flat 1 b flat 1 b flat 1 b flat 1 b hse 1 b hse 2 b flat 2 b flat 2 b flat 2 b flat 2 b hse 2 b hse 2 b hse 2 b hse 3 b hse 3 b hse 3 b hse 3 b hse 4 b hse 4 b hse 4 b hse 4 b hse 5 b hse

No units Density Land area land area Social Rent Afford rent

Shared 

Ownership Market Area sqm Market Affordable Area sqm Social Rent Afford Rent

Shared 

Ownership Market Area sqm Social Rent Afford Rent

Shared 

Ownership Market Area sqm Social Rent Afford Rent

Shared 

Ownership Market Area sqm Social Rent Afford Rent

Shared 

Ownership Market Area sqm Market Area sqm Total No. Total Area Area/ha

dph ha ac sq m

9 30 0.30 0.74 46 60 1 1 71 1 85 2 115 4 160 9 1097 3657

50 0.18 0.44 46 60 2 1 2 71 4 85 115 160 9 695 3861

75 0.12 0.30 2 1 46 6 60 71 85 115 160 9 498 4150

14 30 0.47 1.15 2 46 60 1 1 71 85 1 2 115 7 160 14 1699 3641

50 0.28 0.69 2 46 60 1 1 2 71 1 6 85 1 115 160 14 1086 3879

75 0.19 0.46 4 1 2 46 7 60 71 85 115 160 14 742 3975

35 30 1.17 2.88 3 46 60 5 2 71 1 85 1 7 115 16 160 35 4200 3600

50 0.70 1.73 3 46 3 60 4 1 9 71 2 1 8 85 1 3 115 160 35 2707 3867

75 0.47 1.15 8 6 46 1 3 17 60 71 85 115 160 35 1904 4080

75 30 2.50 6.18 5 46 1 3 60 9 1 71 4 1 4 85 2 14 115 31 160 75 8745 3498

50 1.50 3.71 6 46 3 12 60 9 1 10 71 4 1 17 85 2 10 115 160 75 5846 3897

75 1.00 2.47 16 12 46 5 5 37 60 71 85 115 160 75 4108 4108

300 30 10.00 24.70 20 46 4 12 60 36 4 71 16 4 16 85 8 56 115 124 160 300 34980 3498

50 6.00 14.82 24 46 12 48 60 36 4 40 71 16 4 68 85 8 40 115 160 300 23384 3897

75 4.00 9.88 64 48 46 20 20 148 60 71 85 115 160 300 16432 4108
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Appendix 1

South Gloucestershire

Affordable at 78% social rent, 6% affordable rent and 16% shared ownership

Table of housing mixes. 30% affordable

All units

Assume : per ha per acre

Low 30 12.15

Medium 50 20.24

High 75 30.36

1 b flat 1 b flat 1 b flat 1 b flat 2 b flat 2 b flat 2 b flat 2 b flat 2 b hse 2 b hse 2 b hse 2 b hse 3 b hse 3 b hse 3 b hse 3 b hse 4 b hse 4 b hse 4 b hse 4 b hse 5 b hse

No units Density Land area land area Social Rent Afford Rent

Shared 

Ownership Market Area sqm Social Rent Afford Rent

Shared 

Ownership Market Area sqm Social Rent Afford Rent

Shared 

Ownership Market Area sqm Social Rent Afford Rent

Shared 

Ownership Market Area sqm Social Rent Afford Rent

Shared 

Ownership Market Area sqm Market Area sqm Total No. Total Area Area/ha

dph ha ac sq m

9 30 0.30 0.74 46 60 71 1 85 1 1 4 115 2 160 9 1095 3650

50 0.18 0.44 46 60 1 1 1 4 71 2 85 115 160 9 667 3706

75 0.12 0.30 1 1 1 2 46 4 60 71 85 115 160 9 470 3917

14 30 0.47 1.15 46 60 71 1 1 85 1 1 6 115 4 160 14 1730 3707

50 0.28 0.69 46 60 1 2 1 6 71 4 85 115 160 14 1050 3750

75 0.19 0.46 1 2 1 3 46 7 60 71 85 115 160 14 742 3975

35 30 1.17 2.88 46 60 71 2 3 3 85 1 2 16 115 8 160 35 4145 3553

50 0.70 1.73 46 6 60 1 2 3 11 71 2 3 7 85 115 160 35 2587 3696

75 0.47 1.15 2 3 3 11 46 1 2 13 60 71 85 115 160 35 1834 3930

75 30 2.50 6.18 46 60 2 71 5 5 2 6 85 4 4 27 115 20 160 75 8897 3559

50 1.50 3.71 46 12 60 2 2 1 25 71 7 7 3 16 85 115 160 75 5655 3770

75 1.00 2.47 3 4 2 29 46 6 5 2 24 60 71 85 115 160 75 3968 3968
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Appendix 1

Affordable at 78% social rent, 6% affordable rent and 16% shared ownership

Table of housing mixes  35% affordable

All units

Assume : per ha per acre

Low 30 12.15

Medium 50 20.24

High 75 30.36

1 b flat 1 b flat 1 b flat 1 b flat 1 b hse 1 b hse 2 b flat 2 b flat 2 b flat 2 b flat 2 b hse 2 b hse 2 b hse 2 b hse 3 b hse 3 b hse 3 b hse 3 b hse 4 b hse 4 b hse 4 b hse 4 b hse 5 b hse

No units Density Land area land area Social Rent Afford rent

Shared 

Ownership Market Area sqm Market Affordable Area sqm Social Rent Afford Rent

Shared 

Ownership Market Area sqm Social Rent Afford Rent

Shared 

Ownership Market Area sqm Social Rent Afford Rent

Shared 

Ownership Market Area sqm Social Rent Afford Rent

Shared 

Ownership Market Area sqm Market Area sqm Total No. Total Area Area/ha

dph ha ac sq m

9 30 0.30 0.74 46 60 1 1 71 1 85 2 115 4 160 9 1097 3657

50 0.18 0.44 46 60 2 1 2 71 4 85 115 160 9 695 3861

75 0.12 0.30 2 1 46 6 60 71 85 115 160 9 498 4150

14 30 0.47 1.15 2 46 60 1 1 71 85 1 2 115 7 160 14 1699 3641

50 0.28 0.69 2 0 46 60 1 1 2 71 1 6 85 1 115 160 14 1086 3879

75 0.19 0.46 4 1 3 46 6 60 71 85 115 160 14 728 3900

35 30 1.17 2.88 2 46 60 4 2 71 2 1 85 1 8 115 15 160 35 4208 3607

50 0.70 1.73 2 46 3 60 4 1 9 71 2 1 1 8 85 1 3 115 160 35 2746 3923

75 0.47 1.15 8 1 4 46 1 2 19 60 71 85 115 160 35 1918 4110

75 30 2.50 6.18 5 1 46 3 60 9 1 71 4 1 2 85 2 16 115 31 160 75 8791 3516

50 1.50 3.71 6 46 3 12 60 8 1 1 10 71 3 1 1 17 85 2 10 115 160 75 5846 3897

75 1.00 2.47 15 1 0 12 46 5 1 4 37 60 71 85 115 160 75 4108 4108

300 30 10.00 24.70 20 4 46 12 60 36 4 71 16 4 8 85 8 64 115 124 160 300 35164 3516

50 6.00 14.82 24 46 12 48 60 32 4 4 40 71 12 4 4 68 85 8 40 115 160 300 23384 3897

75 4.00 9.88 60 4 0 48 46 20 4 16 148 60 71 85 115 160 300 16432 4108
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South Gloucestershire

Appendix 1

New Neighbourhood Housing Mixes

78.6.16 affordable tenures

30% affordable

Floor area EoHS LECHL Filton Airfield Fishpool Hill Patchway Skanska

sqm Trading Estate

Total no. units 2000 481 2700 1200 1000 1000

House type

Shared Ownership

1 bed flat 46 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 bed flat 57 59 13 80 37 29 30

2 bed house 71 18 3 25 11 9 9

3 bed house 85 18 4 25 9 9 9

4 bed house 108 1 3 0 0 0 0

Totals 96 23 130 57 47 48

Social Rent

1 bed flat 46 108 25 127 56 33 47

2 bed flat 57 33 7 62 27 37 23

2 bed house 71 176 41 242 108 113 90

3 bed house 85 103 25 138 62 44 51

4 bed house 108 47 14 63 28 8 23

Totals 467 112 632 281 235 234

Affordable Rent

1 bed flat 46 9 3 11 4 4 4

2 bed flat 57 3 1 4 2 1 1

2 bed house 71 14 3 18 9 7 7

3 bed house 85 8 2 11 5 4 4

4 bed house 108 3 0 4 2 2 2

Totals 37 9 48 22 18 18

Market Housing

1 bed flat 46 0 0 0 0 32 0

2 bed flat 57 0 0 188 0 166 0

2 bed house 71 303 29 410 111 196 65

3 bed house 80 463 112 585 263 224 273

4 bed house 115 378 113 465 252 82 239

5 bed house 160 256 83 242 214 0 123

Totals 1400 337 1890 840 700 700

Totals for the sites 2000 481 2700 1200 1000 1000
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South Gloucestershire

Appendix 1

New Neighbourhood Housing Mixes

78.6.16 affordable tenures

35% affordable

Floor area EoHS LECHL Filton Airfield Fishpool Hill Patchway Skanska

sqm Trading Estate

Total no. units 2000 481 2700 1200 1000 1000

House type

Shared Ownership

1 bed flat 46 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 bed flat 57 69 15 93 43 34 34

2 bed house 71 21 4 29 13 11 11

3 bed house 85 21 4 29 12 11 11

4 bed house 108 1 3 0 0 0 0

Totals 112 26 151 68 56 56

Social Rent

1 bed flat 46 126 30 149 66 39 55

2 bed flat 57 38 10 72 32 43 27

2 bed house 71 207 48 281 124 131 104

3 bed house 85 120 29 162 72 51 60

4 bed house 108 55 14 73 33 9 27

Totals 546 131 737 327 273 273

Affordable Rent

1 bed flat 46 10 3 13 5 5 5

2 bed flat 57 3 1 4 2 1 1

2 bed house 71 16 3 22 10 8 8

3 bed house 85 9 3 12 6 5 5

4 bed house 108 4 0 5 2 2 2

Totals 42 10 56 25 21 21

Market Housing

1 bed flat 46 0 0 0 0 30 0

2 bed flat 57 0 0 175 0 154 0

2 bed house 71 281 27 379 103 182 60

3 bed house 80 430 105 545 244 208 254

4 bed house 115 351 105 432 234 76 222

5 bed house 160 238 77 225 199 0 114

Totals 1300 314 1756 780 650 650

Totals for the sites 2000 481 2700 1200 1000 1000
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South Gloucestershire

Appendix 1

New Neighbourhood Housing Mixes

80.10.10 affordable tenures

30% affordable

Floor area EoHS LECHL Filton Airfield Fishpool Hill Patchway Skanska

sqm Trading Estate

Total no. units 2000 481 2700 1200 1000 1000

House type

Shared Ownership

1 bed flat 46 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 bed flat 57 37 8 50 22 18 18

2 bed house 71 11 2 15 7 6 6

3 bed house 85 11 2 15 7 6 6

4 bed house 108 1 1 1 0 0 0

Totals 60 13 81 36 30 30

Social Rent

1 bed flat 46 111 27 131 58 34 48

2 bed flat 57 33 8 64 28 38 24

2 bed house 71 183 43 246 110 115 91

3 bed house 85 105 26 143 64 45 53

4 bed house 108 48 12 65 28 9 24

Totals 480 116 649 288 241 240

Affordable Rent

1 bed flat 46 14 4 18 9 7 7

2 bed flat 57 4 1 5 2 2 1

2 bed house 71 23 5 31 14 11 12

3 bed house 85 13 4 17 8 7 7

4 bed house 108 6 1 9 3 3 3

Totals 60 15 80 36 30 30

Market Housing

1 bed flat 46 0 0 0 0 32 0

2 bed flat 57 0 0 188 0 166 0

2 bed house 71 303 27 410 111 196 65

3 bed house 80 463 114 585 263 223 273

4 bed house 115 378 113 465 252 82 239

5 bed house 160 256 83 242 214 0 123

Totals 1400 337 1890 840 699 700

Totals for the sites 2000 481 2700 1200 1000 1000
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South Gloucestershire

Appendix 1

New Neighbourhood Housing Mixes

80.10.10 affordable tenures

35% affordable

Floor area EoHS LECHL Filton Airfield Fishpool Hill Patchway Skanska

sqm Trading Estate

Total no. units 2000 481 2700 1200 1000 1000

House type

Shared Ownership

1 bed flat 46 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 bed flat 57 43 10 58 26 21 21

2 bed house 71 13 3 18 8 7 7

3 bed house 85 13 3 18 8 7 7

4 bed house 108 1 1 1 0 0 0

Totals 70 17 95 42 35 35

Social Rent

1 bed flat 46 129 32 153 68 40 56

2 bed flat 57 39 10 74 33 44 28

2 bed house 71 213 50 286 128 134 106

3 bed house 85 123 30 166 74 52 62

4 bed house 108 56 14 76 34 10 28

Totals 560 136 755 337 280 280

Affordable Rent

1 bed flat 46 16 4 22 10 8 8

2 bed flat 57 5 1 7 3 2 2

2 bed house 71 27 6 36 15 13 13

3 bed house 85 15 4 21 9 8 8

4 bed house 108 7 1 9 4 4 4

Totals 70 16 95 41 35 35

Market Housing

1 bed flat 46 0 0 0 0 30 0

2 bed flat 57 0 0 175 0 154 0

2 bed house 71 281 25 378 103 182 60

3 bed house 80 430 105 545 244 208 254

4 bed house 115 351 105 432 234 76 222

5 bed house 160 238 77 225 199 0 114

Totals 1300 312 1755 780 650 650

Totals for the sites 2000 481 2700 1200 1000 1000
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Appendix 2

Value Points Table Feb 2014 

Table of values for market housing and affordable at different Value Points (VP)

Affordable housing values based on Stuart Larkin figures from March 2013.

Fall in sales Low urban High urban Rural Rise in sales

values CPNN sites E of Harry Stoke values

LECHL

Type Area sq m VP1 Values VP2 Values VP3 Values VP4 Values VP5 Values 

per sq m per sq m per sq m per sq m per sq m

1 bed flat 46 Market sale £99,000 £2,152 £110,000 £2,391 £130,000 £2,826 £160,000 £3,478 £176,000 £3,826

46 Shared ownership £62,100 £1,350 £69,000 £1,500 £69,000 £1,500 £72,450 £1,575 £79,695 £1,733

46 Affordable rent £76,500 £1,663 £85,000 £1,848 £85,000 £1,848 £89,250 £1,940 £98,175 £2,134

46 Social Rent £65,700 £1,428 £73,000 £1,587 £73,000 £1,587 £76,650 £1,666 £84,315 £1,833

2 bed flat 60 Market sale £127,800 £2,130 £142,000 £2,367 £152,000 £2,533 £175,000 £2,917 £192,500 £3,208

57 Shared ownership £75,600 £1,326 £84,000 £1,474 £84,000 £1,474 £88,200 £1,547 £97,020 £1,702

57 Affordable rent £85,500 £1,500 £95,000 £1,667 £95,000 £1,667 £99,750 £1,750 £109,725 £1,925

57 Social Rent £80,100 £1,405 £89,000 £1,561 £89,000 £1,561 £93,450 £1,639 £102,795 £1,803

2 bed house 71 Market sale £157,500 £2,218 £175,000 £2,465 £195,000 £2,746 £215,000 £3,028 £236,500 £3,331

71 Shared ownership £91,800 £1,293 £102,000 £1,437 £108,000 £1,521 £113,400 £1,597 £124,740 £1,757

71 Affordable rent £99,000 £1,394 £110,000 £1,549 £110,000 £1,549 £115,500 £1,627 £127,050 £1,789

71 Social Rent £84,600 £1,192 £94,000 £1,324 £94,000 £1,324 £98,700 £1,390 £108,570 £1,529

3 bed house 80 Market sale £189,000 £2,363 £210,000 £2,625 £260,000 £3,250 £290,000 £3,625 £319,000 £3,988

85 Shared ownership £113,400 £1,334 £126,000 £1,482 £129,000 £1,518 £135,450 £1,594 £148,995 £1,753

85 Affordable rent £112,500 £1,324 £125,000 £1,471 £125,000 £1,471 £131,250 £1,544 £144,375 £1,699

85 Social Rent £101,700 £1,196 £113,000 £1,329 £113,000 £1,329 £118,650 £1,396 £130,515 £1,535

4 bed house 115 Market sale £261,000 £2,270 £290,000 £2,522 £350,000 £3,043 £420,000 £3,652 £462,000 £4,017

108 Shared ownership £135,000 £1,250 £150,000 £1,389 £174,000 £1,611 £182,700 £1,692 £200,970 £1,861

108 Affordable rent £130,500 £1,208 £145,000 £1,343 £145,000 £1,343 £152,250 £1,410 £167,475 £1,551

108 Social Rent £117,000 £1,083 £130,000 £1,204 £130,000 £1,204 £136,500 £1,264 £150,150 £1,390

5 bed house 160 £369,000 £2,306 £410,000 £2,563 £460,000 £2,875 £510,000 £3,188 £561,000 £3,506
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Appendix 3

Valuations at 35% affordable/Code 4/80% Social Rent, 20% Shared Ownership

Reduced affordable housing revenues

Figures represent land value/% to GDV/land value per ha

£45

£55

£45

£55

£45

£55

£70

£80

£70

£80

£37,875 £30,052 £214,694 £206,949 £430,027 £422,439 £645,176 £637,667 £862,580 £855,071

1.7% 1.3% 8.5% 8.2% 15.1% 14.8% 20.1% 19.9% 24.4% 24.2%

£126,251 £100,175 £715,646 £689,831 £1,433,422 £1,408,129 £2,150,588 £2,125,555 £2,875,268 £2,850,235

£0 £0 £57,719 £53,565 £226,507 £222,394 £331,058 £327,028 £462,508 £458,479

0.0% 0.0% 3.9% 3.6% 13.1% 12.9% 17.4% 17.2% 22.1% 21.9%

£0 £0 £320,663 £297,584 £1,258,371 £1,235,523 £1,839,210 £1,816,824 £2,569,490 £2,547,104

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £61,575 £58,338 £152,745 £149,508

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 4.8% 4.6% 10.9% 10.7%

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £513,128 £486,153 £1,272,874 £1,245,899

£55,734 £43,595 £323,222 £311,448 £636,995 £625,342 £952,321 £940,668 £1,284,863 £1,273,210

1.6% 1.2% 8.2% 7.9% 14.5% 14.2% 19.4% 19.2% 23.8% 23.6%

£119,430 £93,419 £692,619 £667,388 £1,364,990 £1,340,019 £2,040,689 £2,015,717 £2,753,278 £2,728,307

£0 £0 £104,424 £97,797 £374,689 £368,261 £565,780 £559,418 £775,951 £769,589

0.0% 0.0% 4.4% 4.2% 13.6% 13.3% 18.4% 18.2% 22.9% 22.8%

£0 £0 £372,943 £349,276 £1,338,174 £1,315,216 £2,020,643 £1,997,922 £2,771,252 £2,748,532

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £108,167 £103,563 £243,690 £239,132

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 5.6% 5.4% 11.5% 11.3%

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £579,465 £554,802 £1,305,483 £1,281,066

£103,811 £74,339 £742,707 £714,414 £1,541,736 £1,513,443 £2,350,089 £2,321,796 £3,160,949 £3,132,656

1.2% 0.8% 7.6% 7.3% 14.1% 13.8% 19.1% 18.9% 23.4% 23.1%

£88,981 £63,719 £636,606 £612,355 £1,321,488 £1,297,237 £2,014,362 £1,990,111 £2,709,385 £2,685,134

£0 £0 £98,128 £82,328 £612,547 £597,379 £1,072,620 £1,057,452 £1,559,101 £1,543,933

0.0% 0.0% 1.7% 1.4% 9.4% 9.1% 14.7% 14.5% 19.4% 19.3%

£0 £0 £140,182 £117,611 £875,068 £853,399 £1,532,314 £1,510,645 £2,227,287 £2,205,618

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £259,849 £248,839 £586,242 £575,345

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 5.3% 5.1% 10.9% 10.7%

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £556,820 £533,227 £1,256,232 £1,232,882

£0 £0 £1,065,747 £1,011,674 £2,637,301 £2,583,229 £4,192,811 £4,138,738 £5,761,171 £5,707,098

0.0% 0.0% 5.3% 5.0% 11.6% 11.4% 16.5% 16.2% 20.6% 20.4%

£0 £0 £426,299 £404,670 £1,054,921 £1,033,291 £1,677,124 £1,655,495 £2,304,468 £2,282,839

£0 £0 £0 £0 £1,015,263 £984,342 £2,045,539 £2,014,618 £3,040,431 £3,009,510

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 7.2% 6.9% 12.8% 12.6% 17.3% 17.1%

£0 £0 £0 £0 £676,842 £656,228 £1,363,693 £1,343,079 £2,026,954 £2,006,340

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £340,299 £318,318 £996,547 £974,793

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 3.2% 3.0% 8.6% 8.4%

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £340,299 £318,318 £996,547 £974,793

£0 £0 £3,268,544 £3,075,403 £8,881,924 £8,688,783 £14,437,994 £14,244,853 £20,039,966 £19,846,826

0.0% 0.0% 4.1% 3.8% 9.8% 9.6% 14.2% 14.0% 17.9% 17.7%

£0 £0 £326,854 £307,540 £888,192 £868,878 £1,443,799 £1,424,485 £2,003,997 £1,984,683

£0 £0 £0 £0 £3,362,559 £3,252,113 £7,042,565 £6,932,119 £10,596,187 £10,485,741

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 5.9% 5.7% 11.0% 10.8% 15.1% 14.9%

£0 £0 £0 £0 £560,427 £542,019 £1,173,761 £1,155,353 £1,766,031 £1,747,623

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £1,065,565 £987,860 £3,422,126 £3,344,421

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.5% 2.3% 7.4% 7.2%

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £266,391 £246,965 £855,531 £836,105

Average LV/ha £453,977 £430,782 £1,077,189 £1,054,994 £1,300,819 £1,278,310 £1,979,605 £1,957,144

Land values EUV per ha

against EUVs

Greenfield £350,000

Employment £1,000,000

Employment £1,375,000

Residential £2,200,000

Averages are only taken on positive land values

Amber colouring applies when the average land value per ha is within 10% of the viability threshold.

CIL Cost per sq m

Value Point 2

CIL Cost per sq m

Value Point 3

High

Low

CIL Cost per sq m

Value Point 1

Number of 

Units

Density

14

Low

Medium

High

Low

9

Medium

High

75

Medium

High

35

Low

Medium

CIL Cost per sq m

Value Point 4

CIL Cost per sq m

Value Point 5

300

Low

Medium

High
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Appendix 4

Valuations at 35% affordable/Code 4/78% Social Rent, 6% Affordable Rent, 16% Shared Ownership

Figures represent land value/% to GDV/land value per ha

£45

£55

£45

£55

£45

£55

£70

£80

£70

£80

£37,875 £30,052 £214,694 £206,949 £430,027 £422,439 £645,176 £637,667 £862,580 £855,071

1.7% 1.3% 8.5% 8.2% 15.1% 14.8% 20.1% 19.9% 24.4% 24.2%

£126,251 £100,175 £715,646 £689,831 £1,433,422 £1,408,129 £2,150,588 £2,125,555 £2,875,268 £2,850,235

£0 £0 £57,719 £53,565 £226,507 £222,394 £331,058 £327,028 £462,508 £458,479

0.0% 0.0% 3.9% 3.6% 13.1% 12.9% 17.4% 17.2% 22.1% 21.9%

£0 £0 £320,663 £297,584 £1,258,371 £1,235,523 £1,839,210 £1,816,824 £2,569,490 £2,547,104

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £61,575 £58,338 £152,745 £149,508

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 4.8% 4.6% 10.9% 10.7%

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £513,128 £486,153 £1,272,874 £1,245,899

£55,734 £43,595 £323,222 £311,448 £636,995 £625,342 £952,321 £940,668 £1,284,863 £1,273,210

1.6% 1.2% 8.2% 7.9% 14.5% 14.2% 19.4% 19.2% 23.8% 23.6%

£119,430 £93,419 £692,619 £667,388 £1,364,990 £1,340,019 £2,040,689 £2,015,717 £2,753,278 £2,728,307

£0 £0 £104,424 £97,797 £374,689 £368,261 £565,780 £559,418 £775,951 £769,589

0.0% 0.0% 4.4% 4.2% 13.6% 13.3% 18.4% 18.2% 22.9% 22.8%

£0 £0 £372,943 £349,276 £1,338,174 £1,315,216 £2,020,643 £1,997,922 £2,771,252 £2,748,532

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £119,107 £114,630 £248,372 £244,029

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 6.2% 6.0% 11.8% 11.6%

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £638,076 £614,087 £1,330,565 £1,307,296

£80,142 £51,065 £717,649 £689,734 £1,523,152 £1,495,237 £2,348,115 £2,320,201 £3,158,853 £3,130,938

0.9% 0.6% 7.4% 7.1% 13.9% 13.7% 19.1% 18.9% 23.4% 23.2%

£68,693 £43,770 £615,128 £591,201 £1,305,559 £1,281,632 £2,012,670 £1,988,743 £2,707,588 £2,683,661

£0 £0 £96,014 £80,214 £610,518 £595,350 £1,072,580 £1,057,412 £1,563,239 £1,548,071

0.0% 0.0% 1.7% 1.4% 9.3% 9.0% 14.6% 14.4% 19.4% 19.2%

£0 £0 £137,163 £114,591 £872,169 £850,500 £1,532,257 £1,510,588 £2,233,198 £2,211,529

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £254,897 £243,649 £583,364 £572,231

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 5.2% 4.9% 10.7% 10.5%

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £546,209 £522,106 £1,250,065 £1,226,210

£0 £0 £1,087,714 £1,033,092 £2,669,211 £2,614,589 £4,271,405 £4,216,783 £5,854,877 £5,800,255

0.0% 0.0% 5.4% 5.1% 11.7% 11.4% 16.6% 16.4% 20.7% 20.5%

£0 £0 £435,085 £413,237 £1,067,685 £1,045,836 £1,708,562 £1,686,713 £2,341,951 £2,320,102

£0 £0 £0 £0 £1,035,260 £1,004,339 £2,066,536 £2,035,614 £3,063,528 £3,032,606

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 7.3% 7.1% 12.9% 12.7% 17.4% 17.2%

£0 £0 £0 £0 £690,173 £669,559 £1,377,690 £1,357,076 £2,042,352 £2,021,738

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £357,726 £335,745 £1,015,519 £993,765

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 3.4% 3.2% 8.7% 8.6%

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £357,726 £335,745 £1,015,519 £993,765

£0 £0 £3,341,505 £3,146,402 £8,990,401 £8,795,299 £14,713,223 £14,518,120 £20,369,172 £20,174,070

0.0% 0.0% 4.1% 3.9% 9.8% 9.6% 14.3% 14.1% 18.0% 17.8%

£0 £0 £334,150 £314,640 £899,040 £879,530 £1,471,322 £1,451,812 £2,036,917 £2,017,407

£0 £0 £0 £0 £3,433,985 £3,323,539 £7,117,562 £7,007,116 £10,678,683 £10,568,237

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 6.0% 5.8% 11.1% 10.9% 15.2% 15.0%

£0 £0 £0 £0 £572,331 £553,923 £1,186,260 £1,167,853 £1,779,781 £1,761,373

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £1,127,170 £1,049,465 £3,489,891 £3,412,186

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.7% 2.5% 7.5% 7.3%

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £281,792 £262,366 £872,473 £853,047

Average LV/ha £452,925 £429,718 £1,080,191 £1,057,987 £1,311,788 £1,289,284 £1,990,171 £1,967,747

Land values EUV per ha

against EUVs

Greenfield £350,000

Employment £1,000,000

Employment £1,375,000

Residential £2,200,000

Averages are only taken on positive land values

Amber colouring applies when the average land value per ha is within 10% of the viability threshold.
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Appendix 5

Valuations at 0% affordable/Code 4

Figures represent land value/% to GDV/land value per ha

CIL Cost per sq m CIL Cost per sq m CIL Cost per sq m CIL Cost per sq m CIL Cost per sq m CIL Cost per sq m CIL Cost per sq m CIL Cost per sq m CIL Cost per sq m

Value Point 1 Value Point 2 Value Point 2 Value Point 3 Value Point 3 Value Point 4 Value Point 4 Value Point 5 Value Point 5

£90 £90 £100 £90 £100 £115 £130 £115 £130

£45,822 £135,019 £130,449 £286,436 £282,003 £451,098 £444,449 £564,857 £558,276

4.0% 10.5% 10.2% 19.0% 18.7% 25.5% 25.1% 29.0% 28.7%

£343,667 £1,012,643 £978,366 £2,148,268 £2,115,019 £3,383,238 £3,333,365 £4,236,425 £4,187,066

£120,218 £305,327 £295,733 £627,865 £618,370 £929,812 £915,570 £1,181,720 £1,167,477

4.8% 10.9% 10.5% 19.0% 18.7% 24.5% 24.2% 28.3% 28.0%

£400,726 £1,017,758 £985,778 £2,092,884 £2,061,233 £3,099,375 £3,051,899 £3,939,067 £3,891,591

£38,534 £159,697 £153,546 £376,530 £370,564 £510,760 £501,903 £664,297 £655,441

2.4% 9.1% 8.8% 18.1% 17.8% 22.1% 21.7% 26.1% 25.8%

£214,077 £887,203 £853,035 £2,091,831 £2,058,687 £2,837,554 £2,788,352 £3,690,540 £3,641,337

Average LV/ha £319,490 £972,535 £939,059 £2,110,994 £2,078,313 £3,106,722 £3,057,872 £3,955,344 £3,906,665

Land values EUV per ha

against EUVs

Greenfield £350,000

Employment £1,000,000

Employment £1,375,000

Residential £2,200,000

Number 

of Units

9

Low

Medium

Low4

Density
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Appendix 6

Showing land value sensitivity of policy compliant sites to increase in build costs.

Assumed build cost increase is 5%

Basis is 35% affordable, code 4, 80% social rent 20% shared ownership

Current build costs are: Houses £1,198 per sqm, Flats £1,335 per sqm

Increased costs are:     Houses £1,258 per sqm, Flats £1,402 per sqm

Figures are land values per hectare

Existing Build Costs

Build Costs plus 5%

VP2 VP2 VP3 VP3 VP2 VP2 VP3 VP3

CIL £45 £55 £45 £55 £45 £55 £45 £55

No units Density

per ha

9 30 £715,646 £689,831 £1,433,422 £1,408,129 £482,875 £456,799 £1,200,622 £1,175,329

50 £320,663 £297,584 £1,258,371 £1,235,523 £74,537 £51,458 £1,014,707 £991,859

75 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

14 30 £692,619 £667,388 £1,364,990 £1,340,019 £469,817 £444,065 £1,135,091 £1,110,120

50 £372,943 £349,276 £1,338,174 £1,315,216 £122,895 £99,228 £1,095,627 £1,072,670

75 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

35 30 £636,606 £612,355 £1,321,488 £1,297,237 £412,663 £392,458 £1,097,545 £1,073,294

50 £140,182 £117,611 £875,068 £853,399 £0 £0 £642,528 £620,634

75 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

75 30 £426,299 £404,670 £1,054,921 £1,033,291 £217,750 £196,121 £846,372 £824,743

50 £0 £0 £676,842 £656,228 £0 £0 £443,565 £422,951

75 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

300 30 £326,854 £307,540 £888,182 £868,878 £136,452 £117,138 £697,790 £678,476

50 £0 £0 £560,427 £542,019 £0 £0 £347,447 £329,039

75 0 0 0 0

Average LV/ha £453,977 £430,782 £1,077,189 £1,054,994 £273,856 £251,038 £852,129 £829,912

Land values EUV per ha

against EUVs

Greenfield £350,000

Employment £1,000,000

Employment £1,375,000

Residential £2,200,000

Averages are only taken on positive land values

Amber colouring applies when the average land value per ha is within 10% of the viability threshold.
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Appendix 7

South Gloucestershire

Feb-14

New Neighbourhood Land Values and surpluses/deficits for Infrastructure

E of Harry Stoke LECHL (note 1) Filton Airfield Fishpool Hill Patchway Skanska

Assumed number of units 2000 481 2700 1200 1000 1000

Total Land Area (ha) 120.00 13.00 142.00 56.80 23.90 39.00

Threshold Value per ha £350,000 £600,000 £350,000 £350,000 £1,255,231 £350,000

Total Threshold Value £42,000,000 £7,800,000 £49,700,000 £19,880,000 £30,000,021 £13,650,000

Affordable proportions

78.6.16 

30% £96,210,967 £24,772,817 £69,213,759 £39,967,147 £18,872,588 £35,149,622

Estimated employment land value £62,500,000 £2,787,500

£131,713,759 £21,660,088

Surplus/deficit against Threshold Value £54,210,967 £16,972,817 £82,013,759 £20,087,147 -£8,339,933 £21,499,622

30% plus higher build costs and fees £77,918,725 £20,925,168 £46,705,884 £29,622,627 £12,513,569 £26,634,682

Estimated employment land value £62,500,000 £2,787,500

£109,205,884 £15,301,069

Surplus/deficit against Threshold Value £35,918,725 £13,125,168 £59,505,884 £9,742,627 -£14,698,952 £12,984,682

35% £88,404,369 £23,230,807 £62,725,410 £36,754,117 £17,195,727 £32,045,283

Estimated employment land value £62,500,000 £2,787,500

£125,225,410 £19,983,227

Surplus/deficit against Threshold Value £46,404,369 £15,430,807 £75,525,410 £16,874,117 -£10,016,794 £18,395,283

35% plus higher build costs and fees £70,507,613 £18,508,663 £40,477,627 £26,584,021 £10,865,996 £23,668,089

Estimated employment land value £62,500,000 £2,787,500

£102,977,627 £13,653,496

Surplus/deficit against Threshold Value £28,507,613 £10,708,663 £53,277,627 £6,704,021 -£16,346,525 £10,018,089

Affordable proportions

80.10.10

30% £94,791,250 £25,259,959 £69,255,747 £41,544,240 £18,779,785 £35,092,797

Estimated employment land value £62,500,000 £2,787,500

£131,755,747 £21,567,285

Surplus/deficit against Threshold Value £52,791,250 £17,459,959 £82,055,747 £21,664,240 -£11,220,236 £21,442,797

30% plus higher build costs and fees £77,855,050 £21,529,661 £46,701,767 £31,189,793 £12,410,046 £26,562,084

Estimated employment land value £62,500,000 £2,787,500

£109,201,767 £15,197,546

Surplus/deficit against Threshold Value £35,855,050 £13,729,661 £59,501,767 £11,309,793 -£14,802,475 £12,912,084

35% £87,154,287 £24,363,642 £64,297,882 £38,284,169 £16,980,663 £32,098,124

Estimated employment land value £62,500,000 £2,787,500

£126,797,882 £19,768,163

Surplus/deficit against Threshold Value £45,154,287 £16,563,642 £77,097,882 £18,404,169 -£10,231,858 £18,448,124

35% plus higher build costs and fees £70,555,191 £19,674,575 £41,748,962 £28,097,280 £10,634,705 £23,702,374

Estimated employment land value £62,500,000 £2,787,500

£104,248,962 £13,422,205

Surplus/deficit against Threshold Value £28,555,191 £11,874,575 £54,548,962 £8,217,280 -£16,577,816 £10,052,374

Note 1: the Lechl site appraisals include a CIL cost at £80 per sqm on the market units.
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Appendix 7A

South Gloucestershire

Main appraisal outputs for New Neighbourhood sites

Assumes 35% affordable and 80.10.10 affordable tenures.

Site EoHS LECHL Filton Airfield Fishpool Hill Patchway Trading Skanska

Estate

Item

No. units 2000 481 2700 1200 1000 1000

Site area hectares 50.00 13.00 72.00 31.03 16.67 25.64

Floor area sqm 183205 46478 235765 113478 73874 93598

Market floor area 133866 34563 168337 83530 49608 68576

Market revenue £402,108,876 £104,411,406 £427,114,138 £212,993,491 £124,314,020 £175,590,334

Market revenue per sqm £3,004 £3,021 £2,537 £2,550 £2,506 £2,561

Base Build cost £217,514,630 £55,124,524 £288,855,596 £138,256,850 £91,611,180 £113,945,696

Base build per sqm £1,187 £1,186 £1,225 £1,218 £1,240 £1,217

Contingency % 5 5 5 5 5 5

Fees £2,740,684 £1,447,019 £3,032,984 £2,177,545 £1,923,835 £1,794,645

Abnormals £27,200,000 £957,000 £12,350,000 £1,878,000 £3,750,000 £1,200,000

Site Infrastructure £7,800,000 £650,000 £13,000,000 £3,900,000 £3,250,000 £3,250,000

S106 costs £5,048,540

Land Value (LV) £87,154,287 £24,363,642 £64,297,882 £38,284,169 £16,980,663 £32,098,124

LV as % of scheme value 18.5 20.1 12.3 15 10.7 15.3

LV per hectare £1,743,086 £1,874,126 £893,026 £1,233,779 £1,018,636 £1,251,877
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Appendix 8

Use Class:

DEVELOPMENT VALUE

Rental Income GIA sqm £ per sqm £ per annum

Rent 1,858 215.00 £399,470

Total Rental Income 1,858 £399,470

Rent free/voids (years) 1 0.943 £376,700

Total revenue, capitialised 6.00% £6,278,337

(incl all costs)

Gross Development Value £6,278,337 Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity 

Less Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £361,004 £5,917,332 Rent/sqm £162.00 £215.00 £225.00

Yield

DEVELOPMENT COSTS 5.50% £1,899,757 £3,333,481 £3,603,996

5.75% £1,707,686 £3,078,573 £3,896,166

6.00% £1,531,622 £2,844,908 £3,092,697

Area £ per sq m Total 6.25% £1,369,643 £2,629,935 £2,867,726

Demolition Costs 930 £65 £60,450 6.50% £1,220,123 £2,431,499 £2,660,061

Building Costs £629 £1,168,682

Area 1,858 Surplus after CIL Charge £2,581,077

Contingency 5% £58,434

External Works 5.00% £58,434 CIL Charge as % of GDV 3.55%

Professional Fees 10% £122,913

Community Infrastructure Levy £120 £222,960

Total £1,691,873

Disposal Costs

% Total

Letting Agent's Fee (% of Rent) 10% £39,947

Agent's Fees (on capital value) 1% £62,783

Legal Fees (% of capital value) 0.75% £47,088

Total £149,818

Interest on Finance

Months % Total

Total Development duration 18

Loan arrangement fee 1% £16,918.73

Interest on Construction Costs 7.0% £128,918

Total £145,837

Profit

% Total

Developer's Profit on Total Development Costs 25% £496,882

Total Development Costs £2,484,411

LAND VALUE

% Total

Land Surplus £3,793,926

Stamp Duty 4% £151,757

Agent's Fees 1.25% £47,424

Legal Fees 0.50% £18,970

Total £218,151

Interest on land finance 7.00% £250,304

Total £468,455

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £3,325,471

Existing Site Value

%

Assumes existing space is % of new 50% 929

Rent per sqm £108

Rental income per annum £100,332

Rent free/voids (years) 3 0.7938 £79,644

Total revenue, capitalised 9.00% £884,928

(incl all costs)

Refurbishment costs (per sqm) £215 £199,735

Fees 7% £13,981

Total £213,716

Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £50,883

Total Costs £264,600

Existing Site Value £620,328

Site Value incl  Landowner Premium 20% £124,066 £744,394

Surplus available to fund CIL £2,581,077

Commercial Development Appraisal

Retail Warehouse
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Appendix 8

Use Class: Offices-Prime

DEVELOPMENT VALUE

Rental Income Area sq m £ per sq m £ per annum

Estimated Rental Value ( NIA) 1,858 220.00 £408,760

Total Rental Income £408,760

Rent free/voids (years) 1 0.941 £384,643

Total revenue, capitialised 

6.50% £5,917,587

(incl all costs)

Gross Development Value £5,917,587 Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity 

Less Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £340,261 £5,577,326 Rent/sqm £210.00 £220.00 £230.00

Yield

6.25% £928,247 £1,233,423 £1,538,600

DEVELOPMENT COSTS 6.50% £679,735 £973,077 £1,266,420

6.75% £449,631 £732,016 £1,014,402

7.00% £235,963 £508,174 £780,385

Area £ per sq m Total

Demolition Costs 1,022 £65 £66,430 Surplus after CIL Charge £854,033

Building Costs £1,357 £2,773,708

Gross Internal Floor Area 2,044 CIL Charge as % of GDV 1.38%

%

External Works 1.50% £41,606

Professional Fees 10% £277,371

Contingency 5% £138,685

Community Infrastructure Levy £40 £81,760

Total £3,379,560

Disposal Costs

% Total

Letting Agent's Fee (% of Rent) 10% £40,876

Agent's Fees (on capital value) 1% £59,176

Legal Fees (% of capital value) 0.75% £44,382

Total £144,434

Interest on Finance

Months % Total

Total Development duration 18

Loan arrangement fee 1% £33,795.60

Interest on Construction Costs 7.0% £236,569

Total £270,365

Profit

% Total

Developer's Profit on Total Development Costs 20% £758,872

Total Development Costs £4,553,230

LAND VALUE

% Total

Land Surplus/Deficit 1,364,357

Stamp Duty 4% 54,574

Agent's Fees 1.25% 17,054

Legal Fees 0.50% 6,822

Sub-total 78,451

Interest on land finance 7.00% 90,013

Total 168,464

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE 1,532,821

Existing Site Value

%

Assumes existing space is % of new 50% 929

Rent per sqm £108.00

Rental income per annum £100,332

Rent free/voids (years) 3 0.7938 £79,644

Total revenue, capitalised 9% £884,928

(incl all costs)

Refurbishment costs (per sqm) £270 £250,830

Fees 7% £17,558

Total £268,388

Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £50,883

Total Costs £319,271

Existing Site Value £565,657

Site Value incl  Landowner Premium 20% £113,131 £678,788

Surplus available to fund CIL £854,033

Commercial Development Appraisal
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Appendix 8

Use Class:

DEVELOPMENT VALUE

Rental Income Area sq m £ per sq m £ per annum

Rent - (GIA) 4,645 200 £929,000

Total Rental Income 4,645 £929,000

Rent free/voids (years) 1 0.952 £884,408

Total revenue, capitialised 

5.00% £17,688,160

(incl all costs)

Gross Development Value £17,688,160 Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity 

Less Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £1,017,069 £16,671,091 Rent/sqm £190.00 £200.00 £210.00

Yield

DEVELOPMENT COSTS 4.75% £5,474,125 £6,265,585 £7,057,046

5.00% £4,717,064 £5,468,679 £6,220,295

5.25% £4,032,104 £4,747,668 £5,463,233

5.50% £3,409,413 £4,092,204 £4,774,996

Area £ per sq m Total

Demolition Costs 2,323 £64 £148,640 Surplus after CIL Charge £4,589,244

Building Costs £1,178 £5,471,810

Area 4,645 CIL Charge as % of GDV 4.20%

Contingency 5% £273,591

External Works 5.00% £273,591

Professional Fees 10% £562,045

Community Infrastructure Levy £160 £743,200

Total £7,472,876

Disposal Costs

% Total

Letting Agent's Fee (% of Rent) 10% £92,900

Agent's Fees (on capital value) 1% £176,882

Legal Fees (% of capital value) 0.75% £132,661

Total £402,443

Interest on Finance

Months % Total

Total Development duration 12

Loan arrangement fee 1% £74,728.76

Interest on Construction Costs 7.0% £551,272

Total £626,001

Profit

% Total

Developer's Profit on Total Development Cost 25% £2,125,330

Total Development Costs £10,626,650

LAND VALUE

% Total

Land Surplus £7,061,510

Stamp Duty 4% £282,460

Agent's Fees 1.25% £88,269

Legal Fees 0.50% £35,308

Total £406,037

Interest on land finance 7.00% £465,883

Total £871,920

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £6,189,590

Existing Site Value

%

Assumes existing space is % of new 50% 2,323

Rent per sqm £86

Rental income per annum £199,735

Rent free/voids (years) 3 0.7938 £158,550

Total revenue, capitalised 8.00% £1,981,871

(incl all costs)

Refurbishment costs (per sqm) £215 £499,338

Fees 7% £34,954

Total £534,291

Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £113,958

Total Costs £648,249

Existing Site Value £1,333,622

Site Value incl  Landowner Premium 20% £266,724 £1,600,346

Surplus available to fund CIL £4,589,244

Commercial Development Appraisal

Supermarket
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Use Class: Hotel

DEVELOPMENT VALUE

Capital Value

Area sq m £

2,787

No of Rooms 100

Capital value per room £100,000

Total Capital Value £10,000,000.00

Gross Development Value £10,000,000 Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity 

Less Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £575,000 £9,425,000 Capital value per room £90,000 £100,000 £110,000

Build Costs

DEVELOPMENT COSTS £1,379 -£42,627 £814,203 £1,671,032

£1,479 -£422,543 £434,287 £1,291,116

£1,579 -£802,459 £54,371 £911,200

Area £ per sq m Total £1,679 -£1,182,375 -£325,545 £531,284

Demolition Costs 1,394 £65 £90,578

Building Costs £1,479 £4,121,973 Surplus after CIL Charge £149,350

Area 2,787

Contingency 5% £206,099 CIL Charge as % of GDV 2.51%

External Works 5.00% £206,099

Fit out costs (per room) £7,500 £750,000

Professional Fees 10% £421,255

Community Infrastructure Levy £90 £250,830

Total £6,046,833

Disposal Costs

% Total

Letting Agent's Fee (% of Rent) 0% -

Agent's Fees (on capital value) 1% £100,000

Legal Fees (% of capital value) 0.75% £75,000

Total £175,000

Interest on Finance

Months % Total

Total Development duration 24

Loan arrangement fee 1% £60,468

Interest on Construction Costs 7.0% £435,528

Total £495,997

Profit

% Total

Developer's Profit on Total Development Cost 20% £1,343,566

Total Development Costs £8,061,395

LAND VALUE

% Total

Land Surplus £1,938,605

Stamp Duty 4% £77,544

Agent's Fees 1.25% £24,233

Legal Fees 0.50% £9,693

Total £111,470

Interest on land finance 7.00% £127,899

Total £239,369

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £1,699,235

Existing Site Value

%

Assumes existing space is % of new 50% 1,394

Rent per sqm £130

Rental income per annum £181,155

Rent free/voids (years) 3 0.7938 £143,801

Total revenue, capitalised 8% £1,797,510

(incl all costs)

Refurbishment costs (per sqm) £270 £376,245

Fees 7% £26,337

Total £402,582

Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £103,357

£505,939

Existing Site Value £1,291,571

Site Value incl  Landowner Premium 20% £258,314 £1,549,886

Surplus available to fund CIL £149,350

Commercial Development Appraisal
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Use Class: Industrial

DEVELOPMENT VALUE

Rental Income Area sq m £ per sq m £ per annum

Estimated Rental Value 2,322 £75.00 £174,150

Total Rental Income £174,150

Rent free/voids (years) 1 0.932 £162,308

Total revenue, capitialised 

7.25% £2,238,728

(incl all costs)

Gross Development Value £2,238,728 Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity 

Less Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £128,727 £2,110,001 Rent/sqm £65.00 £75.00 £85.00

Yield

DEVELOPMENT COSTS 7.00% -£533,898 -£197,721 £138,456

7.25% -£609,999 -£285,529 £38,940

7.50% -£681,026 -£367,484 -£53,942

Area £ per sq m Total 7.75% -£747,471 -£444,151 -£140,832

Demolition Costs 1,161 £65 £75,465

Building Costs £601 £1,465,298 Surplus after CIL Charge -£285,529

Gross External Floor Area 2,438

Contingency 5% £73,265 CIL Charge as % of GDV 0.00%

External Works 1.50% £21,979

Professional Fees (%) 7% £112,982

Community Infrastructure Levy £0 £0

Total £1,748,989

Disposal Costs

% Total

Letting Agent's Fee (% of Rent) 10% £17,415

Agent's Fees (on capital value) 1% £22,387

Legal Fees (% of capital value) 0.75% £16,790

Total £56,593

Interest on Finance

Months % Total

Total Development duration 12

Loan arrangement fee 1% £17,490

Interest on Construction Costs 7.0% £126,391

Total £143,881

Profit

% Total

Developer's Profit on Total Development Cost 20% £389,893

Total Development Costs £2,339,355

LAND VALUE

% Total

Land Surplus -100,627 

Stamp Duty 4% -4,025 

Agent's Fees 1.25% -1,258 

Legal Fees 0.50% -503 

Total -5,786 

Interest on land finance 7.00% -6,639 

Total -12,425 

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -113,052 

Existing Site Value

%

Assumes existing space is % of new 50% 1,161

Rent per sqm £38

Rental income per annum £44,118

Rent free/voids (years) 3 0.7938 £35,021

Total revenue, capitalised 10% £350,209

(incl all costs)

Refurbishment costs (per sqm) £150 £174,150

Fees 7% £12,191

Total £186,341

Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £20,137

Total Costs £206,477

Existing Site Value £143,731

Site Value incl  Landowner Premium 20% £28,746 £172,477

Surplus available to fund CIL -£285,529

Commercial Development Appraisal
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Use Class:

DEVELOPMENT VALUE

Rental Income

£ Weeks £

Annual rent per unit  - term time 42 £36,000 £1,512,000

Rent per week 120

Annual rent per unit  - summer 10 £18,000 £180,000

(50% occupancy)

Total £1,692,000

Units £ per unit Total

Operating Costs 300 £1,995 £598,500

Net annual rents £1,093,500 Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity 

Total Revenue, capitalised

7.00% £15,621,429

(incl all costs)

Rent per wk £110.00 £120.00 £130.00

Build Costs

Gross Development Value £15,621,429 £1,277 £182,165 £2,505,307 £4,828,449

£1,377 -£749,682 £1,573,460 £3,896,602

Less Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £898,232 £14,723,196 £1,477 -£1,681,528 £641,613 £2,964,755

£1,577 -£2,613,375 -£290,233 £2,032,908

DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Surplus after CIL Charge £1,093,539

Area £ per sq m Total CIL Charge as % of GDV 1.93%

Demolition Costs 2,508 £65 £163,020

Building Costs £1,377 £6,908,409

Area 5,017

Fit out 300 £5,500 £1,650,000

External Works 1.5% £103,626

Professional Fees 10% £707,143

Contingency 5% £345,420

Community Infrastructure Levy £60 £301,020

Total £10,178,638

Disposal Costs

% Total

Letting Agent's Fee (% of Rent) 0% -

Agent's Fees (on capital value) 1% £156,214

Legal Fees (% of capital value) 0.75% £117,161

Total £273,375

Interest on Finance

Months % Total

Total Development duration 24

Loan arrangement fee 1% £101,786

Interest on Construction Costs 7.0% £731,641

Total £833,427

Profit

% Total

Developer's Profit on Total Development Cost 25% £2,821,360

Total Development Costs £14,106,801

LAND VALUE

% Total

Land Surplus £1,514,628

Stamp Duty 4% £60,585

Agent's Fees 1.25% £18,933

Legal Fees 0.50% £7,573

Total £87,091

Interest on land finance 7.00% £99,928

Total £274,110

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £1,788,737

Existing Site Value

%

Assumes existing space is % of new 50% 2,508

Rent per sqm £40

Rental income per annum £100,320

Rent free/voids (years) 1 0.9346 £93,759

Total revenue, capitalised 9% £1,041,767

(incl all costs)

Refurbishment costs (per sqm) £150 £376,200

Fees 7% £26,334

Total £402,534

Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £59,902

Total £462,436

Existing Site Value £579,332

Site Value incl  Landowner Premium 20% £115,866 £695,198

Surplus available to fund CIL £1,093,539

Commercial Development Appraisal

Student Housing
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Use Class:

DEVELOPMENT VALUE

Rental Income Area sq m £ per sq m £ per annum

Rent - area x £ per sq m 200 323 £64,600

Total Rental Income £64,600

Rent free/voids (years) 1 0.939 £60,659

Total revenue, capitialised 6.5% £933,222

(incl all costs)

Gross Development Value £933,222 Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity 

Less Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £53,660 £879,561 Rent/sqm £270.00 £323.00 £380.00

Yield

DEVELOPMENT COSTS 6.00% £297,624 £440,066 £593,258

6.25% £268,352 £405,048 £552,061

6.50% £241,332 £372,724 £514,033

Area £ per sq m Total 7.00% £193,082 £315,003 £446,126

Demolition Costs 100 £75 £7,500

Building Costs £954 £190,800 Surplus after CIL Charge £345,172

Area 200

Contingency 5% £9,540 CIL Charge as % of GDV 2.57%

External Works 5% £9,540

Professional Fees 10% £19,830

Community Infrastructure Levy £120 £24,000

Total £261,210

Disposal Costs

% Total

Letting Agent's Fee (% of Rent) 10% £6,460

Agent's Fees (on capital value) 1% £9,332

Legal Fees (% of capital value) 0.75% £6,999

Total £22,791

Interest on Finance

Months % Total

Total Development duration 18

Loan arrangement fee 1% £2,612

Interest on Construction Costs 7.0% £19,880

Total £22,492

Profit

% Total

Developer's Profit on Total Development Cost 20% £61,299

Total Development Costs £367,792

LAND VALUE

% Total

Land Surplus £565,429

Stamp Duty 3% £16,963

Agent's Fees 1.25% £7,068

Legal Fees 0.50% £2,827

Total £26,858

Interest on land finance 7.00% £37,700

Total £64,558

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £500,871

Existing Site Value

%

Assumes existing space is % of new 50% 100

Rent per sqm £162

Rental income per annum £16,200

Rent free/voids (years) 3 0.7938 £12,860

Total revenue, capitalised 8.50% £151,289

(incl all costs)

Refurbishment costs (per sqm) £120 £12,000

Fees 7% £840

Total £12,840

Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £8,699

Total Costs £21,539

Existing Site Value £129,750

Site Value incl  Landowner Premium 20% £25,950 £155,700

Surplus available to fund CIL £345,172

Commercial Development Appraisal

Comparison Retailing
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Use Class:

DEVELOPMENT VALUE

Rental Income Area sqm £ per sq m £ per annum

Gross internal area x rent per sq m 280 £161.50 £45,220

Total Rental Income £45,220

Rent free/voids (years) 0.5 0.9346 £42,263

Total revenue, capitialised 

6.00% £704,377

(incl all costs)

Gross Development Value £704,377 Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity 

Less Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £40,502 £663,875 Rent/sqm £150.50 £161.50 £172.50

Yield

DEVELOPMENT COSTS 5.75% £40,685 £83,120 £125,555

6.00% £16,297 £56,949 £97,602

6.25% -£6,141 £32,872 £71,885

Area £ per sq m Total 6.50% -£26,852 £10,647 £48,146

Demolition Costs 140 £65 £9,100

Building Costs £954 £267,120 Surplus after CIL Charge £28,270

Area 280

Contingency 5% £13,356 CIL Charge as % of GDV 4.77%

External Works 2.50% £6,678

Professional Fees 7% £19,335

Community Infrastructure Levy £120 £33,600

Total £349,189

Disposal Costs

% Total

Letting Agent's Fee (% of Rent) 10% £4,522

Agent's Fees (on capital value) 1% £7,044

Legal Fees (% of capital value) 0.75% £5,283

Total £16,849

Interest on Finance

Months % Total

Total Development duration 12

Loan arrangement fee 1% £3,491.89

Interest on Construction Costs 7.0% £25,623

Total £29,115

Profit

% Total

Developer's Profit on Total Development Cost 20% £79,031

Total Development Costs £474,183

LAND VALUE

% Total

Land Surplus £230,194

Stamp Duty 1% £2,302

Agent's Fees 2.00% £4,604

Legal Fees 3.00% £6,906

Total £13,812

Interest on land finance 7.00% £15,147

Total £28,958

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £201,235

Existing Site Value

%

Assumes existing space is % of new 50% 140

Rent per sqm £120

Rental income per annum £16,800

Rent free/voids (years) 3 0.7938 £13,336

Total revenue, capitalised 8% £166,698

(incl all costs)

Refurbishment costs (per sqm) £120 £16,800

Fees 7% £1,176

Total £17,976

Purchaser's Costs 2.75% £4,584

Total Costs £22,560

Existing Site Value £144,138

Site Value incl  Landowner Premium 20% £28,828 £172,965

Surplus available to fund CIL £28,270

Commercial Development Appraisal

Convenience Store
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Use Class:

DEVELOPMENT VALUE

Rental Income Area sq m £ per sq m £ per annum

Rent - area x £ per sq m 200 700 £140,000

Total Rental Income £140,000

Rent free/voids (years) 1 0.943 £132,020

Total revenue, capitialised 

6.00% £2,200,333

(incl all costs)

Gross Development Value £2,200,333 Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity 

Less Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £126,519 £2,073,814 Rent/sqm £650.00 £700.00 £750.00

Yield

DEVELOPMENT COSTS 5.75% £805,250 £944,082 £1,082,914

6.00% £729,135 £862,112 £995,089

6.25% £659,110 £786,700 £914,290

Area £ per sq m Total 6.50% £594,470 £717,088 £839,706

Demolition Costs 100 £75 £7,500

Building Costs £1,047 £261,750 Surplus after CIL Charge £816,673

Area 250

Contingency 10% £26,175 CIL Charge as % of GDV 1.82%

External Works 10% £26,175

Professional Fees 15% £40,388

Community Infrastructure Levy £160 £40,000

Total £401,988

Disposal Costs

% Total

Letting Agent's Fee (% of Rent) 15% £21,000

Agent's Fees (on capital value) 1% £22,003

Legal Fees (% of capital value) 0.75% £16,503

Total £59,506

Interest on Finance

Months % Total

Total Development duration 18

Loan arrangement fee 1% £4,020

Interest on Construction Costs 7.0% £32,305

Total £36,324

Profit

% Total

Developer's Profit on Total Development Cost 20% £99,564

Total Development Costs £597,381

LAND VALUE

% Total

Land Surplus £1,602,952

Stamp Duty 4% £64,118

Agent's Fees 1.25% £20,037

Legal Fees 0.50% £8,015

Total £92,170

Interest on land finance 7.00% £105,755

Total £197,925

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £1,405,028

Existing Site Value

%

Assumes existing space is % of new 50% 100

Rent per sqm £538

Rental income per annum £53,800

Rent free/voids (years) 3 0.7938 £42,706

Total revenue, capitalised 8.00% £533,831

(incl all costs)

Refurbishment costs (per sqm) £120 £12,000

Fees 7% £840

Total £12,840

Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £30,695

Total Costs £43,535

Existing Site Value £490,295

Site Value incl  Landowner Premium 20% £98,059 £588,354

Surplus available to fund CIL £816,673

Commercial Development Appraisal

Shopping Centre Unit-Prime Location
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Use Class:

DEVELOPMENT VALUE

Rental Income Area sq m £ per sq m £ per annum

Estimated Rental Value ( NIA) 1,858 200.00 £371,600

Total Rental Income £371,600

Rent free/voids (years) 2 0.865 £321,434

Total revenue, capitialised 

7.50% £4,285,787

(incl all costs)

Gross Development Value £4,285,787 Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity 

Less Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £246,433 £4,039,354 Rent/sqm £190.00 £200.00 £210.00

Yield

7.25% -£742,561 -£501,246 -£259,930

DEVELOPMENT COSTS 7.50% -£896,981 -£663,793 -£430,604

7.75% -£1,041,438 -£815,853 -£590,267

8.00% -£1,176,866 -£958,409 -£739,951

Area £ per sq m Total

Demolition Costs 1,022 £65 £66,430 Surplus after CIL Charge £87,647

Building Costs £1,357 £2,773,708

Gross Internal Floor Area 2,044 CIL Charge as % of GDV 0.00%

%

External Works 1.50% £41,606

Professional Fees 10% £277,371

Contingency 5% £138,685

Community Infrastructure Levy £0 £0

Total £3,297,800

Disposal Costs

% Total

Letting Agent's Fee (% of Rent) 10% £37,160

Agent's Fees (on capital value) 1% £42,858

Legal Fees (% of capital value) 0.75% £32,143

Total £112,161

Interest on Finance

Months % Total

Total Development duration 18

Loan arrangement fee 1% £32,978.00

Interest on Construction Costs 7.0% £230,846

Total £263,824

Profit

% Total

Developer's Profit on Total Development Costs 20% £734,757

Total Development Costs £4,408,542

LAND VALUE

% Total

Land Surplus/Deficit -122,755

Stamp Duty 4% -4,910

Agent's Fees 1.25% -1,534

Legal Fees 0.50% -614

Sub-total -7,058

Interest on land finance 7.00% -8,099

Total -15,157

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -137,913

Existing Site Value

%

Assumes existing space is % of new 50% 929

Rent per sqm £91.50

Rental income per annum £85,004

Rent free/voids (years) 3 0.7938 £67,476

Total revenue, capitalised 9% £749,731

(incl all costs)

Refurbishment costs (per sqm) £270 £250,830

Fees 7% £17,558

Total £268,388

Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £43,110

Total Costs £311,498

Existing Site Value £438,233

Site Value incl  Landowner Premium 20% £87,647 £525,880

Surplus available to fund CIL -£663,793

Commercial Development Appraisal

Offices-Secondary
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Use Class:

DEVELOPMENT VALUE

Rental Income Area sq m £ per sq m £ per annum

Rent - area x £ per sq m 200 540 £108,000

Total Rental Income £108,000

Rent free/voids (years) 1 0.943 £101,844

Total revenue, capitialised 7.00% £1,454,914

(incl all costs)

Gross Development Value £1,454,914 Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity 

Less Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £83,658 £1,371,257 Rent/sqm £430.00 £540.00 £645.00

Yield

DEVELOPMENT COSTS 6.50% £54,951 £324,711 £582,209

7.00% -£21,408 £228,817 £467,669

7.25% -£55,638 £185,831 £416,324

Area £ per sq m Total 7.50% -£87,587 £145,710 £368,402

Demolition Costs 100 £75 £7,500

Building Costs £1,047 £261,750 Surplus after CIL Charge £194,738

Area 250

Contingency 10% £26,175 CIL Charge as % of GDV 2.06%

External Works 10% £26,175

Professional Fees 15% £40,388

Community Infrastructure Levy £120 £30,000

Total £391,988

Disposal Costs

% Total

Letting Agent's Fee (% of Rent) 15% £16,200

Agent's Fees (on capital value) 1% £14,549

Legal Fees (% of capital value) 0.75% £10,912

Total £41,661

Interest on Finance

Months % Total

Total Development duration 18

Loan arrangement fee 1% £3,920

Interest on Construction Costs 7.0% £30,355

Total £34,275

Profit

% Total

Developer's Profit on Total Development Cost 20% £93,585

Total Development Costs £561,509

LAND VALUE

% Total

Land Surplus £893,406

Stamp Duty 4% £35,736

Agent's Fees 1.25% £11,168

Legal Fees 0.50% £4,467

Total £51,371

Interest on land finance 7.00% £58,942

Total £110,313

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £783,092

Existing Site Value

%

Assumes existing space is % of new 50% 100

Rent per sqm £538

Rental income per annum £53,800

Rent free/voids (years) 3 0.7938 £42,706

Total revenue, capitalised 8.00% £533,831

(incl all costs)

Refurbishment costs (per sqm) £120 £12,000

Fees 7% £840

Total £12,840

Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £30,695

Total Costs £43,535

Existing Site Value £490,295

Site Value incl  Landowner Premium 20% £98,059 £588,354

Surplus available to fund CIL £194,738

Commercial Development Appraisal

Shopping Centre Unit-Secondary Location
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Use Class: Car Dealership 

DEVELOPMENT VALUE

Rental Income Area sq m £ per sq m £ per annum

Estimated Rental Value 1,400

Of which Showroom 700 £160.00 £112,000

Ancillary 700 £80.00 £56,000

Display spaces 60 £500.00 £30,000

Total Rental Income £198,000

Rent free/voids (years) 1 0.9389 £185,902

Total revenue, capitialised 

6.50% £2,860,034

(incl all costs)

Gross Development Value £2,860,034 Surplus to fund CIL - sensitivity 

Less Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £164,452 £2,695,582 Rent/sqm £140.00 £160.00 £180.00

Yield

DEVELOPMENT COSTS 6.25% £436,822 £780,252 £1,123,682

6.50% £324,508 £654,613 £984,717

6.75% £220,514 £538,280 £856,046

Area £ per sq m Total 7.00% £123,948 £430,257 £736,567

Demolition/Site preparation Costs 700 £65 £45,500

Building Costs £780 £1,092,000 Surplus after CIL Charge £654,613

Gross Internal Floor Area 1,400

Contingency 5% £54,600 CIL Charge as % of GDV 0.00%

External Works 10.00% £109,200

Professional Fees (%) 10% £119,210

Community Infrastructure Levy £0 £0

Total £1,420,510

Disposal Costs

% Total

Letting Agent's Fee (% of Rent) 10% £19,800

Agent's Fees (on capital value) 1% £28,600

Legal Fees (% of capital value) 0.75% £21,450

Total £69,851

Interest on Finance

Months % Total

Total Development duration 12

Loan arrangement fee 1% £14,205

Interest on Construction Costs 7.0% £104,325

Total £118,530

Profit

% Total

Developer's Profit on Total Development Cost 20% £321,778

Total Development Costs £1,930,669

LAND VALUE

% Total

Land Surplus 929,365

Stamp Duty 4% 37,175

Agent's Fees 1.25% 11,617

Legal Fees 0.50% 4,647

Total 53,438

Interest on land finance 7.00% 61,315

Total 114,753

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE 1,044,118

Existing Site Value

%

Assumes existing space is % of new 50% 700

Rent per sqm £65

Rental income per annum £45,500

Rent free/voids (years) 1 0.917 £41,724

Total revenue, capitalised 9% £463,594

(incl all costs)

Refurbishment costs (per sqm) £150 £105,000

Fees 7% £7,350

Total £112,350

Purchaser's Costs 5.75% £26,657

Total Costs £139,007

Existing Site Value £324,588

Site Value incl  Landowner Premium 20% £64,918 £389,505

Surplus available to fund CIL £654,613

Commercial Development Appraisal
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Signed S106 

Obligations 

2012/13

Site

Planning 

Ref: Development Details

No of 

units

No of 

mkt 

units Highways POS Edu

Public 

Transport Other Total

Conts per 

Mkt dwelling %AH Location

76 North Street, 

Downend PK11/3910/F 1 dwelling 1 1 £5,000.00 £5,000.00 £5,000.00

Bristol 

North 

Fringe

2 Lansdown Place, 

Emersons Green PT10/2336/O Erection of 2 dwellings 2 2 £4,000.00 £4,000.00 £2,000.00

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

Little Bristol Lane and 

Wotton Road, Charfield, 

Wotton Under Edge PT10/3394/F Erection of 5 dwellings with new access and associated works. 5 5 £3,591.00 £3,591.00 £718.20 20% Rural

60 Bath Road, Longwell 

Green. PK11/3938/O Erection of 6 dwellings 6 6 £20,932.00 £20,932.00 £3,488.67

Bristol 

east 

Fringe

44 Bath Road PK12/2965/F 6 dwellings 6 6  £32,694.00 £32,694.00 £5,449.00

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

143 Station Road, 

Kingswood, Bristol. PK11/1099/O Erection of 7 dwellings 7 7 £21,494.00 £21,494.00 £3,070.57

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

Bath Street Garage, 

Staple Hill

PK11/2491/E

XT  

PK07/2485/F

Demolition of existing garage to facilitate the erection of 13 no. one 

bed apartments and 1 no. two bed apartment with associated 

works.(Consent to extend time limit implementation for PK07/2485/F 13 13 £16,920.00 £26,248.97 £391.44 £43,560.41 £3,350.80

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

Broad Lane, Yate PK12/0397/F

Erection of 14no. dwellings with access, landscaping and associated 

works 14 14 £71,755.07 £4,000.00 £3,680.73 £79,435.80 £5,673.99 Rural

Randolph Avenue, Yate PK11/4046/F 34 dwellings 34 23 £34,000.00 £147,411.91 £8,531.15 £189,943.06 £5,586.56 33.30% Yate

Hillcrest off Catbrain 

Lane, Easter Compton PT10/3060/F

Demolition of existing dwelling to allow for a development comprising 

51 dwellings with parking access, open space and landscaping. 51 34 £15,000.00 £113,965.48 £20,012.00 £148,977.48 £2,921.13 33.30%

Bristol 

North 

Fringe

Former Cooper Works, 

Westerleigh Road, Yate PK12/2924/F 48 dwellings and 44 elderly presons residential flats. 92 62 £40,000.00 £239,199.04 £418,617.00 £697,816.04 £7,584.96 33.30% Yate

Peg Hill, Yate PK12/0429/O Residential development up to 250 dwellings 250 163 £225,000.00 £609,899.00 £580,000.00 £393,000.00 £669,159.00 £2,477,058.00 £9,908.23 35% Yate

The Gateway Site, 

Emersons Green East PK05/1009/O 400 dwellings, small scale retail/commercial units 400 286 £7,885.00 £1,778,920.00 £1,786,805.00 £4,467.01 28.50%

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

Park Farm, Thornbury PT11/1441/O 500 Residential Units 500 325 £290,000.00 £50,000.00 £986,812.00 £675,000.00 £333,513.00 £2,335,325.00 £4,670.65 35% Rural

1381 947 £7,846,631.79 £8,285.78

Signed S106 

Obligations 

2013/14

Site

Planning 

Ref: Development Details

No of 

units

No of 

mkt 

units Highways POS Edu

Public 

Transport Other Total

Conts per 

Mkt dwelling %AH Location

Tungrove Farm, Horton 

Road, Horton

PK09/0855/F

Conversion of farm buildings into 4 Dwellings

4 4 £142,000.00 £142,000.00

£35,500.00

0%

48 Middle Road, Kingswood

PK12/2747/F

Demolition of existing detached garage and erection of 5 two 

bedroomed bungalows and associated works.

5 5 £10,898.00 £10,898.00

£2,179.60

0%

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

Siston Hill Farm

PK13/1373/F

Erection of 5 detached dwellings with detached garages, access and 

associated works

5 5 £32,694.00 £32,694.00

£6,538.80

0%

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

44 - 46 Bath Road, 

longwell Green

PK13/1351/F

Developent of 8 Houses

8 8 £43,952.00 £43,952.00

£5,494.00

0%

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

Beaufort Road, Downend

PK12/2341/O

Erection of 9 flats with access and layout to be determined.

9 9 £10,898.00 £10,898.00

£1,210.89

0%

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

Rear of 52-58 Bath Road, 

Longwell Green

PK11/3302/F

Erection of 9 detached dwellings

9 9 £51,000.00 £11,000.00 £2,000.00 £64,000.00

£7,111.11

0%

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

The Highwayman, Hill 

Street, Kingswood

PK12/3531/F

Construction of 9 dwellings and 1 commercial unit.

9 9 £10,898.00 £10,898.00

£1,210.89

0%

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

Blackhorse Day Centre

PK12/3018/R30

Demolition of day centre and erection of 31 dwellings

31 21 £15,000.00 £122,912.00 £119,878.00 £17,307.00 £275,097.00

£13,099.86

35%

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

80 70 £590,437.00

£8,434.81

Morton Way, North East 

Thornbury

PT12/2395/

O

Residential development on 22.43 hectares comprising 300 

dwellings, a local shop with supporting infrastructure and facilities 

including vehicular access from Morton Way, public open space and 

landscaping.

300 210 £414,000.00 £321,000.00 £208,263.00 £943,263.00

£4,491.73

35%

300 210 £943,263.00

£4,491.73

Emersons Green East

PK05/1009/O

Urban extension on 99 hectares of land comprising residential 

development up to 2,550 dwellings; up to 100,000m2 of B1, B2, B8 

and C1 employment floorspace; up to 2,450m2 small scale A1, A2, 

A3, A4 and A5 uses; primary school, secondary school, community

2450 1837 £5,195,477.00 £13,039,643.00 £1,758,075.00 £2,403,864.00 £22,397,059.00

£9,141.66

25%

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

2450 1837 £22,397,059.00

£12,192.19
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MR Ref: Date Site Planning Ref: Development Details

Number of 

Dwellings

Highways 

Contributions

Open Spaces 

Contributions

Education 

Contributions Libraries

Public 

Transport Litter Bins Public Art Total

Contribution 

per dwelling Non-Financial Ward Location

SG/S106/375 11-Nov-11

Land off Harolds Way, 

Kingswood PK10/1593/O Erection of 12 dwellings 12 £20,511.42 £32,241.00 £2,304.00 £55,056.42 £4,588.04 HANHAM

Bristol East 

Fringe

SG/S106/369 01-Jun-11

13, 14 & 15 Harry Stoke 

Road, Stoke Gifford PT11/0625/EXT

Demolition of garages 

and outbuildings to 

facilitate the erection of 

13 dwellings. 13 £41,933.71 £53,735.00 £95,668.71 £7,359.13

FRENCHAY 

AND STOKE 

PARK

Bristol North 

Fringe

SG/S106/389 30-Mar-12

Land to the rear of 13, 14 

and 15 Harry Stoke Road, 

Stoke Gifford PT11/3811/F

Demolition of garages 

and outbuildings to 

facilitate the erection of 

13 no. dwellings and 

garage block with 

access and associated 

works (in accordance 

with amended plans 

received on 1st and 

20th February 2012). 13 £41,993.71 £52,330.00 £3,770.50 £98,094.21 £7,545.71

FRENCHAY 

AND STOKE 

PARK

Bristol North 

Fringe

SG/S106/376 28-Nov-11 Abbots Road, Hanham PK11/1652/F

Erection of 14 dwellings 

with parking, access and 

associated works. 14 £38,000.00 £62,034.49 £41,864.00 £3,087.00 £144,985.49 £10,356.11 HANHAM

Bristol East 

Fringe

SG/S106/386 16-Feb-12

Land at Hill View & Hill 

Top, Woodstock Road, 

Kingswood PK11/0690/O

Demolition of existing 

dwellings to facilitate 

erection of 14no. 

dwellings (Outline) with 

access and layout to be 

determined.  All other 

matters reserved. 

(Resubmission of 

PK10/2035/O). 14 £36,997.13 £42,988.00 £2,646.00 £82,631.13 £5,902.22

 Highway 

Works

WOODSTO

CK

Bristol East 

Fringe

SG/S106/390 11-Jan-12

Frome Court House, Frome 

Court, Thornbury PT11/4042/F

Development of 14 self 

contained residential 

flats with onsite parking 

and associated 

landscaping. 14 £33,050.00 £2,253.51 £35,303.51 £2,521.68

THORNBUR

Y SOUTH 

AND 

ALVESTON Thornbury

SG/S106/388 24-Feb-12

Land at 60 Wotton Road, 

Charfield PT11/1634/F

Erection of 16 dwellings, 

landscaping and 

associated works. New 

vehicular access. 16 £78,029.98 £10,773.00 £3,357.00 £92,159.98 £5,760.00

5 dwellings of 

Affordable 

Housing CHARFIELD Rural

96 £603,899.45 £6,290.62 Mean per dwelling

MR Ref: Date Site Planning Ref: Development Details

Number of 

Dwellings

Highways 

Contributions

Open Spaces 

Contributions

Education 

Contributions Libraries

Public 

Transport Litter Bins Public Art Total

Contribution 

per dwelling Non-Financial Ward Location

SG/S106/373 14-Jul-11

Wilson & Sons Ltd, Morley 

Road, Staple Hill PK10/2935/F

Demolition of existing 

factory to facilitate the 

erection of 32 dwellings 

with parking, 

landscaping and 

assciated works. 32 £26,000.00 £81,852.08 £64,482.00 £2,583.53 £1,882.46 £176,800.07 £5,525.00

33.3% 

Affordable 

Housing

STAPLE 

HILL

Bristol East 

Fringe

SG/S106/367 10-Jun-11

Land at Whittucks Road, 

Hanham PK10/3311/F

Erection of 34no. one, 

two, three and four 

bedroom dwellings with 

vehicular access, 

landscaping and 

associated works. 34 £20,000.00 £105,739.23 £118,218.00 £7,069.50 £251,026.73 £7,383.14

33.3% 

Affordable 

Housing, HANHAM

Bristol East 

Fringe

66

£427,826.80 £6,482.22

MR Ref: Date Site Planning Ref: Development Details

Number of 

Dwellings

Highways 

Contributions

Open Spaces 

Contributions

Education 

Contributions Libraries

Public 

Transport Litter Bins Public Art Total

Contribution 

per dwelling Non-Financial Ward Location

SG/S106/382 22-Dec-11

Mount Pleasant Farm, Bath 

Road, Longwell Green PK10/2627/F

Erection of 70 dwellings 

with parking, access and 

associated works. 70 £45,000.00 £92,226.00 £150,458.00 £13,554.00 £13,000.00 £314,238.00 £4,489.11

LONGWELL 

GREEN

Bristol East 

Fringe

70 £314,238.00 £4,489.11
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Site

Planning 

Ref: Development Details

No of 

units

No of 

mkt 

units Highways POS Edu

Public 

Transport Other Total

Conts per 

Mkt dwelling %AH Location

75 - 81 Court Farm Road, 

Longwell Green PK11/0622/F

Demolition of existing dwelling and erection of 6no. detached 

dwellings and 3no. detached garages with access, parking, 

landscaping and associated works. 6 6 £32,241.00 £32,241.00 £5,373.50

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

72 Downend Road, 

Kingswood

PK10/2164/E

XT Erection of 6 dwellings . 6 6 £21,494.00 £21,494.00 £3,582.33

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

24 Church Road, Stoke 

Gifford

PT10/3011/E

XT

Demolition of existing dwelling to facilitate erection of 8 two bed 

flats and 2 one bed flats with associated works and construction of 

new vehicular and pedestrian access. 8 8 £10,747.00 £10,747.00 £1,343.38

Bristol 

North 

Fringe

Land off Harolds Way, 

Kingswood PK10/1593/O Erection of 12 dwellings 12 12 £20,511.42 £32,241.00 £2,304.00 £55,056.42 £4,588.04

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

Land to the rear of 13, 14 

and 15 Harry Stoke Road, 

Stoke Gifford PT11/3811/F

Demolition of garages and outbuildings to facilitate the erection of 

13 no. dwellings and garage block with access and associated 

works (in accordance with amended plans received on 1st and 

20th February 2012). 13 13 £41,993.71 £52,330.00 £3,770.50 £98,094.21 £7,545.71

Bristol 

North 

Fringe

Abbots Road, Hanham PK11/1652/F Erection of 14 dwellings with parking, access and associated works. 14 14 £38,000.00 £62,034.49 £41,864.00 £3,087.00 £144,985.49 £10,356.11

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

Land at Hill View & Hill 

Top, Woodstock Road, 

Kingswood PK11/0690/O

Demolition of existing dwellings to facilitate erection of 14no. 

dwellings (Outline) with access and layout to be determined.  All 

other matters reserved. (Resubmission of PK10/2035/O). 14 14 £36,997.13 £42,988.00 £2,646.00 £82,631.13 £5,902.22

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

Frome Court House, 

Frome Court, Thornbury PT11/4042/F

Development of 14 self contained residential flats with onsite 

parking and associated landscaping. 14 14 £33,050.00 £2,253.51 £35,303.51 £2,521.68 Thornbury

Land at 60 Wotton Road, 

Charfield PT11/1634/F

Erection of 16 dwellings, landscaping and associated works. New 

vehicular access. 16 11 £78,029.98 £10,773.00 £3,357.00 £92,159.98 £5,760.00 33.30% Rural

Wilson & Sons Ltd, Morley 

Road, Staple Hill PK10/2935/F

Demolition of existing factory to facilitate the erection of 32 

dwellings with parking, landscaping and assciated works. 32 22 £26,000.00 £81,852.08 £64,482.00 £4,465.46 £176,799.54 £5,524.99 33.30%

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

Land at Whittucks Road, 

Hanham PK10/3311/F

Erection of 34no. one, two, three and four bedroom dwellings with 

vehicular access, landscaping and associated works. 34 23 £20,000.00 £105,739.23 £118,218.00 £7,069.00 £251,026.23 £7,383.12 33.30%

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

Mount Pleasant Farm, 

Bath Road, Longwell 

Green PK10/2627/F Erection of 70 dwellings with parking, access and associated works. 70 47 £45,000.00 £92,226.00 £150,458.00 £26,554.00 £314,238.00 £4,489.11 33.30%

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

239 190 £1,314,776.51 £6,919.88

Signed S106 Obligations 2011/12
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Site

Planning 

Ref: Development Details

No of 

units

No of 

Mkt 

Units Highways POS Edu

Public 

Transport Other Total

Conts per Mkt 

dwelling %AH Location

2 Lansdown Place, 

Emersons Green PT10/2336/O Erection of 2 dwellings 2 2 £4,000.00 £4,000.00 £2,000.00

Bristol East 

Fringe

40 & 42 Tenth Avenue, 

Filton PT09/5505/F Demolition of 1 dwelling and erection of 5 dwellings. 5 5

£21,494.00 £21,494.00 £4,298.80

Bristol North 

Fringe

75 - 81 Court Farm 

Road, Longwell Green PK11/0622/F

Demolition of existing dwelling and erection of 6no. detached 

dwellings and 3no. detached garages with access, parking, 

landscaping and associated works. 6 6 £32,241.00 £32,241.00 £5,373.50

Bristol East 

Fringe

Land at Forest Road, 

Kingswood PK10/1858/F

Demolition of existing dwellings and erection of 6 terraced houses 

with new access and associated works. 6 6

£21,494.00 £21,494.00 £3,582.33

Bristol East 

Fringe

72 Downend Road, 

Kingswood

PK10/2164/E

XT Erection of 6 dwellings . 6 6

£21,494.00 £21,494.00 £3,582.33

Bristol East 

Fringe

Cleeve Cottage, Farm 

Road, Downend.

PK10/0905/E

XT Demolition of existing dwelling and erection of 8 dwellings. 8 8 £11,500.00

£32,241.00 £43,741.00 £5,467.63

Bristol East 

Fringe

24 Church Road, Stoke 

Gifford

PT10/3011/E

XT

Demolition of existing dwelling to facilitate erection of 8 two bed 

flats and 2 one bed flats with associated works and construction of 

new vehicular and pedestrian access. 8 8

£10,747.00 £10,747.00 £1,343.38

Bristol North 

Fringe

Land off Harolds Way, 

Kingswood PK10/1593/O Erection of 12 dwellings 12 12 £20,511.42 £32,241.00 £2,304.00 £55,056.42 £4,588.04

Bristol East 

Fringe

13, 14 & 15 Harry 

Stoke Road, Stoke 

Gifford

PT11/0625/E

XT

Demolition of garages and outbuildings to facilitate the erection of 

13 dwellings. 13 13 £41,933.71 £53,735.00 £95,668.71 £7,359.13

Bristol North 

Fringe

Land to the rear of 13, 

14 and 15 Harry Stoke 

Road, Stoke Gifford PT11/3811/F

Demolition of garages and outbuildings to facilitate the erection of 

13 no. dwellings and garage block with access and associated 

works (in accordance with amended plans received on 1st and 

20th February 2012). 13 13 £41,993.71 £52,330.00 £3,770.50 £98,094.21 £7,545.71

Bristol North 

Fringe

Abbots Road, Hanham PK11/1652/F

Erection of 14 dwellings with parking, access and associated 

works. 14 14 £38,000.00 £62,034.49 £41,864.00 £3,087.00 £144,985.49 £10,356.11

Bristol East 

Fringe

Land at Hill View & Hill 

Top, Woodstock Road, 

Kingswood PK11/0690/O

Demolition of existing dwellings to facilitate erection of 14no. 

dwellings (Outline) with access and layout to be determined.  All 

other matters reserved. (Resubmission of PK10/2035/O). 14 14 £36,997.13 £42,988.00 £2,646.00 £82,631.13 £5,902.22

Bristol East 

Fringe

BFS Diecutting, 27 

Hanham Road, 

Kingswood

PK09/0314/R

VC Development of 14 residential units. 14 14 £41,740.62

£14,000.00 £643.74 £56,384.36 £4,027.45

Bristol East 

Fringe

Abbots Road, Hanham PK09/5285/F Erection of 14 dwellings with parking, access and associted works. 14 14 £35,000.00 £37,275.23

£42,988.00 £3,073.62 £118,336.85 £8,452.63

Bristol East 

Fringe

Frome Court House, 

Frome Court, 

Thornbury PT11/4042/F

Development of 14 self contained residential flats with onsite 

parking and associated landscaping. 14 14 £33,050.00 £2,253.51 £35,303.51 £2,521.68 Thornbury

Land at 60 Wotton 

Road, Charfield PT11/1634/F

Erection of 16 dwellings, landscaping and associated works. New 

vehicular access. 16 11 £78,029.98 £10,773.00 £3,357.00 £92,159.98 £5,760.00 33.30% Rural

The Lime Works, 

Itchington Quarry PT02/3497/F Variation of the S106 agreement. Erection of 18 dwellings. 18 18 £18,660.00

£37,570.00 £1,360.00 £57,590.00 £3,199.44

Rural

Wilson & Sons Ltd, 

Morley Road, Staple 

Hill PK10/2935/F

Demolition of existing factory to facilitate the erection of 32 

dwellings with parking, landscaping and assciated works. 32 22 £26,000.00 £81,852.08 £64,482.00 £4,465.99 £176,800.07 £5,525.00 33.30%

Bristol East 

Fringe

Land at Whittucks 

Road, Hanham PK10/3311/F

Erection of 34no. one, two, three and four bedroom dwellings with 

vehicular access, landscaping and associated works. 34 23 £20,000.00 £105,739.23 £118,218.00 £7,069.50 £251,026.73 £7,383.14 33.30%

Bristol East 

Fringe

Parkway North, Stoke 

Gifford PT09/5495/F

Erection of 34 one, two and three bed dwellings with associated 

parking, landscaping and works and new access. 34 23 £17,500.00 £43,000.00

£75,000.00 £7,410.99 £142,910.99 £4,203.26

33.30%

Bristol North 

Fringe

Mount Pleasant Farm, 

Bath Road, Longwell 

Green PK10/2627/F

Erection of 70 dwellings with parking, access and associated 

works. 70 47 £45,000.00 £92,226.00 £150,458.00 £26,544.00 £314,228.00 £4,488.97 33.30%

Bristol East 

Fringe

Sea Stores, Kennedy 

Way, Yate PK09/1388/F Erection of 228 dwellings and ancillary works. 228 152 £185,000.00 £711,057.00

£23,316.00 £33,499.00 £952,872.00 £4,179.26

33.30% Yate

581 445 £2,829,259.45 £6,357.89

Signed S106 Obligations 20010/11
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Site

Planning 

Ref: Development Details

No of 

Units

No of 

Mkt 

Units

Highways POS Edu

Public 

Transport Other

Total

Conts per Mkt 

dwelling %AH Location

95 High Street, 

Kingswood

PK09/5392

/F

Demolition of existing building to facilitate erection of 2 units with 

parking, access and associated works. Unit 1 to comprise 4 self 

contained flats and 200 m2 Class B1 Office space. Unit 2 comprise 6 

self contained flats. 10 10 £20,590.02

£10,747.00 £1,344.00 £32,701.02 £3,270.10

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

Former Woodstock 

School Site, Courtney 

Road, Kingswood

PK07/3006

/F

Erection of 66no. residential units with car parking, landscaping and 

associated works. Construction of new vehicular access from 

Courtney Road. 66 46 £66,000 £120,384 £15,230 £201,614 £4,383 30%

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

Land at Portland Street, 

Staple Hill

PK09/0927

/F

Demolition of existing factory and erection of 24no. houses and 6no. 

apartments with associated parking, amenity space, cycle and bin 

store.

24 16 £25,000 £96,221 £4,451

£125,672 £7,855 33.30%

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

Windmill Green, 

Frampton Cotterell

PT08/2760/

O Erection of 220 dwellings and 186m2 of A1 retail space.

220 147 £12,000 £306,000 £487,000 £75,000 £37,300 £917,300 £6,240

33.30%

Rural

Hanham Hall, Whittucks 

road, Hanham

PK08/3230

/F

Proposed erection of 195 dwellings and associated works. 

Refurbishment and change of use of Hanham Hall from Nursing Home 

(C2) to mixed uses (A1/A3/B1/D1). Erection of Sustainable Living 

and Energy Centre Building.

195 130 £60,000 £248,000 £440,000 £202,000 £950,000 £7,308

33.30%

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

415 349 £1,867,300 £5,350.43

Signed S106 Obligations 2009/10
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Site

Planning 

Ref: Development Details

No of 

units

No of 

Mkt 

units

Highwa

ys POS Edu

Public 

Transpo

rt Other Total

Conts per 

Mkt dwelling

%AH

Location

147 High Street, 

Kingswood

PK08/0581

/F

Demolition of Former Police Station to facilitate the erection of 14no. dwellings 

and associated works. 14 14 £12,000 £45,159 £57,159 £4,083

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

Land at 13, 14 & 15 

Harry Stoke Road, 

Stoke Gifford

PT08/0361

/O

Demolition of garages and outbuildings to facilitate the erection of 13 no. 

dwellings (Outline) with means of access and layout to be determined.  All 

other matters to be reserved (Resubmission of PT07/2141/O). 13 13 £23,400 £41,933 £53,735 £119,068 £9,159

Bristol 

North 

Fringe

Land at Morley Road, 

Staple Hill

PK05/1350

/O

Erection of 14 no. dwellings with means of access (Outline) with all other 

matters to be reserved (Resubmission of PK04/3113/O). 14 14 £14,000 £42,732 £37,018 £378 £94,128 £6,723

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

47/51 Broad Street, 

Staple Hill

PK08/0953

/F

Erection of 14 no. self contained flats with 7no. car parking spaces, bin stores, 

cycle sheds and associated works. (Re-submission of PK07/2461/F.) 14 14 £25,000 £23,358 £48,358 £3,454

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

Wotton Road and Little 

Bristol Lane, Charfield

PT07/1462

/F

Erection of 14 no. flats with car parking, access, landscaping and associated 

works. 14 10 £8,000 £25,504 £33,504 £3,350 33.30% Rural

Terramond Limited, 

Coopers Works, 

Westerleigh Road, Yate

PK06/2774

/O

Erection of 70 No. dwellings (Outline) with layout and vehicular access to be 

determined. 70 47 £55,000 £182,000 £46,000 £283,000 £6,021 33.30%

Yate

Land at Portland Street, 

Staple Hill

PK08/0578

/F

Change of use from Offices with extensions to 10no. self contained flats (Class 

C3). Erection of 3no. terraced houses and 1no. detached dwelling with 

garages, parking and associated works. 14 14 £28,540 £28,540 £2,039

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

The Bath Street Garage, 

Bath Street, Staple Hill

PK07/2485

/F

Demolition of existing garage to facilitate the erection of 13 no. one bed 

apartments and 1 no. two bed apartment with associated works. 14 14 £15,000 £21,451 £36,451 £2,604

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

Bristol Water Depot, 

Soundwell Road

PK04/1724

/O

Residential development on 1.87 ha of land (Outline) with means of access 

and highway improvements to be determined. 75 50 £172,000 £8,000 £4,794 £184,794 £3,695 33.30%

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

Land at Wilson & Sons 

(Engineering) Ltd, 

Morley Road, Staple Hill

PK07/2726

/F

Demolition of existing factory to facilitate the erection of 43 no. dwellings with 

parking and associated works. Amendments to design and layout to include 

52 parking spaces, additional amenity space/landscaping and changes to the 

design of plots 43 29 £58,000 £89,000 £28,000 £5,000 £180,000 £6,206 33.30%

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

Kingswood Trading 

Estate, Elmtree Way/ 

Southey Avenue, 

Kingswood

PK08/1530

/F

Demolition of existing warehouse to facilitate the erection of 57 one/two bed 

apartments in a 2 x 3 storey block with associated parking, cycle and bin 

store, landscaping, etc. 57 38 £106,786 £57,000 £21,023 £184,809 £4,863 33.30%

Bristol 

East 

Fringe

342 257 £1,249,811 £4,863.08

Signed S106 Obligations 2008/9
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SNAPSHOT 

as at 17-2-

14

year scheme approved

Total 

units

total AH 

units 

approve

d %AH

social 

rent

int 

AH

ART 

(from 

2011)

Target 

Units

09/10 Reason if less than policy position

Golden Lion 7 2 33.3% 2 0 0

Portland Street 30 30 33.3% 30 0 0

Hanham Hall 195 65 33.3% 57 8 0

Northfield P1a 162 46 28.4% 32 14 149 Major Site

Northfield P1b 60 18 30.0% 16 2 0 Major Site underwent VA Received Kickstart funding & other S106 costs reduced

Woodstock School 66 20 30.0% 20 0 0 Brownfield (Kingswood) - Council Land

Windmill Green (UU) 220 73 33.0% 56 17 0

HP Phase 2 160 48 30.0% 29 19 0 Greenfield / Major Site / underwent VA - other S106 costs reduced / also reduced numbers and density

HP Phase 3 194 58 30.0% 38 20 0 Greenfield / Major Site / underwent VA - other S106 costs reduced / also reduced numbers and density

HP Phase 4 77 23 30.0% 16 7 0 Greenfield / Major Site / developer went bust & site stopped work for 2 years

Sub 1171 383 31.1% 296 87 0 149

10/11

Parkway North 34 11 33.3% 9 2 0 0

Windmill Gr (resub) 184 61 33.3% 47 14 0 0

Seastores (Elswick 

Park) 228 76 33.3% 60 16 0 0 Brownfield (Yate) underwent VA / received HCA support and other S106 costs reduced

Sub 446 148 33.3% 116 32 0 0

11/12

Whittucks Rd 34 11 33.3% 9 2 0 0

Morley Road 32 2 6.3% 0 2 0 0 Brownfield underwent VA and other S106 costs reduced. Overage clause included to claw back any financial uplift

Northfield MU5&MU6 40 26 65.0% 26 0 0 0 Major Site masterplanned and %AH varies per parcel

Northfield WM1 

(formerly H50+51) 54 15 27.8% 15 0 0 0 Major Site masterplanned and %AH varies per parcel

Northfield LC1 35 10 28.6% 0 10 0 0 Major Site masterplanned and %AH varies per parcel

Mount Pleasant 70 23 33.3% 19 4 0 0

Southway Drive 30 4 13.3% 4 0 0 0 Revised application above threshold. Underwent VA AH reduced

Savages Wood Drive 74 24 33.3% 24 0 0 0

60 Wotton Road, 

Charfield 16 5 33.3% 4 1 0 0

Hewlett Packard Ph 7 97 39 30.0% 16 13 0 0 Greenfield / low density

Harry Stoke 1200 300 25.0% 240 60 0 100 Major Site / Greenfield / underwent VA - other s106 costs reduced / first pase 15% AH

Barnhill Quarry 170 56 33.3% 45 11 0 0

Sub 1852 515 30.2% 402 103 0 100

12/13

Catbrain Hill 51 17 33.3% 14 3 0

Coopers 1 67 22 32.8% 19 3 0 0 Brownfield / underwent VA - other S106 costs reduced

Northfield H27-33 210 72 34.3% 59 13 0 0 Major site masterplanned and %AH varied per parcel

Northfield LC1 35 9 25.7% 0 9 0 0 Major site masterplanned and %AH varied per parcel, these units are delivered outside s.106 as additional, but not target

Minelco 34 11 33.0% 9 2 0 0

Peg Hill 250 87 35.0% 70 17 0 0

Harry Stoke Phase 1 165 25 15% 19 6 0 30 Major Site / Greenfield / underwent VA - other s106 costs reduced / RM first phase 15% AH

Coopers 2 92 22 33% 18 4 0 0 24% AH on site plus Commuted sum of £400,000 for remaining affordable units (mix gen needs and retirement homes)

Little Bristol Lane, 

Charfield 5 5 100.0% 1 0 4 0 33.3% S106 plus 4 additional affordable homes

Sub 909 270 38.1% 209 57 4 30

13/14

Gateway 400 114 28.5% 91 15 0 19 Part of EGE - underwent VA reduced AH

Park Farm 500 175 35.0% 140 35 0 0 Outline application

EGE 2550 638 25.0% 510 128 0 255 Major Site / Greenfield / underwent VA - AH and other s106 costs reduced. 80/20 tenure split

NF WM2+3 137 29 21.2% 17 12 0 0 Masterplanned - Rm approval-%AH varies per parcel

NF H25/26 75 20 26.7% 20 0 0 0 Masterplanned - Rm approval-%AH varies per parcel

NF H35 65 15 23.1% 15 0 0 50 Masterplanned - Rm approval-%AH varies per parcel. Additionality - whole parcel 100%AH

NF H34/36 86 21 24.4% 14 7 0 0 Masterplanned-Rm approval- %AH varies per parcel

Peg Hill 235 82 35.0% 66 16 0 0 RM approval

Morton Way, 

Thornbury 300 105 35.0% 84 21 0 0 Outline pp

Rotunda Club 30 22 73.3% 0 22 0 0 underwent VA and remainder site for AH

Kennels Cedar Lodge 13 4 35.0% 3 1 0 0

EGE Parcel 2 86 22 25.6% 14 8 0 0

EGE Parcel 3 56 14 25.0% 11 3 0 0 Masterplanned-RM approval

EGE Parcel 5 45 11 24.4% 9 1 0 0 Masterplanned-RM approval

EGE Parcels 6&7 129 32 24.8% 26 6 0 0 Masterplanned-RM approval

EGE Parcel 8 79 20 25.3% 19 1 0 0 Masterplanned-RM approval

Blackhorse Day 

Centre 31 11 35.5% 9 2 0 0

Eastwood Park 20 0 0.0% 0 0 0 0 underwent VA no AH but subject to overage clausing for provision on review

HP Phase 5 137 40 29.2% 24 16 0 0 RM approved.DoV required

Sub 4974 1375 29.1% 1072 294 0 324

Total 9352 2691 32.4% 2095 573 4 603

Schemes AH agreed, awaiting signing S106

year cmtee 

approval Scheme approved Total units

Total AH 

units 

approved %AH

social 

rent

int 

AH

ART 

(from 

2011)

Target 

units

2011-12 South Douglas Road 334 83 25.0% 66 17 0 28 Brownfield / underwent VA - other S106 costs reduced. S106 to be signed

Oaktree Avenue 33.3% application originally for 100%AH scheme but VG designation (Council land) and site due to be remarketed

2013-14 Brimsham North Yate 2450 857 35.0% 686 171 0 0 S106 pending outline

328 North Road 7 2 35.0% 2 0 0 0 S106 pending 

Frenchay Hospital 490 98 20.0% 78 20 0 74 S106 pending outline - 35% agreed with funding -underwent VA subject to regular review and overage

The Burltons, Cromhall 11 3 35.0% 3 0 0 0

Note there will be a duplication in AH total numbers 

and % as this list covers both outline and RM approvals 

for the same sites

Affordable Housing Programme 

Policy transition 33.3% - 35%

Policy 33.3%

Policy 33.3%

Policy 33.3%

Policy transition 33.3% - 35%

underwent VA Received Kickstart funding & other S106 costs reduced. 

Total target units for whole site shown here as outline granted before 

09/10
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Appendix 11 

 

1 

South Gloucestershire Council - Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule  

 

Summary of Responses  

 

 

Issue Objection 

Reference 

Adams  Integra Comment Recommendation 

Sales Values 

Are these representative of the market, 

should amendments and further 

sensitivities be undertaken? 

R4,6,11,12, 

13,14 

The new value Points table at appendix 2 updates the 

open market sales values to March 2014 and also 

inputs the affordable housing revenues from the 

Stuart Larkin report. 

See Report Appendix 2 

Sales Periods 

Are these representative? 

R11,12,13,14 These have been reassessed and remodelled, 

comments have been taken in to account 

See Report section 3 

Build Costs 

Are these representative and do they fit 

with BCIS and what is happening in the 

market place? 

R2,3,11,12, 

14 

From a review of build costs at March 2014, we have 

not increased them from 2013. We recognise, 

however, that build costs are likely to rise as 

construction responds to rises in sales values, so we 

carried out sensitivity by adding 5% to build costs for 

some scenarios, including the New Neighbourhoods. 

See Report section 3 

Fees 

Are the fee % used appropriate?  

R6, 12 Consultants’ fees are at 10%, with additional 

allowances for surveys. 

See Report section 3. 

Viability Thresholds 

Are these reasonable and do they reflect 

actual values on real sites? 

R2,3,6,12,19 These have been reassessed and remodelled, 

comments have been taken in to account. Agricultural 

and residential thresholds are as at 2013, but we have 

added 10% to the previous employment threshold. We 

have also added a further employment threshold. 

See Report section 4. 

Payment of CIL by instalment 

This should be modelled and included 

R6,9,11,12 The instalments policy has been amended to take 

account of phased development. 

See CIL & S106 Guide SPD. 

Sheltered Housing 

There are special circumstances with both 

C3 sheltered housing and C2 Extra care 

which need further examination particularly 

in terms of build cost and sales rates, they 

should be separated from C3 dwellings. 

R1,14,18 Re modelling has taken place to reflect the slower 

sales rate and higher build costs and amendments 

made as appropriate. We recommended a zero charge 

in 2013 and this still stands. 

See Report section 7 

Sites currently below affordable 

housing threshold 

Is the stance taken reasonable? 

R18 There is greater value to the developer with no 

affordable housing and it is fair to reflect this in the 

CIL charge. 

See Report section 5. 
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New Neighbourhoods 

Infrastructure needs must be met, is CIL 

the best way to achieve the off site 

infrastructure needed to make sites work? 

R2,5,6,7,8,11 

12,19 

The new neighbourhoods have been remodelled 

following interventions with representative of 

landowners and developers. Needs to be agreed with 

SGC. 

The Council now considers that 

S106 provides the best 

mechanism to deliver 

infrastructure required to 

support CPNN & EoHS NN. 

Retail Issues 

Are the appraisals used accurate 

R 6,16,17.20 Remodelling has taken place to reflect the issues 

raised by respondents including the examination of 

various sub-categories. The difficulty in obtaining 

current and accurate rental and investment yield data, 

due to confidentiality, has led to conservative figures 

being used and large ‘buffers’ in order to allow for any 

site specific development costs and to accommodate 

any disagreement on the figures used.  

See Report Section 8.0 and 9.0 

Tied accommodation/Farm Shops 

As a type of affordable accommodation 

should tied cottages be exempt from CIL? 

CIL should be exempt form all aspects of 

rural diversification. 

R4,5 These issues have been taken on board and given 

further consideration 

See Report Section 8.0 and 9.0 

Affordable Housing 

Is the tenure mix and values modelled in 

compliance with current policy? 

R5,6,11,12, 

18, R35 

Remodelling has taken place by consultants acting for 

the Strategic Housing Authority, the results of the 

consultants work has been remodelled 

Drawing on recent work for SGC 

on affordable housing. 

Assumed infrastructure costs 

Is this level set too high? 

R3,5,6,11,12 

18,19 

Further work has been undertaken by SGC the results 

of which have been incorporated into the re appraisal 

work 

Agreed with SGC 

Nuclear Power Stations 

The schedule should comment on this form 

of development 

R9 Noted.  There is insufficient intelligence available to 

allow a robust CIL charge to be assessed regarding 

new nuclear power plants at the moment, this will be 

raised for consideration at the first review. 

To follow in future studies. 

Expenditure of CIL receipts on Green 

Infrastructure. 

The Draft Reg 123 list should be widened 

to include all ‘green infrastructure’ . 

R21, R22, 

R23, R24, 

R38 

No comment Whilst the council agrees with 

the aspiration it is considered 

that S106 provides the most 

expedient mechanism for 

contributions towards POS & 

Green Infrastructure. The 

Reg123 list also does not 

preclude P&TC CIL receipts on 

POS & GI or NHB via the 
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Neighbourhood forums. 

Charges should be uniform across the 

district. 

The needs arising from development are 

the same regardless of locality. Developers 

will prefer cheaper localities. 

R25. R26 Charges are based on viability evidence (not 

infrastructure needs). This evidence shows different 

market areas with consequential impacts on viability. 

CIL comprises a small % of overall build cost and is 

unlikely to impact on developers decisions about 

where to develop.  

See Draft Charging Schedule 

Regulation 123 list 

Expenditure shouldn’t be so restrictive. 

 

The Reg123 list should include Yate 

turnback, the P&R, bus services, cycle & 

pedestrian paths, public art and other 

facilities.  

 

It does not consider flood risk 

management. Contributions towards rail 

infrastructure in growth areas are required. 

Royal Mail is a statutory provider.  

 

A new sorting office is required as a 

consequence of growth in the North Fringe 

and should be added to the CIL.  

 

The list needs to be much more specific. It 

is not appropriate to include generic 

references with exclusions. 

 

Tytherington Quarry rail line should be on 

the Reg123 list. 

R25, R27, 

R28, R33, 

R34 

No comment Spending restrictions are set by 

the CIL regulations. Expenditure 

can be on the provision, 

improvement, operation, 

replacement, maintenance of 

infrastructure.  

 

North Yate NN has now been 

approved and provides a 

substantial infrastructure via 

S106.  

 

All flood risk in the new 

neighbourhoods will be dealt 

with onsite.  

 

The Metro project is identified 

as a potential beneficiary of CIL 

receipts. Land for new stations 

at Henbury & Filton will be 

safeguarded through CPNN 

planning permissions.  

 

It is believed that Royal Mail 

operates as a private business 

and can therefore acquire land 

at commercial rates like other 

such businesses. 

 

Comments re the list is noted. 
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Best practice is still emerging. 

 

Tytherington Quarry Rail Line is 

not currently a Local Plan 

priority. The Reg123 list can be 

amended at any time subject to 

‘appropriate public 

consultation.’ 

The consultation documentation 

[preliminary draft consultation] is 

complicated & not user friendly. 

R24, R26 No comment Noted. CIL is however a 

complicated provision. 

General support for CIL and the 

proposed preliminary draft charges 

R25, R30, 

R32, R38 

Noted. Noted. 

Proposed charges are too low R24 Charges are based on viability evidence of what ‘most’ 

development can withstand. Proposed charges have 

been raised since the PDCS.  

See Draft Charging Schedule 

Object to the instalments policy. 

Infrastructure is required as soon as 

dwellings are occupied. This will delay 

contributions to much. 

R26 CIL charges are made in instalments in order not to 

place undue burden on the viability of a development 

at commencement. 

See Instalments Policy in draft 

CIL & S106 Obligations Guide 

SPD. 

Development by parish councils should 

receive same relief as charities. 

R26 No comment Noted. CIL relief is set by the 

regulations. 

CIL receipts should be channelled 

through Parish Councils 

R26 No comment The regulations require that 

15% of receipts will be passed 

back to P&TC Councils. 

Review of CIL… 

Will rates be increased when the market 

turns up? 

R26 The regulations allow for review and amendment of 

CIL rates subject to public consultation and 

examination. It is recommended that the Council 

regularly reviews market conditions in considering 

whether to amend rates.Charges are also index linked. 

The CIL & S106 Guide SPD sets 

out considerations with regard 

review of rates. 

Frenchay Hospital 

The viability assessment doesn’t take 

account of a realistic number of scenarios, 

such as Frenchay Hospital which mitigates 

its own impact. 

R29 Due to the fact that Frenchay Hospital now has a 

planning permission, it does not form part of this 

latest report. 

Frenchay hospital now has 

planning permission subject to 

agreement of a S106 

agreement and will not be 

impacted by CIL. 

S106 & 278 

Whilst The Highways Agency welcomes the 

R31 No comment Noted. SGC agrees that S106 

can provide a more flexible and 
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ability to pool CIL receipts its preference is 

S106 & S278 to remain the primary 

funding mechanism to provide necessary 

Strategic Road Network infrastructure. 

targeted mechanism to secure 

developer contributions, 

particularly with respect to 

strategic sites. Depending on 

the specific project though the 

Council will utilise the most 

pragmatic method to secure 

contributions. 

Playing fields, sport and recreation. 

Sport England is not aware of a robust 

evidence base to substantiate developer 

contributions for playing fields etc. 

R36 No comment The Council has undertaken an 

open spaces audit and has 

engaged consultants to provide 

a new evidence base for sports 

facilities. 

Charitable Status 

UWE wish to see confirmation that UWE 

has charitable status and therefore would 

be exempt from CIL charges. 

R37 No comment CIL relief and exemptions are 

set out in the legislation. UWE 

will have to apply for exemption 

at the time of any such planning 

application / development. 

Offices 

Why are offices not included in the 

charges? 

R38 Viability evidence at the time didn’t support a charge. 

However the market has now improved and a charge 

of £30/sqm is now recommended. 

See Report Section 8.0 and 9.0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Full Responses Schedule 

 

Ref Respondent Agent Summary 

R1 

The Association of 

Retirement 

Community 

Operators (ARCO) 

Tetlow King 

Planning  

Is not clear on whether the 'Residential' charge applies just to C3 Use Class housing – further clarity 

required. 

 

Further discussion is required on the designation of ‘extra care’ schemes within the policy where they are 

perceived to fall between the C2 and C3 designation bracket. 

 

As providers of ‘extra care’ retirement villages they are firmly of the opinion that all ‘extra care’ facilities 
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Ref Respondent Agent Summary 

should be classed within C2 class use thus removing it from exposure to the CIL tariff.  Details to this 

substantiate are enclosed within the attached document ‘Consultation on the potential changes to use classes 

order’.   

R2 BAE Systems 

Terence 

O’Rourke 

They are extremely concerned that the proposal to impose CIL levies on the New Neighbourhoods will place 

their delivery at extreme risk. 

 

To ensure the viability of development South Gloucestershire Council is strongly recommended to make the 

CIL levy in the New Neighbourhoods £0 with infrastructure delivered through S106 contributions. This is in 

line with other comparable areas where the priority is to deliver new development and regeneration. It would 

not constitute state aid. 

 

It is clear that the assumptions made in the Economic Viability assessment are not robust enough in respect 

of the New Neighbourhoods.  

 

The assumptions made in the Economic Viability Assessment are not appropriate to inform the charges set 

out in the PDCS. 

 

They feel that some of the viability and viability threshold values are questionable.  

 

They question assumptions made in the study in respect of Build Costs, on-site infrastructure, New 

Neighbourhood Section 106 costs and finance rates. 

 

They feel that in order to ensure appropriate levies are applied and that the essential development with New 

Neighbourhoods is not slowed down or frustrated the Economic Viability Assessment should be reviewed in 

detail and sensitivity tests undertaken. 

 

They do not accept the conclusions in the viability study. 

 

The CIL Guide is clear, but should be updated to reflect the Community Infrastructure Levy Guidance 

December 2012. 

 

If CIL is to be applied as proposed to the New Neighbourhoods, and irrespective of the phasing of the major 

development sites, this proposed Instalments Policy may well conflict with the strategic goals for the New 

Neighbourhoods. 

 

Addition of CIL in early stages of development could act as a significant deterrent to the New 
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Ref Respondent Agent Summary 

Neighbourhoods being brought forward. 

 

The Instalments Policy should not therefore (at least in the context of the New Neighbourhoods), be related 

to timing, but to the % of completions of any particular phase of development. 

 

As South Gloucestershire places great reliance on the New Neighbourhoods to meet its established housing 

needs, that the proposed Instalments Policy is not appropriate to this District. An alternative approach has 

been suggested. 

 

The CIL review process is cumbersome, costly and time consuming. This increases the need for the 

arrangements to be sound and robust from the start. 

 

It is unclear why the ‘SORT IT & Transfer Facilities’ are on the CIL schedule and the SPD with cost ‘TBC’. 

 

It does not seem reasonable that the New Neighbourhoods should fund on-site education provision and off-

site provision to meet existing needs. 

 

It appears that the Funding Gap Paper is identifying infrastructure beyond that set out in the IDP (which is 

part of the Core Strategy evidence base).  

 

They feel it is not acceptable to have items on Draft Regulation 123 list ‘TBC’. 

They do not consider that the proposed charges strike an appropriate balance between funding the estimated 

cost of infrastructure across South Gloucestershire and the economic viability of delivering the New 

Neighbourhoods. 

 

They strongly recommend CIL Levy in New Neighbourhoods £0 with S106 contributions in line with 

comparable areas. It would not constitute state aid. 

R3 

Barratt 

Developments PLC 

Barton 

Willmore 

Economic Viability Assessment – they express concerns in respect of existing agricultural uses. 

 

- Do not consider stated values of £450,000 per ha of agricultural land reflects point at which landowner 

would sell for development. 

 

- Do not consider it appropriate to impose different viability thresholds for agricultural land for new 

neighbourhoods and other Greenfield sites. In addition question validity of assumed level of s106 

contributions. 
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Ref Respondent Agent Summary 

- Gap in viability testing – not tested sites larger than 75 units. 

 

- The highest levels of viability are achieved through lower density options for development. This undermines 

the Core Strategy proposed. 

 

- Developer could achieve higher profits by developing at lower densities (higher densities proposed in Core 

Strategy) – issue needs to be resolved either through adjustment of CIL charge or through identification of 

further land for lower densities to be achieved. 

Full CIL payment due within 60 days of development – for medium to sites could render site undeliverable. 

Supports inclusion of an Instalments Policy. 

 

They do not consider that payments schedules should be expressed in number of days – should relate to the 

phased implement of a development. Implementation of a development project gives rise to new 

infrastructure - payments for that infrastructure should be phased accordingly in tandem with build out rates. 

Recommend policy should allow for 4 instalments. 

 

If payment of CIL cannot be linked to completion of development, additional thresholds should be introduced 

to allow longer periods for payment of CIL for larger sites. The timing of payments should reflect this 

programme in the phasing of CIL payments. 

 

It should be made clear that where an outline planning permission permits development to be implemented 

in phases, each phase of the development is a separate chargeable development (CIL Regulation 9(4)). 

 

It is vital that the CIL Charging Schedule provides the flexibility allowed under Regulation 55 of the CIL 

Regulations to enable South Gloucestershire Council to apply discretionary relief where applying CIL would 

render a development unviable. 

 

Concerned about CIL charges and increase in build costs (Code for Sustainable Homes Level 6 indicated to be 

required by 2016). 

 

Paragraph 2.7 of the Funding Gap Paper conflicts with the advice CLG publication ‘The Community 

Infrastructure Levy overview (2010)’.  Therefore consider that there is insufficient justification to 

demonstrate that development would make any existing deficiencies more severe, and consequently how 

such a significant amount can be justified for Public Open Space. 

 

Further explanation and justification is required on the projects that are requested to support development 
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Ref Respondent Agent Summary 

and will be funded by CIL. 

 

The current Draft Regulation 123 list is not sufficiently detailed, with reference to specific projects to enable a 

full understanding of how CIL will work together with S106. 

 

With such a small allowance built into the viability assessment for financial contributions sought through 

S106 agreements, any increase in s106 costs would have a significant impact on the viability of development 

in South Gloucestershire. 

 

They have strong concerns that the current proposed level of CIL will have a significant impact on the 

viability of development in South Gloucestershire. 

 

Their main concerns are: 

 

- The assumed viability threshold for agricultural land 

- Assumed S106 costs; and 

- The proposed instalments policy. 

 

All of these factors will have significant impacts on the viability of residential development in South 

Gloucestershire and therefore the CIL charging schedule and viability testing should be amended to reflect 

the above to ensure that developments remain viable. Until these matters are resolved, the proposed CIL 

charges are unsound. 

R4 

Country Land and 

Business 

Association 

- 

They are concerned that the particular circumstances of a site may mean the CIL charge renders 

development unviable even though the planning authority’s viability evidence may suggest otherwise. 

 

They expressed concerns of the impact CIL will have on agricultural, horticultural, forestry developments and 

small scale rural developments – that they may be swept up with urban-focused development charges. 

They request that buildings for agricultural and horticultural or forestry purposes must be exempt or at the 

very least zero rated in forthcoming draft and adopted charging schedule. 

 

They are concerned about the potential impact of CIL charges on farm-based diversification.  They request 

that a nil rate is set for a change of use of a redundant farm building, which involves an extension and/or a 

new build that, for example provides for incubator units for new small business start-ups (whether for office 

or light industrial work space). 

 

Farm Shops – They request that the matter of farm shops is considered as part of an up-to-date farm shop 
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Ref Respondent Agent Summary 

viability assessment. In any event suggest a nil rate is in order to encourage small-scale retail activity in and 

around rural communities. 

 

Agricultural, Forestry and other occupational dwellings – they ask that they be considered separately, based 

on a suitable and up-to-date viability assessment, or classified with affordable housing for CIL purposes and 

thus zero-rated for CIL purposes. 

 

Other rural dwellings – they suggest the planning authority should be more flexible in their approach for the 

payment of CIL. Such development may already include an affordable housing element. Flexible 

arrangements may include not charging the CIL until a rental income is received, payments by instalments or 

exempting the development from CIL charging if affordable housing has been included as part of the 

development.   

 

Neighbourhood Funds - The CLA would object to any aspirational or generic implementation plans prepared 

by the charging authorities which are not underpinned by robust evidence and associated viability 

assessments. They strongly urge the charging authority to put in place implementation plans that provide a 

very clear list of infrastructure needs, by parish or neighbourhood forum, that will be delivered during the 

period of the CIL implementation plan.  

 

Local Infrastructure List and Planning Agreements (s106 agreements) - The CLA will monitor local planning 

agreements/obligations policy carefully to ensure that CLA members are not required to make two payments 

– one CIL-related and a second one under a planning obligation agreement.  

R5 

CPNN Partners 

BAE Systems, 

Persimmon Homes 

Limited and 

Ashfield Land 

Deeley Freed and 

Skanska Residential 

JV 

Redrow Homes 

LaSalle Investment 

Management on 

behalf of Patchway 

Trading Estate 

Cribbs Mall 

- 

They have some major concerns about the implications of imposing a CIL charge on the viability of 

development in the CPNN which will put the overall delivery of the development at risk, contrary to the CIL 

Regulations and emerging Planning Policy. 

 

They feel that evidence base is incomplete especially in respect of the New Neighbourhoods. 

 

The evidence provided in individual representations clearly demonstrates the present shortcomings in the 

viability evidence which will impact upon the chargeable level of CIL.   

 

They have concerns over the implications on development viability should be considered in the context of the 

housing land supply position and the reliance placed, in the Core Strategy, upon the delivery of the New 

Neighbourhoods. 

 

For the New Neighbourhoods, they do not believe that the evidence provides a robust basis to include a CIL 
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Ref Respondent Agent Summary 

Nominee (1) and 

Cribbs Mall 

Nominee (2) Ltd 

and JohnBaylis Ltd 

Baylis Estates Ltd 

 

charge for these major sites.  To do so will impact significantly upon development viability and put in 

jeopardy the delivery of the strategic housing requirement and other development.  

 

The CIL charging schedule only applies to a limited number of uses and there will be other uses that create 

the need for infrastructure - suggest using a zero CIL rating and an agreed infrastructure delivery mechanism 

for CPNN. 

 

The relationship between the CIL and Section 106 in the New Neighbourhoods needs to be considered in 

much more detail and depth.  

 

They are extremely concerned that the proposal to impose CIL levies on the New Neighbourhoods will place 

their viability and therefore delivery at risk.  

 

They request meeting with South Gloucestershire Council to discuss implications of the Draft CIL Levy on the 

CPNN including its relationship with the SPD process. They suggest that South Gloucestershire Council make 

the CIL Levy in the CPNN area £0 and continue to discuss with CPNN, the development partners in the area, 

a ‘bespoke’ package of obligations based on the draft SPD. 

 

It should be noted that this option does not set a precedent as it has been used in other comparable areas 

where the priority is to deliver new large scale development and regeneration. It would not constitute state 

aid. 

 

They suggest that this is done as part of the SPD discussions which outline the local and strategic 

infrastructure issues to be provided and funded as part of the phased CPNN development. 

R6 

The Mall: Cribbs 

Mall Nominee (1) 

(Capital Shopping 

Centres (CSC)) and 

Cribbs Mall 

Nominee (2) Ltd 

(PRUPIM) and JT 

Baylis 

Nathaniel 

Lichfield & 

Partners 

Economic Viability Assessment – they have a number of concerns and request that the appraisals are re-run 

with changes being made that are based on evidence that reflect their comments.  

 

The joint owners were not contacted for assumptions input – they feel that this input is essential and request 

that they are prior to the undertaking of further work on the Draft Charging Schedule.  

 

Rent is applied on the basis that 100% gross is rentalised. There is a significant proportion (i.e. 20-30%) 

that would not be rentalised and must be reflected in any appraisal.  

 

They feel that the build costs are too low and should be closer to £100 per sq ft. Contingency costs set at 5% 

should be increased to between 10-15%. Professional fees should be built in at least 12%.  External works 

should be at least 10%. Purchasers costs do not appear to be deducted in the appraisal.  
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In relation to the Mall there is no allowance for Section 106 payments.  

 

They are concerned that CIL charges will threaten viability within CPNN area.  

 

They are concerned about inaccuracies in the Viability Appraisal and the lack of robustness in many of the 

assumptions used. To overcome these serious problems, further work must be undertaken by Adams Integra 

and SGC, in consultation with us and the other stakeholders in the CPNN. 

 

They support the inclusion in principle of an Instalments Policy in the draft CIL Guide. They also support the 

£35,000 CIL liability threshold to which the Instalments Policy will be offered. 

 

They agree that periodic monitoring and review is necessary to ensure that the CIL Charging Schedule 

remains appropriate. 

 

Review of viability evidence needs clarification.  

South Gloucestershire Council should justify what should and should not be included in the Regulation 123 

List in the context of the requirements of the Regulations including that relating to the limitations on the use 

of planning obligations (Regulation 122). 

 

The requirement for development in CPNN to deliver significant CIL and s106 obligations will impact on 

viability and deliverability of development in the CPNN which would be in direct conflict with the NPPF and 

emerging Core Strategy. This is so serious as to require complete re-appraisal of the approach including 

investigating setting a zero rate for development in CPNN and, as the amount of s106 contribution is likely to 

exceed the CIL liability, including discretionary relief for the CPNN area. 

 

Regulations 55 to 58 of The Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations, 2010 (as amended) allow charging 

authorities to set discretionary relief for exceptional circumstances. Use of an exceptions policy enables the 

charging authority to avoid rendering sites with specific and exceptional cost burdens unviable should 

exceptional circumstances arise. Before granting relief, the charging authority will need to be satisfied that 

that the costs relating to a s106 are greater than those related to CIL – this is very much likely to be the 

case for development in the CPNN area. 

 

They feel that the proposed CIL charges are not based on a robust evidence base and have not been 

adequately tested. Potential serious implications for CPNN if matters are progressed as currently proposed. 

R7 Deeley Freed and PJ Planning  They do not feel that the Economic Viability Assessment is appropriate to inform the charges set out in the 
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Skanska Residential PDCS. 

 

They believe that more work and greater thought is required on the relationship between CIL and Section 

106 in the New Neighbourhoods. 

 

In respect of the New Neighbourhoods instalments must relate to phasing of the development. 

 

On the information provided they do not agree that discretionary relief would be not a significant factor in the 

development or the investment activities of charities in South Gloucestershire. 

 

CIL is a ‘blunt tool’ and given that the local planning authority recognises the massive impact that CIL can 

have on viability, in a time of volatile economic change, review every 3 years is far too ‘coarse’, particularly 

as the lkpa refuses to contemplate exemptions. 

 

They feel that bespoke arrangements are vital for New Neighbourhoods. 

 

They do not feel that Draft Funding Gap paper adequately demonstrates the need to levy a CIL. 

 

They agree that the Draft Regulation 123 list clearly expresses what infrastructure items it is intended that 

CIL receipts will be spent on, but they do not agree with the list. 

 

They do not feel that the proposed charges strikes an appropriate balance between the desirability of funding 

the estimated cost of infrastructure to support development and the imposition of CIL on the economic 

viability of development in South Gloucestershire.  

R8 

Dominion Corporate 

Trustees  

GVA 

They feel that the Economic Viability Assessment fails to meet 2010 CIL regulations and guidance issued by 

DCLG, December 2012. 

 

Their review of the October 2012 document highlights the following deficiencies: 

 

- All of the data inputs for the in-centre and out-of-centre retail development appraisals at Appendix 5 of the 

viability report are the same. This is clearly incorrect. 

 

- For retail development, there is no assessment of different geographic locations throughout South 

Gloucestershire. 

 

- Similarly, there is no assessment of different sizes of retail development to test whether the proposed levy 
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is appropriate. 

 

- There is no assessment of whether it is correct to apply the proposed levy of £120 to various categories of 

Class A retail uses. Class A1 uses have different development viability characteristics to A2, A3, A4 and A5 

uses, but this is left unexplored by the October 2012 report. 

 

- Guidance says that the proposed levy must relate back to the relevant Plan, which in this instance is the 

Core Strategy. However, the economic viability report does not sample the different locations highlighted in 

Policy CS14 as being preferred for new retail development. 

 

They consider the Council’s CIL Guide contains an appropriate level of detail and is easy to understand. 

 

They welcome proposed instalments policy as it indicates that the Council is willing to assist the property 

industry with a phased approach to contributions. 

 

The decision to monitor relevant market indicators via the Council’s annual monitoring report is supported, 

although they recommend that the AMR contains adequate reasoning as to why either the existing levy will 

remain in place or it is planned to be reviewed. 

 

They consider that Regulation 123 has a potential role to play. Need to provide further detail and clarity: 

 

- Greater clarity within the list including further detail on specific projects. 

 

- There is a lack of reference to infrastructure projects in the Yate/Chipping 

Sodbury area and Dominion looks forward to seeing further references to these areas to ensure that Yate and 

Chipping Sodbury receive their far share of CIL contributions. 

 

Based upon the need to improve upon the October 2012 economic viability report, they are not yet able to 

agree that the proposed changes strike the right balance envisaged by national guidance.   

R10 

Gladman 

Developments 

- 

The Council must ensure that they strike an appropriate balance between desirability of funding from CIL and 

the potential effects (taken as a whole) of the imposition of CIL on the economic viability of development 

across the local authority area. 

 

The CIL should not be used by Council’s as a mechanism for creating an unrealistic ‘wish list’ of infrastructure 

projects in their area.  
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When establishing a funding gap that CIL receipts are intended to contribute towards filling, it is vital that the 

Council take account of every possible income stream. 

 

They emphasised importance of an update to date and robust evidence base that fully justifies infrastructure 

needs based on the amount of development required. They are concerned that if the evidence base is not up 

to date then the charging schedule will be unsound. 

 

Need to distinguish between new and existing demands – new houses do not always create new pressure on 

infrastructure as new evidence shows that a large proportion will be occupied by people already living in the 

borough.   

 

CIL charging rates should not be set at such as level as to put at serious risk the overall development of the 

area. 

 

They believe that it is inappropriate to set a levy based on a particular understanding of these infrastructure 

costs and in particular if the total money needed for infrastructure is unknown. 

 

It is integral that differential rates for different geographical areas are based on up to date housing market 

intelligence forming the evidence base for this decision. 

 

They urge Council to engage with local developers and others in property industry early and throughout the 

process. Once the charging schedule is ready for examination the local authority must publish the draft 

schedule for a further stage of formal public consultation. 

 

As outlined in paragraph 56 of the CLG guidance the charging authority must appoint the examiner. The 

examiner must be independent and have the appropriate qualifications and experience. The guidance 

confirms that a Planning Inspector would fulfil these criteria.  

 

It is fundamental that the Council ensures that the proposed levy rates are realistic and not set too high. 

Concerned that arbitrarily high rates may jeopardise the delivery of housing schemes within the area.  

 

CIL charging rates must not threaten the overall delivery of the local plan by making sites unviable.  

 

It is vital that assumptions that underlie the standard residual valuation approach used to test the impact on 

viability of CIL are realistic and accurate.  
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They urge the Council to adopt an instalments policy for CIL payments. 

 

They remind the Council of the need to review CIL tariffs once these have been set – to take into account 

economic climate change over the course of the plan period.  

 

The local plan will need to be in place prior to the CIL being adopted. They believe that the Council need to 

have a clear understanding of the level of residential development to be brought forward in the plan period 

when preparing the charging schedule as this will directly influence the scale of CIL that will be generated. 

Without this the charging schedule will not reflect the true infrastructure needs of the area.  

R11 

Heron Land 

Developments 

Boyer 

Planning 

Heron has a specific interest in the proposed CIL regime in South Gloucestershire in the context of its 

involvement in bringing forward the major portion of the North Yate New Neighbourhood. It is fully expected, 

both by Heron and the Council, that the company’s outline planning application for the New Neighbourhood 

will be determined by mid 2013 so that the CIL regime will not be applicable.  

The Draft Regulation 123 list needs to be considered in the light of the significant degree of understanding 

that already exists between the Council, the developers and local communities about what infrastructure is 

required to serve the new neighbourhoods and how it will be funded. This arises from the detailed 

consideration already given to the issue in the Core Strategy and the Infrastructure Delivery Plan.  

 

The New Neighbourhoods are a crucial element of the Council’s strategy towards housing delivery and 

community development. It is essential that nothing is done that will prejudice their timely delivery. It is 

important to ensure that the introduction of CIL does not burden these schemes beyond that which is already 

contemplated and accepted as satisfying the tests of reasonableness under the current regime.  

 

They are concerned that the effect of CIL would be to add significantly to the costs of delivering the New 

Neighbourhood as generic cost items are added to the package of on-site and off-site contributions currently 

accounted for.  

 

It is important to avoid double-counting. The Draft Regulation 123 list contains a number of topics where 

both on-site funding and CIL would be payable.  

 

They expressed concerns of introducing CIL  - will not be to increase the burden on the North Yate New 

Neighbourhood beyond that which is already intended under the provisions of the Core Strategy and 

Infrastructure Delivery Plan, as interpreted through on-going negotiations between Heron and the Council in 

relation to these matters. 

 

A clearer exposition in the documents of the scope of CIL in relation to the new neighbourhoods and the 
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impact of exclusions in ensuring that the above point is satisfied.  

 

They are concerned that elements of off-site strategic infrastructure identified within the Infrastructure 

Delivery Plan and which are necessary to deliver sites identified in the Core Strategy, including the New 

Neighbourhoods have not been included in the Draft Regulation 123 list. For instance, the Frome Valley Relief 

Sewer, which is required to deliver a significant quantum of development identified in the Core Strategy, is 

not currently included within the Draft Regulation 123 list.  

 

Future iterations of the Regulation 123 list need to ensure that all elements of off-site infrastructure 

identified within the Council’s Infrastructure Development Plan are included.  

 

They have concerns relating to the methodological assumptions presented within the Council’s Economic 

Viability Appraisal, which as currently drafted could place unrealistic financial burdens on developers, leading 

to developments being unviable. In this context the proposed CIL regime must be considered as being 

contrary to Reg. 14 of the Community Infrastructure Regulations and the two principal requirements outlined 

in the DCLG CIL Guidance (para. 7 refers).  

 

The draft charging schedule is significantly higher that the other local authorities assessed. 

 

The proposed CIL rate appears to have no relationship with sales values in the area, as the maximum CIL 

rate is disproportionately higher than the average house price of other local authorities with the region.     

 

A significantly higher levy may render house building within South Gloucestershire less attractive than 

neighbouring Authorities and place financial burdens on the development industry which will not be off-set by 

proportional increases in sales values. In such a scenario it would be highly likely that developers will focus 

their attention to the more attractive areas, which could impact on the delivery of the overall strategic 

housing requirement, other linked strategic aims and objectives of the Core Strategy and future income to 

the Local Authority via the New Homes Bonus. Establishing a CIL level that yields these outcomes is contrary 

to para. 7 of the CLG CIL Guidance (December 2012).  

 

No information is provided within the Economic Viability Appraisal as to the assumed sales rates and number 

of outlets for each site.  

 

They are concerned that the Economic Viability Appraisal has adopted unrealistic build costs.  

It is common for sales overheads to be in the order of 4% of market turnover, as opposed to the 3% 

assumed within the Council’s methodology.  
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No allowance has been provided within the Viability Assessment to cover legal fees. Future iterations of the 

Council’s Viability Report should assume an additional 0.5% fee for sales legal fees to cover the cost of 

conveyancing of the completed units.  

 

Recognising that this is to an extent an evolving process Heron would welcome further discussions with the 

Council, alongside on-going Section 106 negotiations with a view to resolving these concerns.  

R12 

House Builder 

Consortium Group 

Savills 

They have a number of concerns with the methodology and certain key assumptions used in the Viability 

Study produced in support of the Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule. The effect of these is to distort the 

findings of the viability appraisals to such a degree that it is not possible to determine at this stage what 

impact the introduction of CIL would have on residential development viability across South Gloucestershire 

and the delivery of the strategic housing requirement. 

 

It is essential that these flaws are rectified before the Draft Charging Schedule is published in order that the 

Council and the Examiner at the forthcoming Examination have the confidence that the Charging Schedule 

meets the requirements of Regulation 14 of the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010, and the 

right balance has been struck between securing additional investment for infrastructure to support 

development and the potential economic effect of imposing the levy upon development across the area. 

 

If these flaws are not rectified then is it their view that the current evidence on viability does not provide a 

sound basis on which to set a CIL charge and does not address the principal tests outlined in the Department 

for Communities and Local Government Guidance document Community Infrastructure Levy Guidance 

(December 2012), namely: The charging authority has complied with the requirements set out in Part 11 of 

the Planning Act 2008 and the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations  

 

They look forward to maintaining the ongoing dialogue with the Charging Authority and their viability 

consultants and to work together in bringing forward a robust and reasonable CIL charging schedule. 

 

Economic viability plays a key part in housing delivery and whilst they recognise that there is a need to 

introduce a CIL Charging Schedule in advance of the April 2014 cut off date, the timing for the introduction of 

the South Gloucestershire CIL threatens to add a significant further burden on residential development at a 

time when delivery has been below the level required. 

 

In order to support economic growth and housing delivery, it is imperative that the Charging Authority set 

the rates within the Charging Schedule at a reasonable and achievable level which will not put in jeopardy 

the delivery of the strategic housing requirement. In practice, they consider that the Council should therefore 
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take a cautious approach to viability testing, ensuring that the assumptions used are based upon a worst 

case scenario, and that a significant viability buffer should be incorporated into the methodology to ensure 

that only the extreme outline sites are rendered unviable as a result of the introduction of CIL. 

 

They have a number of specific concerns relating to the viability appraisal used to establish the charges 

within the CIL Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule. The primary areas of concern are as follows: Availability 

of Information; Viability Over Time, Development Typologies; and Derivation of Proposed CIL Charges for 

Strategic Sites. 

 

They have concerns over key assumptions and provides evidence to support alternative assumptions: 

developer profit, developer overhead, affordable housing, professional fees, build costs, sustainability, build 

cost contingency, site servicing costs, sales rate/sales period, site coverage, apartment efficiency, dwelling 

mix, and sales values. 

 

They do not disagree with Regulation 123’s approach in principle, indeed there are clear benefits to linking 

the development with the infrastructure required to support it. However does have concerns that the New 

Neighbourhood sites will be contributing towards not only the education facilities required to support the 

development, but also education requirements elsewhere in the Authority area. Such ‘double-dipping’ is 

advised against in the CLG CIL Guidance (December 2012).  

 

The content of the Draft Regulation 123 List adds further weight to the approach proposed earlier in these 

representations that it is appropriate to consider a zero CIL charge for the New Neighbourhood sites as it is 

clearly envisaged by the Council that these developments will cater for their own infrastructure requirements 

and specific Section 106 Agreements will be put in place to ensure that all future infrastructure needs are 

delivered. 

 

It is also not appropriate to have matters within the Draft Regulation 123 List as ‘TBC’. As a result, these 

issues should be resolved as soon as possible and the Draft Regulation 123 List amended accordingly. 

 

Furthermore, the relationship between the Funding Gap Paper and the Infrastructure Delivery Plan is unclear, 

but it appears that there are areas of inconsistency and the Infrastructure Delivery Plan seems to identify 

infrastructure beyond that set out in the Funding Gap Paper. There are items within the Infrastructure 

Delivery Plan that are stated to be funded by Section 106 Agreements and CIL. It would appear that there 

are further possibilities for ‘double dipping’, and this should be considered and reviewed by the Authority for 

the reasons given above. 
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They welcome the inclusion of an instalments policy as the requirement for a large capital cost at the outset 

of the project would impact significantly upon the working capital employed. 

 

However, for larger developments, the proposed instalments policy would only spread the costs over a 

relatively small part of the overall development timescales. In order to ensure that CIL does not impact 

unduly upon the costs associated with larger developments, they consider that an additional instalment 

policy should be included for developments over an agreed threshold with a longer payment period to reflect 

the timescales involved in the delivery of such developments. 

 

They feel that until revised evidence has been provided it would be premature to propose an alternative rate 

for residential development based upon the generic development typologies. For the New Neighbourhoods 

however, for the reasons expressed in Section Three of these representations, they do not believe that the 

evidence provides a robust basis to include a CIL charge for these major sites. To do so will impact 

significantly upon development viability and put in jeopardy the delivery of the strategic housing 

requirement. 

R13 

LaSalle Investment 

Management 

Jones Lang 

LaSalle 

Further consideration needs to be given to the evidence base and the way in which the research has been 

applied before the Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule before it is taken any further.  

 

It is considered that this limited evidence base (Economic Viability Appraisal for a CIL Charging Schedule – 

Residential Development and Non-Residential) is insufficient to understand the costs/issues, which the CPNN 

and Patchway Trading Estate face. 

 

The base research upon which the Council is relying upon to inform the appropriate CIL rate needs to be 

reconsidered for the CPNN area; and more detailed analysis undertaken in respect to the redevelopment 

costs of Patchway Trading Estate. 

 

The viability research upon which the Council is relying when making this judgment seems to overestimate 

the viability of development. As such, the Council is simply unable to determine where an appropriate 

balance lies. By proceeding with the information that is before it, the Council could put at risk development 

not just at the margins of economic viability, but across the new neighbourhood sites upon which it is relying 

to provide its necessary housing supply. 

 

Key examples detailing the reasons why this could be the case: land value, demolition, professional fees, 

other fees/costs, requirement of other uses ignored, abnormals and other issues (see letter for full details). 

 

The initial draft CIL Charging Schedule has raised concerns that if it is implemented in its current form it 
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could prevent the delivery of new homes on the CPNN and in particular, on Patchway Trading Estate. 

 

They suggest that the either the Council reviews is evidence base (taking into account the issues raised in 

this representation) or consider giving the CPNN area a £0 rate in CIL Charging Schedule and use the Section 

106 Agreement mechanism to deliver the required infrastructure at the CPNN. 

R14 

McCarthy & Stone 

Retirement 

Lifestyles Ltd 

The 

Planning 

Bureau 

Limited 

They are concerned over the future provision of adequate support and accommodation for the growing 

elderly population. Is of vital importance that the emerging CIL does not prohibit the development of 

specialist accommodation for the elderly at a time when there is an existing and urgent need for this form of 

development. 

 

Inclusion of some retirement housing within a “general residential heading” fails to acknowledge the very 

specific viability issues associated with such specialist accommodation for the elderly. It is their 

understanding that the Viability Assessment did not include a development scenario for sheltered housing 

despite the significant different between this form of accommodation and standard market housing.  

 

With the sheer number of schemes that are not currently viable, particularly when policy compliant schemes 

are being pursued, they obviously need to ensure that the supporting viability work for CIL is actually 

representative of what is happening in the real market place.  

 

Retirement housing provides communal areas for residents – concerned that a disproportionate charge in 

relation to saleable area and infrastructure need would be levied.  

 

Retirement housing has a much longer sales period – this has a significant knock on effect upon the final 

return on investment. As a result of this typical sales and marketing fees are typically in excess of 6% of 

GDV not 3% assumed in the Viability Assessment.  

 

Communal areas need to be fully operational from the arrival of the first resident – empty properties are 

subsidised by the company which is a considerable financial responsibility as it usually takes a number of 

years to fully sell a development.  

 

The viability assessment does not consider build costs of sheltered housing. It is their experience that 

specialist accommodation for the elderly tends to remain in the region of 5% more expensive to construct 

than apartments and generally between 15-20% more expensive than estate housing. 

 

In the foreseeable economic climate 20% developer profits may still not be enough incentive to achieve the 

required finance backing for a retirement scheme to proceed and the developer take on the risk of return. 
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Similarly the incentives required to acquire land, particularly brownfield sites where sustainable uses such as 

retirement housing are best located, in the first place is likely to be at least 40%+ of current existing use 

market value.  

 

Consideration should be given to the timing of CIL payments and an allowance for payment by instalments. 

They welcome flexibility in the timing of CIL as payments on commencement will introduce an additional 

financial cost on the development prior to the receipt of any revenue from the proposed development. This 

would place an additional burden on the developer and would affect the viability of the development and 

possibly in the case of residential development impinge upon the developer’s ability to provide for affordable 

housing - issue is compounded in the case of specialist accommodation as developments need to be 

completed in their entirety before a single unit can be sold.  

 

Phased CIL payment should be considered base on occupation levels.  

 

They suggest either a bespoke CIL rate is prepared for sheltered housing and other forms of specialist 

accommodation of that the CIL levy is restricted to the saleable areas of these forms of development. 

R15 

National Farmers 

Union 

- 

In the draft Charging Schedule agriculture is not included and does not have a set charge. They suggest the 

following wording used to ensure a clear and fair charging schedule: Agricultural Buildings, Agricultural Tied 

Housing and Barn Conversion - £0 

 

Currently in the Draft Charging Schedule dwelling houses will incur a charge between £90 and £115 per sqm. 

Given the importance of agriculture within South Gloucestershire area there should be an exemption for all 

agriculture, agriculturally tied buildings and any barn conversions. 

 

For agriculture to become sustainable in the future it will be essential that developments including all 

agricultural buildings and structures, agriculturally tied buildings and any barn conversions are able to gain 

planning permission easily with without any additional costs. 

 

They have requested to view copies of any further consultation documents. 

R16 

RPS Planning and 

Development Ltd 

- 

Due to the current economic climate feels that setting levels too high will have a significant impact on the 

viability of schemes and potential to secure major investment in South Gloucestershire. 

 

Essential that levy rates set are realistic and allow for potential changes in rental incomes, yields and land 

value. A particularly important consideration when considering large retail developments. 

 

It is important that distinctions are made between different forms of retail uses within the charging schedule. 
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Different styles of retail use generate significantly different income and are able to support very different 

land and rental values. Trading characteristics vary dramatically and turnover per square metre and indeed 

traffic generation per square metre vary substantially. As a minimum, retail warehousing should be 

distinguished from food supermarkets as both sectors have very different characteristics.  

 

Turnover and the traffic generation associated with retail units is not directly proportionate to the size of a 

retail unit. Different operators can have significantly different trading characteristics. Applying contribution 

rates to some large individual operators could be prohibitive and significantly effect potential viability.    

 

They feel there should be allowances for quantum of development for individual units. A lower rate should be 

applied over an appropriate threshold i.e. for individual units over 1000m2.  

 

Consideration should be given to either identifying a cap i.e. a maximum contribution that can be associated 

with an individual unit or differing rates should be applied above an agreed threshold.  

 

South Gloucestershire should ensure that it makes discretionary relief available for major developments 

involving substantial on and off site highways works and transport infrastructure improvements. 

 

In particular they would strongly suggest that South Gloucestershire must maintain the flexibility to assess 

whether a Section 106 agreement would be the more appropriate mechanism than the levy. Feels there is no 

guarantee how or when that levy would be utilised or if at all for the chargable development.  

 

The issue for any developer of a major retail or other development will always be deliverability and the risk 

that any development would be stifled until the CIL monies had been utilized for the specified development. 

This would be too large a risk for any developer and would prevent major development from coming forward 

in South Gloucestershire. 

 

Accordingly they respectfully suggest that for major proposals requiring substantive highway or infrastructure 

works, discretionary relief should be applied and planning obligations should be used to secure the works by 

the requisite trigger dates. 

 

The South Gloucestershire guidance note should therefore recognise and acknowledge that in such 

circumstances there will be relief from the levy and Section 106 agreements will be used instead. Of course 

this will also ensure that the local use of the levy and planning obligations do not overlap which, the CLG 

overview guidance note reiterates is essential (at paragraphs 64-66).    

R17 Sainsbury’s WYG  The proposed rate of £120/sqm is based on viability testing of only two retail scenarios/typologies, both in 
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Supermarkets Ltd large scale (50,000 sq ft (4,645 sq m) GIA). Small retail schemes and different types of retail e.g. 

comparison/convenience/large foodstore/retail warehouse, do not appear to have been tested yet the 

proposed rate would apply to all retail including all uses in Use Classes A1-A5.  

 

Additionally, it is their view that it is unlikely that a scheme as large as 4,645 sq m would come forward in 

any of the High Streets/centres in South Gloucestershire. 

 

Therefore they do not consider that the retail typologies tested are sufficiently representative of the 

development types that could be liable for the CIL charge or that they provide an adequate evidence base for 

charging such development or to demonstrate that the proposed charge would not place a large amount of 

potential retail development at risk. 

 

The figures in the appraisal for out of centre/edge of centre retail are, without any exceptions, identical to 

those for in-centre/High Street retail. This appears to be either a drafting error in the report or an 

insufficiently robust assessment of the costs relating to the two different location types. It seems likely that 

there would be differences in development costs between in-centre and out of centre retail development, 

such as land acquisition costs, demolition/site clearance etc, resulting in different viability outcomes. 

 

Acknowledge the Council’s argument that discretionary relief would be of limited use to the larger 

developments expected to come forward as envisaged in the Core Strategy. Nevertheless consider that there 

may be development scenarios where the cost of a section 106 obligation exceeds the cost of CIL and where 

CIL relief up to the State aid threshold of £160,000 could make an unviable development viable. It is their 

view that the Council should reconsider its position on this matter and adopt a policy whereby CIL relief can 

be granted in exceptional circumstances.  

 

Supports the Council’s proposed policy to allow payment of CIL by instalments, as this could bring about 

desirable development more readily by easing cashflow and could even make otherwise unviable 

developments viable.  

R18 

South West Harp 

Planning 

Consortium 

Tetlow King 

Planning 

They welcome the inclusion of some illustrative per unit CIL charges under the proposed Charging Schedule. 

The Council could further add to this illustrative examples, by including a comparison to the current level of 

Section 106 agreements charges incurred by new developments. These should be from a range of planning 

applications which have been approved in the past few years, rather than those from pre-recession 

permissions. This will allow us to assess whether there will be any 'shock' to the market from the proposed 

figures. 

 

Differential Residential Rates 
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Whilst they fully accept that there is a clear and valid viability argument for setting a higher CIL charge for 

developments below the affordable housing thresholds, this is categorically not permitted by the CIL 

Regulations.  

 

Obviously, there would be no geographical basis for such a differential rate based on the number of units in a 

development. It would also be nigh on impossible to argue that a development of 4 homes was a ‘different 

intended use’ to a development of 5 homes, just because it had to include an element of affordable housing. 

 

They welcome the testing of the largest strategic sites for the impact of CIL. However, the tables showing the 

viability on the urban extensions are confusing and have to be clarified by the text in the viability appraisal. 

It appears as if none of the urban extensions are viable with the proposed level of CIL, suggesting that the 

only way it can come forward is by reducing the level of affordable housing on site. Whilst they note the 

Council's view that these sites may take some time to come forward, by which time the economic situation 

may have improved, this is contrary to the recently published CIL guidance. The guidance states that the CIL 

charge must be viable over the whole economic cycle, this is clearly not currently the case. 

 

Furthermore, the Inspector for the South Glos Core Strategy has recently highlighted that the Council does 

not have a five year land supply and the Council needs to do more work to demonstrate how they will ensure 

they have a deliverable five year land supply over the earlier period of the plan. It is therefore likely that 

developers may be looking at ways to bring forward larger strategic sites in the near future by exploiting the 

Council's lack of a five year land supply. 

 

Paragraph 34 of the 2012 CIL Guidance allows for strategic sites to be set different charges, where it is 

supported by robust evidence. The Council may want to consider this option. 

 

They welcome the Council's publication of the Draft Regulation 123 List, having been involved in a number of 

CIL examinations, the publication of this list in advance of the examination is important. It allows them to 

assess whether the Council's assumption over the level of Section 106 contributions in the economic viability 

assessment is accurate. 

 

The figure in the assessment is £1000 per dwelling, given the type of infrastructure that is not included on 

the list and will therefore remain outside of CIL, this figures appears to be too low. The draft Regulation 123 

List covers primary and secondary school places, transport infrastructure, libraries, health and leisure 

facilities, but only for the New Neighbourhoods. Developments that come forward outside of these urban 

extensions, are likely to have make payments towards these types of infrastructure through Section 106 

contributions. Even with the restrictions over the level of Section 106 contributions that can come forward 
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when CIL is brought in to place, the figure of £1,000 per unit appears very conservative as an average. 

 

Impact on Rural Exception Schemes 

They agree that a higher CIL charge is valid for rural areas solely on viability grounds. However, they are 

concerned that the charge will have disproportionate impact on rural exception schemes which require an 

element of open market housing to make them viable, as per Policy CS19 of the emerging Core Strategy. 

This could have the effect of either making the entire scheme unviable or requiring further market housing 

included within the scheme at the expense of the element of affordable housing.  

 

They urge the Council to investigate the impact on these schemes before the Draft Charging Schedule is 

published.  

 

Older Person's Housing 

The Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule is not clear on whether the 'Residential' charge applies just to C3 

Use Class housing. This needs clarifying in the Draft Charging Schedule. This approach is partially welcomed, 

as it ensures that schemes for older people with higher levels of care will not be charged CIL, which is 

unlikely to be viable. However, this still leaves the older person housing schemes which fall within the C3 Use 

Class liable for CIL. 

 

Whilst extra care schemes within the C3 Use Class do often share some characteristics with general market 

housing, such as provision of each unit with its own front door, the comparative differences in terms of their 

layout and funding are far greater. 

 

Unlike general market housing which benefits from being sold ‘off plan’, all of these forms of care and 

accommodation are funded entirely upfront and at risk by the provider, with sales only able to occur after 

completion. Moreover, by their very nature, schemes also require dedication of a significant element of their 

floorspace to care and communal facilities; thus the balance of gross saleable space and unsaleable 

communal space is much reduced from that of general market housing. 

 

These factors mean that imposing any CIL charge would make such developments unviable from the start. It 

is essential that the Council takes full consideration of these factors across the Use Classes to provide an 

exemption for all forms of older peoples’ housing. They consider that as currently written the proposed 

Charging Schedule would have a disproportionate impact on this specialist type of development, contrary to 

paragraph 37 of the CIL Guidance. When revisiting the evidence base for viability, they also seek that the 

Council tests to ensure that a CIL charge does not have detrimental impact upon the delivery of this type of 

development. 
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Viability Appraisal 

They have reviewed the Council's viability appraisal and have concerns that the level of CIL proposed is liable 

to have a significant impact on the level of affordable housing being delivered. According to the viability 

assessments, the area where viability is 'tightest' is in Value Point 3 areas, which is representative of large 

parts of South Gloucestershire. Small changes to a number of inputs in to viability appraisal for 

developments within this Value Point area can have the biggest impact on the viability of a development in 

this Value Point. For example, increasing the density of a development in this area above 35 dph cause often 

cause it too become be unviable. This may be an issue new larger urban extensions, but on infill sites, close 

to transport interchanges a higher density will be more desirable. On these developments where the viability 

is larger than 35 dph, the evidence base suggests that the affordable housing proportion is liable to squeezed 

in order to allow the scheme to come forward. 

 

They also expressed concerns that the tables show that where the affordable housing requirement is reduced 

to 30% from 35% there is a small but significant improvement in viability on schemes in Value Point. They 

would like to see the Council commission viability assessment for 20% affordable housing schemes, to see 

the impact this would have on viability. If it makes more scenarios viable, then it follows that this lower rate 

of affordable housing will be delivered on these types of development to allow them to come forward. If this 

is the case, it would suggest reviewing the level of CIL to see if a lower rate would assisting in delivering the 

Council’s development plan target for affordable housing. 

 

Affordable rent assumptions 

They welcome the Council's recognition that a mix of affordable rent and social rent will come forward, but 

questions whether a rented product set at 65% of market rent really is affordable rent. 

 

However, they also feel that it is not primarily an issue for the Charging Schedule to address, instead the 

Council will need to monitor the implementation of affordable rent and assess if this appropriate. 

 

Draft Community Infrastructure Levy Guide Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) 

They welcome the additional information and guidance that the SPD provides, but question whether it is 

necessary to adopt this as a formal SPD. The purpose of an SPD is to provide further detail on development 

plan policy to aid with its interpretation. CIL is not part of the development plan and for the most part its 

implementation is governed by legal regulations which are not open to interpretation. Whilst some discretion 

on the use of CIL is allowed, this can be easily set out in an accompanying guide or within the Charging 

Schedule itself. 
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Instalments Policy 

They are broadly supportive of the proposed instalments policy, however would suggest that the final 

payment is linked to occupation. There is nothing within the regulations to preclude this and it would also 

help to bring forward sites where development is stalled by not placing a further financial burden on these 

sites. 

 

Exceptional Circumstances 

They do not support the Council’s decision to not offer discretionary relief in exceptional circumstances. 

 

Whilst the State Aid legislation may be difficult to navigate, if the circumstances can be used to allow one 

large site to come forward, then it will have been worthwhile having these provisions in place. 

R19 Terramond Ltd 

Barton 

Willmore 

Their main concern in relation to the Economic Viability Assessment relates to the assumed viability 

thresholds used in the viability assessment calculations. 

 

They are concerned that the viability thresholds used are not sufficient to reflect the point at which the 

landowner could be expected to part with his land. Additional evidence is required in order to justify the land 

values used within the viability testing to ensure that they are fair and fully justified and would not result in 

developments becoming unviable following the introduction of CIL. 

 

They consider that adopting the assumed minimum land values has potential to render many schemes 

unviable and this would have the consequential impact of reducing the amount of available and deliverable 

land for housing within South Gloucestershire; thereby negatively impacting on the Council’s housing land 

supply. 

 

They are also concerned that insufficient allowance has been made for the level of s106 contributions 

associated with the development of land that would fall outside the scope of the CIL charges. Evidence of 

how the figure of £1,000 per dwelling for site specific s106 costs has been arrived at, and evidence to 

demonstrate that this would not be exceeded, is required as this could have a significant impact on the 

overall viability of development. 

 

They also consider that additional viability testing should be required on sites that are larger than 75 units in 

size. The viability report acknowledges that infrastructure costs will be higher for larger scale developments, 

but neglects to test the viability of such development on large regeneration or undeveloped urban sites. 

 

South Gloucestershire Council are reliant on a high level of windfalls over the life of the plan period in order 

to ensure that it is possible to demonstrate a continuous 5 year supply of land. It is therefore critical that 
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large scale urban sites are not prevented from being developed due to excessive CIL charges. 

 

Further viability testing should be undertaken to ensure the continued viability of such schemes. 

 

They support the principle of the inclusion of an instalment policy, but consider that the policy needs to be 

amended in order to ensure that the timing of CIL payments do not impact on the viability of development.  

 

They do not consider that payment schedules should be expressed in number of days but instalments should 

relate to the phased implementation of a development. This is because the implementation of a development 

project gives rise to new infrastructure, and therefore, payments for that infrastructure should be phased 

accordingly in tandem with build out rates. 

 

They have made recommendations for an alternative approach. 

If payment of CIL cannot be linked to completion of development, additional thresholds should be introduced 

to allow longer periods for payment of CIL for larger sites.  

 

In addition, it should be made clear that where an outline planning permission permits development to be 

implemented in phases, each phase of the development is a separate chargeable development (CIL 

Regulation 9(4)). 

 

It is vital that the CIL Charging Schedule provides the flexibility allowed under 

Regulation 55 of the CIL Regulations to enable South Gloucestershire Council to apply discretionary relief 

where applying CIL would render a development unviable. 

 

Section 106 Agreements for site-specific mitigation will continue to operate alongside 

CIL and therefore, for many large developments, CIL will constitute an additional charge, on top of what will 

continue to be negotiated through Section 106. The profit on many development remains marginal at 

present, without CIL and on this basis, it is critical that the Council adopts a CIL exceptional circumstances 

relief policy so that CIL does not result in development becoming unviable. 

 

They appreciate that the charging schedule requires consultation and Independent 

Examination and therefore understand the concerns of the Council in reviewing the charges of the CIL 

regularly. However, the Government’s aspirations for changes to requirements for Code for Sustainable 

Homes is unclear at present but previously has indicated that Code 6 will be required by 2016. There are 

significant cost implications in building to achieve beyond Code 4 requirements and therefore either reviews 

of CIL charges should be more regular; or sufficient flexibility should be provided in setting 
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CIL charges now to allow for a significant increase in build costs to reflect the future changes in building 

requirements. 

 

The Funding Gap paper conflicts with the advice CLG publication “The Community Infrastructure Levy; 

overview” (2010). 

 

They therefore consider that there is insufficient justification to demonstrate that development would make 

any existing deficiencies more severe, and consequently how such a significant amount can be justified for 

Public Open Space. 

 

Further explanation and justification is required on the projects that are requested to support development 

and will be funded by CIL. 

 

The current Draft Regulation 123 list is not sufficiently detailed, with reference to specific projects to enable a 

full understanding of how CIL will work together with S106. 

 

With such a small allowance built into the viability assessment for financial contributions sought through 

S106 agreements, any increase in s106 costs would have a significant impact on the viability of development 

in South Gloucestershire. 

Evidence should be prepared to demonstrate that this assumed level of s106 contribution is realistic and will 

not be exceeded as this could render development unviable. 

R20 

WM Morrisons 

Supermarket Plc 

Aspinall 

Verdi 

It is not clear from the report how the rate of £62 psf (converted to £667.38 psm) has been arrived at.  They 

have consulted BCIS and the median figure for hypermarkets/supermarkets between 1,000 and 7,000 sqm is 

£1,084 psm and the mean £1,044 psm  (adjusted for South West Region).  These figures are significantly in 

excess of the level selected (e.g. £667.38 psm). 

 

They cannot reconcile the Community Infrastructure Levy which is based on £120 psm but shown in the 

appraisal at a total of £3,000,000.  If the assessment of CIL is based on 50% of net additional space (i.e. 

25,000 sqft) then at £120 psm the CIL payable would be £278,701. 

 

No allowance for on-site S106’s and S278 agreements is made to avoid ‘double-dipping’ (double counting of 

S106 and Regulation 123 List infrastructure).  Given the scale of a development of this type it is reasonable 

to make significant allowances for “local S106” and S278 infrastructure. 

   

In addition there are likely to be substantial other site assembly costs, holding costs, interest over an 

extended timeframe, retail planning fees and abnormal costs which could equate to this figure and more. 
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It has also been noted that the developer’s profit is based on the preceding development cost items, but 

exclude the land acquisition costs set out below.  It is normal practice to include these other costs.  Therefore 

the allowance made for developer’s profit is too low. 

 

They would suggest that the developers profit level for the retail [foodstore] typology is increased to 25% on 

cost based on: developer’s site assembly risk; holding costs and timescales to secure returns can be very 

long; funding costs and risks where even for prime supermarket developments bank finance is scarce and 

requires developers to contribute large amounts of equity; planning costs and risks (some of which could be 

abortive). 

 

In addition they cannot reconcile the Land Surplus in the Land Value box.  The net Development Value is 

stated to be £11,650,646 and the Total Development Costs are £9,152,865, including £3m CIL (see above).  

The difference is £2,497,781, not £3,208,563.  Based on the same total site acquisition costs (£396,117) this 

gives a net Residual Land Value of £2,101,604.  The Surplus at the bottom of the appraisal is therefore 

£155,300 (£2,101,604 - £1,946,304) which is substantially less viable than £866,082 shown on the 

Appraisal. 

 

Furthermore, this final figure is labelled ‘Surplus available to fund CIL’ but CIL is already included above 

(£3m).  This is unclear and it is not transparent how the figures within the appraisal are reconciled.      

 

Their client is gravely concerned that the suggested charge will have a significant adverse impact on the 

overall viability of future retail development in the borough.  A balance has not been found between 

infrastructure funding requirements and viability.  Effectively, new large-scale retail development, such as 

supermarkets, is being used as a 'scapegoat'.  

  

The draft charge will put undue additional risk on the delivery of any such proposals and will be an 

'unrealistic' financial burden. This, in turn, poses a significant threat to potential new investment and job 

creation in the local area at a time of economic recession and low levels of development activity. 

 

The interrelationship of CIL and site specific S106 is critical to the commercial viability of larger development 

and regeneration projects such as food stores. In many cases the food store is linked to a wider development 

scheme or masterplan involving other uses and infrastructure such as roads. 

 

Therefore the preparation and inclusion of infrastructure elements to the Regulation 123 List needs to be 

clearly defined and understood to avoid double counting (known as ‘double-dipping’). Typical ‘site specific’ 
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S106/S278 costs that will be outwith the Regulation 123 List should be factored into the CIL Viability 

Modelling. 

 

 

Threshold Land Values 

(pp6-7) - They note that Adams Integra cite the RICS guidance note on ‘Financial 

Viability in Planning’ and they endorse that approach. The consultants have also referred to the need to 

adjust the Site Value ‘to reflect the emerging policy / CIL charging level’ (Box 8 of the RICS guidance note). 

However, it is not clear from the remainder of the report whether this approach has been followed. 

 

At the top of page 7, the consultants confirm that they have ‘arrived at a range of threshold site values for 

the different uses from a broad 

judgement of comparable evidence from local market data, published reports, …local agents…and a 

questionnaire.’ However, none of this market evidence is presented in the Economic Viability Appraisal report 

and therefore they have been unable to comment on it. The second part of this paragraph goes on to state 

that, ‘we have adopted the same method of allowing a 20% landowner premium on the site value used to 

provide a higher value considered necessary to encourage that landowner to bring the site forward for 

development’. In this respect they query the same as what approach? 

Also they comment that site value as defined by the RICS (Box 7 of the RICS guidance) equates to Market 

Value and therefore this will already include any development value and/or hope value reflecting the prospect 

of some more valuable future use or development (subject to the full suite of planning requirements) to the 

extent that would be reflected in the market. 

 

Referring to the appraisals within the appendices (see below) and the third paragraph on page 7 of the 

Economic Viability Appraisal report, the consultants have not it seems adopted the RICS approach, but in fact 

adopted an Existing or Current Use Value approach + a premium of 20%. 

 

The RICS guidance specifically states that the CUV is not recommended (paragraph 3.4.1) and emphasises 

the importance of comparable market evidence (see Box 13 and paragraphs 2.2.3, 3.4.7, 3.4.9, 4.2.1) (see 

further comments below). 

 

They concur with the comment that proposals that produce residual land values below the threshold land 

value are unlikely to be delivered. 

 

State of the Market 

(pp7-8) - They note the comments about the state of the market and yields, however, the report does not 
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draw together any quantitative evidence as input assumptions to the appraisals. It is important to 

demonstrate some market context and evidence for the appraisals. 

 

 

Different Charging 

Zones (p8) – As no summary of this analysis has been provided so they are unable to comment on this 

conclusion. 

 

Development Inputs 

(p10) – They recommend that more weight is attributed to the benchmark market values of the sites for 

particularly uses as opposed to the benchmark existing uses (which themselves are based on ‘mini’ residual 

appraisals (see further comments below)). 

 

From a cursory review of the commercial development appraisals the consultants have assumed in all cases 

that the site value is based on a building which is 50% of the size of the proposed building. They also adopt a 

much lower rent and a ‘softer’ yield. This intensification of use does not take into consideration a change of 

use. Furthermore the lower rent and higher yield for existing uses than for the planned new floor space 

together with the size differential results, by definition, to a gross increase in value (before development 

costs) which is generating ‘viability’. 

 

This approach is somewhat arbitrary and does not reflect how the market actually works for development 

sites.  

 

Furthermore, this approach does not address the circumstance where say an old industrial site is being 

acquired for redevelopment for a retail or leisure scheme, which could be of a similar size. 

 

Also it does not take into account the fact that landowners will reflect the full development value in their 

aspirations. Landowners are likely to “hold out” until they have explored their potential returns fully, and 

may not sell the site if the proposed returns are below their expectations. In many cases landowners have 

not fully discounted the value of their land following the credit crunch and the land market correction is still 

taking place. This is particularly relevant for sites that have the potential for the delivery of retail schemes. 

In the case of retail developments, landowners are likely to hold out for the highest value and are unlike to 

accept a reduction in their land value for CIL. This is particularly the case given the site-specific s106 

contributions which are still likely to be required.  

 

In reality a developer would need to acquire a site of sufficient size to accommodate the development 
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contemplated – including aspects such as landscaping, circulation and car parking. Allowances therefore 

should be made using a market value benchmark for development land and appropriate planning 

assumptions for site size/density. 

 

The CIL for retail at £120 psm is noted. It is not clear how this has been arrived at within the Appraisal. 

 

Summary and Conclusions 

They are pleased to have been given this opportunity to comment on the South Gloucestershire CIL 

preliminary proposals and would like to register their interest in receiving details of the Draft Charging 

Schedule for consultation. 

 

The work undertaken to date has been substantial, however in their view makes several optimistic 

assumptions. Further work and revisions are needed in order to reflect the observations above and 

particularly: 

 

1. The Appraisal(s) in Appendix 4 and 5 need to be checked and re-presented to make them clear and 

transparent as to the calculations that have taken place. For example, on 50% of a 4,645 sqm retail store, 

CIL @ £120 psm = £278,701 and not £3m quoted. 

 

2. The EUV needs to be reconsidered as the most appropriate measure for calculating the surplus for CIL 

over development land Market Value benchmarks. They would suggest more weight to the use of benchmark 

land values and site sizes based on urban design principles and site densities. For example, based on 

Appraisal 4, a retail store of 50,000 sqft would require a site of 2.87 acres (assuming 40% site coverage) this 

equates to £678,154 per acre in the Appraisal (£1,946,304 EUV + landowner premium divided by 2.87 acres) 

which is low. 

 

3. Appropriate allowances need to be made with regard to S106/S278 which inevitably would form part of a 

larger retail development in addition to CIL. Such charges would be incurred to deal with ’site specific’ issues 

and avoid ‘double-dipping’. 

 

4. They would suggest an increased level of developers’ profit to reflect the risks involved in retail 

development. 

R21 Avon Wildlife Trust  

The Trust welcomes the possibility of CIL funding being spent on infrastructure, particularly wildlife-friendly 

green infrastructure in new developments.  However, the South Gloucestershire Draft Regulation 123 list 

appears only to contain a reference to 'public open space', with 'onsite open space and play equipment 

required to serve new developments' being excluded.  The wording is quite vague and we query why this is 
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not termed more broadly 'green infrastructure' which is the term used in the Core Strategy and other LDF 

documentation. 

R22 Cotswold AONB  

No comments re the PDCS. Re the Reg 123 List the Board would suggest that the section POS is widened to 

include all publically accessible informal recreational facilities. 

R23 Natural England  

We note that the NPPF Para 114 states “Local planning authorities should set out a strategic approach in their 

Local Plans, planning positively for the creation, protection, enhancement and management of networks of 

biodiversity and green infrastructure.” We view CIL as playing an important role in delivering such a strategic 

approach.  As such we advise that the council gives careful consideration to how it intends to meet this 

aspect of the NPPF, and the role of the CIL in this. In the absence of a CIL approach to enhancing the natural 

environment, we would be concerned that the only enhancements to the natural environment would be ad 

hoc, and not deliver a strategic approach, and that as such the local plan may not be consistent with the 

NPPF.  

Potential infrastructure requirements may include:  

  Access to natural  greenspace.  

  Allotment provision.  

  Infrastructure identified in the local Rights of Way Improvement Plan.  

  Infrastructure identified by any Local Nature Partnerships and or BAP projects.  

  Infrastructure identified by any AONB management plans.  

   Infrastructure identified by any Green infrastructure strategies.  

  Other community aspirations or other green infrastructure projects (e.g. street tree planting).  

  Infrastructure identified to deliver climate change mitigation and adaptation.  

  Any inf rastructure requirements needed to ensure that the Local Plan is Habitats Regulation 

Assessment compliant  

 

 

R24 Woodland Trust  

It is important that the types of infrastructure eligible for CIL clearly include green infrastructure – including 

trees and woodland– in accordance with both local and national policy. This is not clear from the consultation 

Guide or the draft Regulation 123 list. 

 

 The CIL regulations cite the definition of infrastructure in the Planning Act 2008, section 

216, specifying that ‘open spaces’ and ‘flood defences’ are eligible items for CIL. 

 

 The National Policy Planning Framework clearly states: ‘Local planning authorities 

should: 

set out a strategic approach in their Local Plans, planning positively for the creation, 

protection, enhancement and management of networks of biodiversity and green 
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infrastructure’(DCLG, March 2012, para 114). 

 

 The Government’s just published Independent Panel on Forestry states: 

Recommendation: ‘Planning policy and practice should:.... 

Encourage local authorities to look creatively, and across boundaries,at the use of S106 

agreements, biodiversity off-sets and particularlythe Community Infrastructure Levy. These 

levers could produce greenspace schemes, including trees and woodland, that make a 

significantdifference to the landscape as a whole’. Defra, Final Report, July 2012). 

 

 The Woodland Trust believes that woodland creation is especially important for green 

infrastructure because of the unique ability of woodland to deliver across a wide range of 

ecosystems services benefits – see our publication Woodland Creation – why it matters 

(http://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/en/about-us/publications/Pages/ours.aspx). These include 

for both landscape and biodiversity (helping habitats become more robust to adapt to climate 

change, buffering and extending fragmented ancient woodland), for quality of life and climate 

change (amenity & recreation, public health, flood amelioration, urban cooling) and for the 

local economy (timber and woodfuel markets).  

 

 The new England Biodiversity Strategy makes it clear that expansion of priority habitats 

like native woodland remains a key aim – ‘Priority action: Bring a greater proportion of our 

existing woodlands into sustainable management and expand the area of woodland in 

England’ (Biodiversity 2020: A strategy for England’s wildlife and ecosystems services, DEFRA 

2011, p.26). 

 

We would therefore like to see this draft CILGuide (Section 11 – ‘What will CIL funds be spent 

on?’) and draft Regulation 123 List clearly include green infrastructure (including woods and 

trees) in the types of infrastructure open space eligible for CIL. 

 

 

R25 

Bradley Stoke Town 

Council 

 

Bradley Stoke Town Council feels that the CIL Charge £/sqm as detailed in “Appendix A – Preliminary Draft 

Charging Schedule” should be uniform across the whole of the South Gloucestershire Council area and the 

criteria as to how the money is spent should not be restrictive” 

R26 

Doddington Parish 

Council 

 

 

At 74 pages long [the VA], and being written in a technical style, it we feel unqualified to comment on it. 
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The timetable for implementation [of CIL] is confusing with adoption being scheduled for Winter 2013 and 

Implementation being scheduled for March/April 2013.  Should adoption read March/April 2014? 

The instalments Policy is considered reasonable and appropriate to South Gloucestershire. 

We find the question re discretionary relief confusing and contradictory because the question is cancelled out 

by the statement ‘South Gloucestershire Council does NOT intend to grant discretionary relief for investment 

activities by charities or for developers in ‘exceptional circumstances’ on page 8. 

We agree that the proposals set out with regard to how the Council approaches reviewing the CIL charges 

are appropriate 

We think that 25% would be an appropriate and meaningful proportion of the CIL to be passed back to local 

communities.  Where the effects of a major development span across a number of communities, decisions on 

the priorities for the local community proportion of the CIL should be taken by bodies that represent the 

communities affected e.g. local area forum or similar. 

The Draft ‘Funding Gap’ paper does adequately demonstrate the need to levy a CIL 

We agree with the Draft 123 list – it is balanced. 

We find the preliminary draft charging schedule: 

 

- Modest to the point of recklessness 

- Will sell our green space too cheaply 

- Undervalues South Gloucestershire land 

- Makes a political judgement about what developers will pay 

- Will make house purchase more expensive (by around 4%) 

 

R25 

Pilning & Severn 

Beach Council 

 

 

Councillors are unanimous in support of the levy. 

 

R26 Yate Town Council  

With reference to the above Yate Town Council wish to comment as follows; 

 

Our first comment is about the complexity of the way this consultation has been presented, with a 

consultation document that then requires the reader to access and open multiple other documents in order to 
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understand the proposals. This is not user friendly, and would deter all but the professional developer or 

most keen member of the community. Accordingly we suspect the preliminary consultation will 

disproportionately attract comment from developers. We urge that future consultations are constructed in a 

manner which is more accessible to the public, so that there is a genuine opportunity for consultation. 

 

1. Economic Viability. Markets change. What is viable now might not be when implemented, and you 

provide for downscaling of contributions if that occurs.  What is missing from the proposal is the flip 

side, that if markets change upwards, so that things we need, but which were not viable at the time 

become viable, there should be a parallel provision for up scaling the contribution at the point of 

implementation (otherwise landowners have an incentive to bank consents now, when the EV figure 

will be low) and then build when markets have picked up and the EV would be higher. 

We fundamentally object to the charging schedule in Appendix 1, which will see a tariff of 45 per sq m in 

Yate, but 90 per sq m in the rest of South Glos. The needs arising from development and the cost of meeting 

them is the same wherever the development in South Glos, so we see no case for different base line levies. 

The market is one market, so we cannot accept the notion of different EV calculations. It will lead to 

developers preferring Yate as it is cheaper. If as the report suggests this is because land values are lower, 

simple market economics would indicate that is because you have released too much land in urban areas, 

making it too cheap. 

2. Installments policy. We object to this. The service needs arise as soon as the houses are occupied, 

and this installment schedule, particularly on smaller schemes, will delay the contribution too much. 

We need to provide the services in parallel with the development. It has been one of the 

longstanding objections to development that the service provision lags behind, and this installment 

approach will repeat that. We believe installments should commence when consent is granted. This 

will ensure landowners get on and implement consents once granted and do not land bank them. 

3. How do you provide for salami slicing? The development of land in small parcels which individually 

fall below the state aid provisions, but cumulatively cross it? We agree with the approach to 

discretionary relief. We believe development by parish councils should receive the same relief as 

development by charities, as otherwise the community is having to contribute to the CIL, for the 

community to spend, which seems a bureaucratic waste. 

4. We believe the money should be chanelled Parish Councils. Where they exist they are very local, and 

have the added benefit of being democratically elected, and therefore democratically accountable for 

how the money is used, and should therefore be the first priority for a local vehicle.  In unparished 

areas, or where the parish declines to act a LOCAL voluntary sector body should be used, not a 
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national or South Glos wide one, but a truly local one, such as a community action group. 

5. Yes 

6. Reg 123 list. We object. The only off site transport schemes are in the north fringe. The Yate park 

and ride needs to be included, the rail turnback and station enhancement. We do not believe the CIL 

should be used to revamp the Yate recycling depot, which is of authority wide significance, and Yate 

CIL money should not be used for it. We think the funding for youth facilities should be for on or 

offsite facilities, as sometimes it will be best to fund off site provision. Secondary school should 

include funding of additional provision within existing schools, not just the new school in one area;  

Similarly, community meeting spaces and library provision may be provided on or off site, in Yate the 

former is likely to be needed ON site, the latter via an expansion of off site provision, but in either 

case what matters is the provision of funding to expand a service to meet growing need as a result of 

the development. The same is true with health, leisure and other services. They will vary according 

to whether on or off site provision is the most cost effective way to meet the need arising from the 

development.  

We are concerned that there is no mention of CIL funding for public transport WITHIN towns e.g. a bus route 

within Yate, or for cycle paths or pedestrian routes linking new development to the Town Centre. There is 

also no mention of contribution to arts and other facilities which communities need, and which will be under 

pressure from the development. The CIL list as currently drafted seems to think of the new neighbourhoods 

as isolated enclaves, but as  the existing community we see it as essential that the new communities are 

integrated into the existing community, and that will sometimes mean on site provision and sometimes mean 

the expansion of off site provision to allow for higher use levels. It is not cost effective to be delivering on 

site provision of, for example, library services, and is better use of the CIL funding to expand book supply or 

opening of existing libraries in the community. 

7. No, see our answer to question 1, that it takes a snapshot at a fixed point, which is then scalable 

down not up. We believe that the first snap shot should change at the point of implementation to 

reflect market changes up or down. 

R27 

Environment 

Agency 

 

This CIL does not consider flood risk management, as SGC are not taking forward any strategic infrastructure 

options to deliver their housing proposals. This is disappointing, but this is the direction the council has 

decided to take. All mitigation for the new neighbourhoods must therefore ensure that it is safe from flood 

risk, and must consider downstream betterment within the development site boundaries. 

R28 Network Rail  

The South Gloucestershire Community Infrastructure Levy draft charging schedule should set a strategic 

context requiring developer contributions towards rail infrastructure where growth areas or significant 
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housing allocations are identified close to existing rail infrastructure. 

 

Many stations and routes are already operating close to capacity and a significant increase in patronage may 

create the need for upgrades to the existing infrastructure including improved signalling, passing loops, car 

parking, improved access arrangements or platform extensions.   

 

As Network Rail is a publicly funded organisation with a regulated remit it would not be reasonable to require 

Network Rail to fund rail improvements necessitated by commercial development.  It is therefore appropriate 

to require developer contributions to fund such improvements. 

 

Specifically, we request that a Policy is included within the document which requires developers to fund any 

qualitative improvements required in relation to existing facilities and infrastructure as a direct result of 

increased patronage resulting from new development. 

 

The likely impact and level of improvements required will be specific to each station and each development 

meaning standard charges and formulae may not be appropriate.  Therefore in order to fully assess the 

potential impacts, and the level of developer contribution required, it is essential that where a Transport 

Assessment is submitted in support of a planning application that this quantifies in detail the likely impact on 

the rail network. 

 

To ensure that developer contributions can delivery appropriate improvements to the rail network we would 

recommend that Developer Contributions should include provisions for rail and should include the following: 

 

 Network Rail believes that developments on the railway infrastructure should be exempt from CIL or 

that its development should at least be classified as payments in-kind.  

 We would encourage the railways to be included on the Regulation 123 list of the types of 

infrastructure projects that will be funded through CIL.  

 Network Rail would like to seek a clear definition of buildings in the draft charging schedule.  Railway 

stations are open-ended gateways to railway infrastructure and should not be treated as buildings.  

Likewise lineside infrastructure used to operate the railway (such as sheds, depot buildings etc) 

should be classed as railway infrastructure and not treated as buildings for the purposes of the 

charging schedule.  

 Network Rail would like confirmation that its developments over 100sqm undertaken using our 

Permitted Development Rights will not be CIL chargeable.  

 We consider that imposing a charge on one infrastructure project to pay for another in an inefficient 

way of securing funding  
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 A requirement for development contributions to deliver improvements to the rail network where 

appropriate.  

 A requirement for Transport Assessments to take cognisance of impacts to existing rail infrastructure 

to allow any necessary developer contributions towards rail to be calculated.  

 A commitment to consult Network Rail where development may impact on the rail network and may 

require rail infrastructure improvements.  In order to be reasonable these improvements would be 

restricted to a local level and would be necessary to make the development acceptable.  We would 

not seek contributions towards major enhancement projects which are already programmed as part 

of Network Rail’s remit.  

 

R29 

GVA on behalf of 

NHS Trust 

 

GVA, on behalf of the Trust, would like to respond to the following question: 

Q9. Do the proposed charges strike an appropriate balance between the desirability of 

funding the estimated cost of infrastructure to support development and the imposition of 

CIL on the economic viability of development in South Gloucestershire? 

The proposals at the Frenchay Hospital site incorporate up to 490 residential units in 

addition to healthcare, sport facilities and a primary school. It is proposed that the 

development will fund the provision of healthcare, a one-form entry primary school (and 

land to enable to a 2-form primary school to come forward) and sport facilities in the form 

of grass pitches and changing facilities and their associated maintenance. 

The Frenchay Hospital site falls within the area defined as the ‘North Fringe’. Therefore, the 

Draft Charging Schedule for residential development attracts a charge of £45 per sqm. 

Having reviewed the Regulation 123 List, it is apparent that this would fund primary school 

places excluding the New Neighbourhoods (including ‘Land East of Harry Stoke’). The 

proposed development at Frenchay Hospital mitigates its own impact in terms of primary 

school places with room for future expansion. We would therefore question whether an 

additional CIL payment towards primary school places is in effect ‘double counting’. 

It has been noted that the viability testing has used densities of 30, 50 and 75 dwellings 

per hectare. Given the scale of open space being retained at the Frenchay Hospital site, 

the overall density proposed (taking land within the red line) is under 30 dwellings per 

hectare. Therefore, the viability testing should also consider such scenarios where it is 

inappropriate to deliver high density development. 

As a general comment, the viability testing that has been undertaken would not appear 

to take into account a realistic number of scenarios taking into account the 

characteristics of South Gloucestershire. Therefore, it is our view that there are 

shortcomings in the viability evidence presented to date. 

Taking into account the specific cost burdens associated with the redevelopment of 
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Frenchay Hospital, we would also expect the local planning authority to consider 

discretionary relief. With CIL in addition to the Section 106 contributions, the viability of the 

site will be significantly undermined. On behalf of the Trust, I would like to express my 

concern at the proposed level of CIL for the Northern Fringe as this could place the future 

delivery of housing at risk. 

 

R30 

Royal Yachting 

Association 

 

Having reviewed the consultation documents, the RYA does not have any objection to the CIL proposals if the 

Charging Schedule (in Appendix A on page 7 of the Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule consultation 

document) proceeds in its current form, on the basis of a nil charge for “all other uses”. The RYA has no 

objection to the Residential Parking Standards consultation. 

 

R31 Highways Agency  

The HA welcomes the introduction of CIL and ability to pool contributions but wishes to ensure that levels of 

contributions are sufficient to support the SRN. The agency will also continue to support evidence based 

S106 & S278 contributions towards onsite infrastructure which allows site specific issues to be addressed. It 

has been concluded elsewhere [in relation to strategic sites] that continuing with S106 & S278 is the most 

pragmatic arrangement with consequent reductions in potential CIL. This can be achieved through 

Development Plan Documents and SPDs such as at CPNN. We reiterate advice from the SoS in the use of 

Grampian Conditions to deliver highway works and consider this approach remains compatible with CIL. The 

HA would wish to see recognition within the Funding Gap and Reg123 list of the need to make improvements 

to M5 J16 & 17 & M32 J1. The Reg123 list should also be amended to include the need for travel demand 

management & public transport measures in the North Fringe. The exclusion column also states ‘TBC’. The 

Agencies overriding preference is for S106/278 to remain the primary funding mechanism to provide the 

necessary SRN infrastructure as greater certainty is provided through such agreements with regard delivery. 

Otherwise the agency would be concerned about the necessity to pool funds from a wide variety of sources. 

The agency is also unclear with respect the mechanism to update the Reg 123 list and therefore ensure a 

balance between viability and sufficient funding. The Agency does not wish to contest the CIL viability 

assessment but the Council must ensure that development takes place with the required infrastructure to 

support it. 

R32 

NHS South 

Gloucestershire 

 

NHS SG welcomes the introduction of CIL alongside site specific negotiations as a fairer mechanism to assist 

deliver health care infrastructure. NHS SG welcomes healthcare within the reg123 list. NHS SG considers that 

healthcare could be included in the Funding Gap paper. 

R33 Royal Mail  

Mail services are subject to statutory service standards which can only be altered by an act of parliament. 

Royal Mail postal services are therefore a statutory undertaker. Historically RM has absorbed growth into 

existing infrastructure but options for additional space in 

North Bristol have now been exhausted as a result of Bradley Stoke, Stoke Gifford and Cribbs 

Causeway developments in recent years. Planned growth in SG requires additional investment in operational 
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facilities in the North Fringe CPNN locality. 

R34 

Peter Brett 

Associates 

 

The Draft Regulation 123 List needs to be much more specific about infrastructure that will be funded by CIL. 

It is not appropriate to simply state Transport Infrastructure and specify exclusions for on-site work. The 

majority of larger development sites provide off site highway works within close proximity of the site via 

S106 and S278. Whilst the regulations don’t currently prevent double dipping for S278, there are quite clear 

about using both CIL and S106. By limiting infrastructure delivery to CIL funded improvements, the Council 

will negatively impact on the delivery of developments. This will result in delays and in extreme 

circumstances prevent development. 

R35 Sovereign HA  

1. The values used seem reasonably reflective of market values that are being achieved at this time, 

and realistically they are not sufficiently wide of the mark to cause concern 

2. I am a little concerned that it appears that the appraisal assumes we are able to offer 65% of market 

value for shared ownership dwellings, this is too high given the restriction to 40% sold and 1% rents. I would 

have suggested 50% is a more accurate sum unless the current equity and rent arrangements are relaxed 

3. I would be surprised if the proposed tenure mix is delivered given the limited supply of affordable 

rent delivered in South Gloucestershire to date and the total unknown arrangements post 2015 

 

R36 Sport England  

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) requires each local planning authority to produce a Local Plan 

for its area. Local Plans should address the spatial implications of economic, social and environmental 

change.  Local Plans should be based on an adequate, up-to-date and relevant evidence base. In addition, 

para 73 of the NPPF requires that: 

 

It [NPPF] stresses that to ensure effective planning for open space, sport & recreation it is essential that the 

needs of local communities are known.  Local authorities should undertake robust assessments of the 

existing and future needs of their communities for open space, sport and recreation.  Assessments will 

normally be undertaken at district level, although assessments of strategic facilities should be undertaken at 

regional or sub-regional levels. 

 

Sport England advocates that new developments should contribute to the sporting and recreational needs of 

the locality made necessary by their development. 

 

We are not aware of a robust evidence base for playing fields, sport and recreation (including built sports 

facilities) for South Gloucestershire.  It is not clear how this lack of evidence base has been/will be taken into 

account to develop the CIL preliminary draft charging schedule. 

 

We note that The Council is currently working towards a more detailed review.  Sport England has many 

tools that will help the Council, please contact the undersigned. 
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R37 UWE  Wish to see confirmation that UWE has charitable status and therefore would be exempt form CIL charges. 

R38 

Local Residents 

- D.Aldrich 

- M.Line 

- R.Lloyd 

- L.Neale 

- T.Southwell 

 

- Support for CIL 

- Why is Tytherington Quarry rail line not in the Reg123 list? 

- The CIL 123 list needs to be extended to enable investment in all aspects of Green Infrastructure, 

otherwise there seems little prospect that it will be delivered. 

- Why are offices not included in proposed charges? 
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